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2. Project Description

Tenet Healthcare Corporation ("Applicant'' or ''Tenet") located at 1999 Bryan Street, Suite 900,
Dallas, TX 75201 is filing a Notice of Determination of Need ("Application") with the Massachusetts
Department of Public Health for a substantial capital expenditure by Saint Vincent Hospital ("SVH"
or '1he Hospital") located at 123 Summer Street, Worcester, MA 01608. SVH is an acute care
teaching hospital that provides comprehensive emergency, outpatient, and hospital inpatient
services, including but not limited to cancer, cardiovascular, neurology, orthopedic, OB/GYN, and
surgical care. In addition to medical/surgical care, SVH also provides a continuum of psychiatric
and substance use disorder ("SUD") (collectively, "behavioral health" or "BH") care. As part of this
continuum, SVH is currently licensed to provide inpatient psychiatric care via thirteen psychiatric
beds at its main campus. Additionally, SVH offers 24-hour access to emergency mental evaluation
and SUD care, as well as a partial hospital program ("PHP") to help BH patients transition from
inpatient to outpatient care and an intensive outpatient program ("IOP") to help BH patients step
down from the PHP level of care. The proposed project is for the expansion of BH services at
SVH through renovations to accommodate seven additional inpatient psychiatric beds and add a
BH area to its emergency department ("ED") ("Proposed Project'').
SVH seeks to expand its number of inpatient psychiatric beds and renovate its ED to include a
BH area in order to address overcrowding and provide increased access to high-quality BH
services in the Worcester area. SVH's BH services operate at high volume, as evidenced by
annual patient counts and annual patient visit volume. Specifically, patient panel data for the last
three fiscal years demonstrates that SVH has experienced a 45.9% increase in the number of
total unique BH inpatients and outpatients treated, a 78.4% increase in total combined inpatient
and outpatient visits, and a 24.7% increase in BH ED patient visits from FY15 to FY17. These
increases are the result of a rise in the number of individuals across the state and in SVH's service
area suffering from mental illness and SUDs. Similar to the state as a whole, the increased BH
patient counts and BH patient visits at SVH have contributed to high inpatient occupancy rates,
with inpatient beds full 91 % of the time, and extended wait and boarding times in the ED.
It is well-established that a lack of inpatient beds is the single most important cause of ED
crowding. Therefore, an important element of reducing wait times and ED crowding for patients
seeking BH care is to expand the number of inpatient beds available. In comparison with other
regions in the state, Central Massachusetts ("MA") has a lower density of psychiatric beds despite
having high proportions of residents with high-acuity BH disorders. In accordance with evidencebased strategies, and to ensure that Central MA's growing population has timely access to
necessary BH services in the Worcester area into the future, the Applicant proposes to expand
the number of inpatient psychiatric beds at SVH by seven, from thirteen to twenty. Additionally, in
recognition of the fact that inefficient ED design and processes contribute to crowding and
prolonged length of stay, and therefore that expansion of psychiatric inpatient beds alone will not
solve the BH access problem, the Applicant also proposes to renovate SVH's ED to include a
regionalized eight-bay BH section.
Overall, the Applicant anticipates that implementation of the Proposed Project will provide
significant improvement in SVH's capacity and ability to meet the BH needs of the Worcester
region while meaningfully contributing to the Commonwealth's goals for cost containment.
Additional inpatient psychiatric capacity will have a positive impact on ED throughput by allowing
for expedition of SVH's growing mental health patient population to the right level of care and will
support the re-capture of lost inpatient admissions to other hospitals in the region and state.
Moreover, redesign of SVH's ED to include a dedicated space for BH patients will create
operational efficiencies, enhance the flow of service delivery, and improve quality of care, safety,
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and patient experience by ensuring that BH patients receive private care that is tailored to meet
their unique needs in the appropriate environment within the ED. These changes will improve
public health outcomes by providing patients with greater access to high quality BH services that
are close to home, which will lead to timely initiation of appropriate treatment and ultimately result
in better care experiences, effective management of BH conditions, and enhanced quality of life.
Additionally, the proposed changes will contribute to cost containment in MA by reducing
expensive ED boarding hours through the expedited evaluation and transfer of BH patients to
appropriate care settings. The creation of a regionalized area within SVH's ED for BH patients will
also lead to cost efficiencies through increased throughput, access to timely care, as well as
appropriate staffing patterns. For the reasons enumerated herein, the Applicant believes that the
Proposed Project meets the Determination of Need factors of review necessary for approval.

Factor 1: Applicant Patient Panel Need, Public Health Values and Operational Objectives
F1 .a.i

Patient Panel:
Describe your existing Patient Panel, including incidence or prevalence of
disease or behavioral risk factors, acuity mix, noted health disparities,
geographic breakdown expressed in zip codes or other appropriate
measure, demographics including age, gender and sexual identity, race,
ethnicity, socioeconomic status and other priority populations relevant to
the Applicant's existing patient panel and payer mix.

A. Tenet Healthcare Corporation
The Applicant is a for-profit healthcare services company that was formed in 1975. Tenet offers a
nationwide network of acute care hospitals, hospital affiliated outpatient centers and physician
practices committed to delivering high-quality, compassionate care. Specifically, Tenet currently
operates sixty-nine acute care hospitals, twenty-one short-stay surgical hospitals, 108 urgent care
centers, seventy-nine imaging centers, 263 ambulatory surgery centers, and eighteen off-campus
emergency departments and microhospitals across forty-seven states. In MA, Tenet operates two
acute care hospitals, three urgent care centers, four imaging centers, one ambulatory surgery
center, and two physician organizations. For purposes of this Application, the Applicant relies on
patient panel information for its two MA hospitals ("Tenet MA") to determine the need for the
Proposed Project.
Tenet MA serves a large and diverse patient panel as demonstrated by the utilization data for the
36-month period covering Fiscal Year ("FY") 15-17. 1 Appendix 2 provides this demographic profile
for Tenet MA in table form. In FY15, 212,879 unique patients utilized Tenet MA's acute care and
BH services, in FY16, this number increased to 213,058 unique patients, and in FY17, 208,022
patients received care through Tenet MA. Tenet MA's patient mix consists of approximately 42.1 %
males and 57.9% females.
Age demographics for all service lines for FY15-FY17 show that the majority of the encounters
within Tenet MA are for patients between the ages of 18-64 (60.4%-61.5% of total patient
encounters). The next largest age cohort is patients that are 65+ (31.0%-31.9% of total patient
encounters). Subsequently, 7.5%-7.7% of Tenet MA's patient encounters are for patients between
0-17 years of age.

1

Fiscal year January 1 - December 31.
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Tenet MA's patient panel reflects a mix of races across all service lines. Data collected in FY17
based on patient self-reporting demonstrates that 70.4% of the total patient population identified
as White; 11.2% identified as Hispanic/Latino; 4.5% identified as Black; 2.8% identified as Asian;
0.03% identified as Native American or Eskimo; and 0.01% identified as Pacific Islander or
Hawaiian. A portion of the patient population (11.0% in FY17) either chose not to report their race
or self-identified as a race that did not align with the surveyed categories. Therefore, it is important
to note that the racial composition of Tenet MA's patient panel may be understated.
The Applicant also reviewed origin data for Tenet MA patients. FY17 data across all services
indicates that Tenet MA's patient panel resides mainly in MA (98.3%). Within MA, 62.8% of visits
are for patients that reside within ten towns/cities within the MetroWest and Central regions of the
state (Worcester: 21.0%; Framingham: 20.2%; Natick: 4.9%; Ashland: 3.6%; Marlborough: 2.8%;
Shrewsbury: 2.6%; Holliston: 2.2%; Auburn: 2.1 %; Holden: 1.8%; and Hopkinton: 1.6%). The
remaining 37.2% of visits are attributable to patients from across the state. In addition to MA,
there is a portion of the patient panel that resides outside of MA (1.5%). The origin of 0.1 % of
patient panel visits is unknown.
Finally, a review of the payer mix for Tenet MA's patients for FY17 provides that the majority of
visits (54. 7%) are for patients that are covered by Medicare/Managed Medicare or
MassHealth/Managed MassHealth (34.2% of visits are for Medicare/Managed Medicare
beneficiaries and 20.5% are for MassHealth/Managed MassHealth beneficiaries). Subsequently,
39. 7% of visits are for patients that have commercial/other managed care insurance. The
remainder of patients are either self-pay (1.9%) or covered by some other form of insurance, such
as Managed Care Exchange, workers compensation, Tricare/Champus, POS, etc. (3.6%).
Coverage type is unknown for 0.03% of Tenet MA's patients.
B. Saint Vincent Hospital
All Services

SVH is one of the Applicant's two MA hospitals. Located in Worcester, SVH provides a full-range
of emergency, outpatient, and hospital inpatient services, including medical/surgical, psychiatric,
and SUD care. Specifically, SVH provides services to approximately 91,000 patients annually. In
FY15, 91,239 unique patients received care at SVH. In FY16, this number fell slightly to 91,177
patients, and in FY17, 89,913 patients utilized SVH's acute and BH services (see Appendix 2).
Demographics for the last three fiscal years demonstrate that SVH's patient population has a
similar composition to the larger Tenet MA patient panel in terms of gender, age, race, and payer
mix. SVH's patient mix consists of approximately 42.8% males and 57 .2% females for all service
lines. Age data indicates that the majority of patient encounters at SVH are for patients between
18-64 years of age (63.4%-64.7%), patients ages 65+ comprise the next largest cohort of patient
encounters (30.3%-32.4%), and patients 18-64 account for 4.3%-5.0% of total patient encounters
at SVH. In regard to race, data collected in FY17 based on patient self-reporting demonstrates
that 73.7% of SVH's total patient population identified as White; 11.8% identified as
Hispanic/Latino; 5.5% identified as Black; 2.7% identified as Asian; 0.04% identified as Native
American or Eskimo; and 0.01% identified as Pacific Islander or Hawaiian. 2 Finally, SVH's payer
mix across all services is similar to Tenet MA's payers mix across all services, with 58.2% of visits
2

Because patients were categorized based on self-reporting, there is a portion of SVH's patient panel for whom race
is unknown or does not align with the surveyed categories (6.3% in FY17). Therefore, it is important to note that the
racial composition of SVH's patient panel may be understated.
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for patients covered by Medicare/Managed Medicare and/or MassHealth/Managed MassHealth,
36.8% of visits for patients covered by commercial/other managed care insurance, and the
remainder of visits for patients who are self-pay (1.7%) or covered by some other form of
insurance (3.3%).
Similar to Tenet MA, SVH's patient panel data for FY17 indicates that the majority of SVH's visits
are for patients that reside in MA (97.8%). Within the state, however, SVH's patients are more
localized to Central MA, and to the city of Worcester, when compared with Tenet MA's patient
panel. Specifically, data for FY17 shows that within the state, 70.5% of patient visits are
attributable to patients from ten Central MA towns/cities as follows: 43.3% of visits are for patients
that reside in Worcester and the next 27.2% of visits are for patients that reside within nine
surrounding towns/cities within Central MA (Auburn: 4.3%; Shrewsbury: 4.2%; Holden: 3.4%;
Millbury: 2.9%; Oxford: 2.8%; Leicester: 2.7%; Webster: 2.6%; Spencer: 2.2%; and Grafton:
2.1%).
Behavioral Health Services

Given that the Applicant seeks to expand BH services at SVH, in addition to reviewing the
demographic data for all SVH patients, the Applicant also conducted a focused review of the BH
patient panel at SVH to determine the need for the Proposed Project. This demographic profile
for SVH's BH services is provided in table form in Appendix 2.
Demographic data for SVH's BH patient panel is largely consistent with the demographic data for
Tenet MA's and SVH's total patient panel in terms of gender, age, race, and payer mix. SVH's BH
patient mix consists of approximately 43.3% males and 56.7% females. With regard to age, the
data indicates that the majority of SVH's BH encounters are for patients between the ages of 1864 years (97.3% in FY17), and that this age cohort has contributed most significantly to the
increase in the number of BH patients and BH patient visit volume over the last three fiscal years
(79.7% increase in 18-64-year-old BH patient encounters from FY15-FY17). Patients 65+
comprise the remaining 2.7% of BH patient encounters at SVH, and this age cohort has seen a
42.1% increase in BH visits from FY15-FY17. Race data for FY17 indicates that, like SVH's overall
patient panel, most BH patients self-identify as White (74.7%), followed by Hispanic/Latino
(10.8%), Black (4.6%), Asian (0.9%), Pacific Islander or Hawaiian (0.1%), and other/unknown
(8.9%). Finally, a review of the payer mix for SVH's BH patients provides that large percentages
of patients are covered by commercial/other managed care insurance and Medicare/MassHealth 3
(55.3% and 42.7%), and that the remainder of patients are either self-pay (0.8%) or covered by
another type of insurance (1.1 %).
In regard to patient origin, SVH's BH patient panel closely mirrors SVH's overall patient panel.
Specifically, 98.6% of all BH visits are for patients from MA, and within the state 79.3% of BH
visits are for patients from ten cities/towns in Central MA. Patients from the city of Worcester
account for the largest share of BH visits in MA (55.9%). Subsequently, patients from the
surrounding Central MA towns/cities of Shrewsbury, Auburn, Millbury, Holden, Grafton, Spencer,
Rutland, Leicester, and Webster together comprise 23.4% of SVH's BH patient panel from MA.
The remaining 20.7% of BH visits are attributable to patients from across the state, including other
towns from Central MA. Accordingly, SVH is the local hospital provider for many BH patients in
the Greater Worcester region.

3

Including Managed Medicare and Managed MassHealth.
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SVH's BH services operate at high volume, as evidenced by the annual BH visit volume, as well
as the annual number of patients seeking BH care. From FY15-FY17, while the number of overall
visits at Tenet MA and SVH remained relatively consistent, the number of BH visits at SVH
increased significantly. In FY15, there were 2,531 BH ED visits at SVH. In FY16, this number rose
by 12.5% to 2,848 BH ED visits, and in FY17, patients visited SVH's ED for a total of 3, 156 BH
visits (10.8% increase from FY16 and 24.7% increase from FY15).
In addition to increased BH ED utilization, SVH has also experienced an increase in unique BH
patients and total visits across the combined inpatient and outpatient settings. In FY 15, 464
unique patients utilized SVH's BH inpatient or outpatient services. In FY16, this number rose by
11.6% to 518 unique patients, and in FY17, 677 unique patients received BH care through SVH's
inpatient unit, PHP, or IOP (30.7% increase from FY16 and 45.9% increase from FY15). Moreover,
overall patient visits across the inpatient and outpatient settings increased by 78.4% during this
period, from 552 BH visits in FY15 to 985 BH visits in FY17.
A thorough analysis of SVH's combined BH inpatient and outpatient patient panel data indicates
that while total patients and volume have increased over the last three fiscal years, and inpatient
capacity is at 91 %, there has been a shift of patients and visits from the inpatient setting to the
outpatient setting. From FY15-FY17, the number of outpatients increased from 1 to 346 and
outpatient visits increased from 1 to 547. During this period, the number of inpatients decreased
by 21.2% from 463 to 365, and inpatient visits decreased by 20.5% from 551 to 438. This shift is
attributable to two factors: (1) implementation of SVH's outpatient BH programs in 2015; and (2)
an increase in the number of higher-acuity BH patients at SVH. In regard to outpatients, the
increase in volume has been precipitated by the launch of SVH's PHP and IOP offerings in 2015,
which has allowed SVH to provide appropriate outpatient care to BH patients that do not require
an inpatient stay. In regard to inpatient BH care, the increase in the number of higher-acuity BH
patients presenting at SVH has resulted in longer inpatient lengths of stays upon admission
(increase in average length of stay from 7.66 days in 2015 to 9.56 days in 2017) and therefore
slower turnover and less availability of inpatient beds and higher ED boarding rates (increase in
total BH ED boarding time from 42,937 hours in 2015 to 62,831 hours in 2017). As described in
further detail throughout this narrative, approval of the Proposed Project will allow SVH to deal
with the effects of these longer inpatient stays. Specifically, the addition of seven inpatient
psychiatric beds will allow SVH to provide a greater number of BH patients with increased access
to necessary inpatient care, while ensuring that higher-acuity patients are not shifted out of the
inpatient setting to lower levels of care before they are ready.
F1.a.ii

Need by Patient Panel:
Provide supporting data to demonstrate the need for the Proposed Project.
Such data should demonstrate the disease burden, behavioral risk factors,
acuity mix, health disparities, or other objective Patient Panel measures as
noted in your response to Question F1.a.i that demonstrates the need that
the Proposed Project is attempting to address. If an inequity or disparity is
not identified as relating to the Proposed Project, provide information
justifying the need. In your description of Need, consider the principles
underlying Public Health Value (see instructions) and ensure that Need is
addressed in that context as well.
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A. Behavioral Health Disorder Prevalence
Mental health conditions and SUDs are common in the US. 4 In 2016, based on responses to the
National Survey on Drug Use and Health ("NSDUH'j, approximately one in six US adults ages
18+ experienced mental illness (44.7 million, or 18.3% of, US adults) and approximately 1 in 25
adults experienced a serious mental illness that substantially interfered with or limited one or more
major life activities (10.4 million, or 4.2% of, US adults). 5 During this same period, an estimated
20.1 million people ages 12+ (7.5% of all people 12+ years) had a SUD, including 15.1 million
people who had an alcohol use disorder and 7.4 million people who had an illicit drug use
disorder.a
While MA, a national leader among states in the delivery of BH care, continues to make important
improvements to its BH care system, problems remain.7 Results from the 2016 Behavioral Risk
Factor Surveillance System ("BRFSS'? detail that 11.3% of MA individuals ages 18+ reported
poor mental health (including stress, depression and problems with emotions) for at least 15 days
during the past month.a While this is similar to the corresponding national average percentage for
2016 (11.2%), it represents an increase since 201 O when the percentage of MA adults ages 18+
with 15+ days of poor mental health was 8.8%. 9 Moreover, data from the NSDUH indicate that in
MA in 2016, 1,034,000 adults ages 18+ reported living with a mental illness (19.3%) and 231,000
adults 18+ reported living with a serious mental illness (4.3%). 10 These figures compare with
942,000 MA adults 18+ living with a mental illness (18.5%) and 214,000 MA adults 18+ living with
a serious mental illness (4.2%) in 2010. 11
In addition to mental illness, MA residents suffer from SUDs at high rates. Specifically, 552,000
individuals ages 18+ in MA live with a SUD (10.3%), 426,000 with an alcohol use disorder (8.0%),
179,000 with an illicit drug use disorder (3.3%), and 37 ,000 with a pain reliever use disorder
(0.7%), based on 2016 self-reporting data. 12 Like many states, MA has been facing an epidemic
of opioid addiction and overdose deaths. From 2000 to 2016, the number of fatal opioid overdoses

4

Mental Illness, NAT'L INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH, https://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/statistics/mental-illness.shtml
(last updated Nov. 2017); REBECCA AHRNSBRAK ET AL., SUBSTANCE ABUSE & MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES ADMIN., KEY
SUBSTANCE USE AND MENTAL HEALTH INDICATORS IN THE UNITED STATES: RESULTS FROM THE 2016 NATIONAL SURVEY ON
DRUG USE AND HEALTH (Sep. 2017), available at https://store.samhsa.gov/shin/content//SMA 17-5044/SMA 175044.pdl.
5
Mental Illness, supra note 4; AHRNSBRAK ET AL., supra note 4, at 36.
8
AHRNSBRAK ET AL, supra note 4, at 30-31. Illicit drugs include marijuana, prescription pain relievers, cocaine,
methamphetamine, heroin, and prescription stimulants. Id.
7 ALICIA SPARKS ET AL., BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MA FOUNDATION, ACCESS TO BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CARE IN
MASSACHUSETTS: THE BASICS (Jul. 2017), available at
https://bluecrossmafoundation.org/sites/delault/files/download/publication/BH_basics_Final.pdl.
8
MA DEP'T OF PUBLIC HEALTH, A PROFILE OF HEALTH AMONG MASSACHUSETTS ADULTS, 2016: RESULTS FROM THE
BEHAVIORAL RISK FACTOR SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 10 (Sep. 17), available at
https://www .mass.gov/files/documents/2017/09/zt/report-2016.pdf.
9 Id. at 64; MA DEP'TOF PUBLIC HEALTH, A PROFILE OF HEALTH AMONG MASSACHUSETTS ADULTS, 2010: RESULTS FROM THE
BEHAVIORAL RISK FACTOR SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 25 (Jun. 11 ), available at
http://www.mass.gov/eohhs/docs/dph/behavioral-risk/report-201 O.pdl.
10 2015-2016 Nat'/ Survey on Drug Use & Health State-Specific Tables - Massachusetts, SUBSTANCE ABUSE & MENTAL
HEALTH SERVICES ADMIN. (Feb. 14, 2018),
https://www .samhsa.gov/data/sites/default/files/NSDU HsaeSpecificStates2016NNSDUHsaeSpecificStates2016.htm.
11
2009-2010 Nat'/ Survey on Drug Use & Health State-Specific Tables - Massachusetts, SUBSTANCE ABUSE & MENTAL
HEALTH SERVICES ADMIN. (Sep. 26, 2014), https://www.samhsa.gov/data/sites/default/files/NSDUHStateEst2009201 O/StateSpecificT ables/NSDUHsaeMA201 O.pdf.
12
2015-2016 Nat'/ Survey on Drug Use & Health State-Specific Tables - Massachusetts, supra note 1O.
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in MA increased by 468.6%. 13 While the total number of estimated and confirmed opioid-related
overdose deaths declined for the first time in 2017, by an estimated 178 deaths or 8.3% compared
to 2016, this is slight in comparison to recent year-to-year increases (29.5% from 2012-2013,
40.7% from 2013-2014, 30.8% from 2014-2015, and 21.9% from 2015-2016). 14
Worcester, where SVH is located and where 55.9% of SVH BH patients originate, faces similar
markers of poor BH. According to the 2015 Worcester Community Assessment of Mental Health
Needs, Worcester residents ages 18+ experience poor mental health at rates that are markedly
higher than the Commonwealth of MA as a whole (between 2011 -2013, 15-18% of Worcester
respondents noted having 15+ days of poor mental health in the past month, in comparison with
10-12% of MA respondents). 15 Relatedly, a higher proportion of Worcester respondents ages 18+
report ever being diagnosed with depression compared to MA respondents ages 18+ (20.4% in
Worcester versus 18.7% in MA). 16 As noted above, within SVH's patient panel, visits for all BH
conditions increased by 78.4% from FY15-FY17. During this same period, visits for major
depressive disorder (ICD-10 Diagnosis Code F32.9) increased by 550% (from 8 visits in FY15 to
52 visits in FY17).
Additionally, individuals in the Worcester region experience high SUD rates. From 2000 to 2016,
the number of opioid-related overdose deaths in Worcester County increased sharply by 282.4%,
from 68 deaths in 2000 to 260 deaths in 2016. 17 In 2016, Worcester County had the third highest
number of opioid-related overdose deaths. 18 In the City of Worcester, opioid-related overdose
deaths increased by 151.7% between 2012 and 2016, from 29 deaths in 2012 to 73 deaths in
2016. 19 As of 2016, the City of Worcester was second only to Boston in terms of the number of
opioid-related overdose deaths (73 versus 193).20
Population projections provided by the UMass Donahue Institute ("UMDI") predict that the cities
and towns within Central MA, where the majority of SVH's BH reside, will experience increases

13 MA DEP'T OF PUBLIC HEALTH, DATA BRIEF: OPIOID-RELATED OVERDOSE DEATHS AMONG MASSACHUSETTS RESIDENTS 1
(Feb. 2018), available at https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2018/02/14/data-brief-overdose-deaths-february2018.pdf.
14 Id.
15 ESTEBAN CARDEMIL ET AL., WORCESTER DIVISION OF PUBLIC HEALTH, 2015 WORCESTER COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
ASSESSMENT 6 (Sep. 2015), available at https://www.umassmed.edu/globalassets/systems-and-psychosocialadvances-research-center/publications/books/community-mental-health-assessment.pdf.
16 BRFSS Prevalence & Trends Data, CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION.
https://nccd.cdc.gov/BRFSSPrevalence/rdPage.aspx?rdReport=DPH_BRFSS.ExploreBylocation&rdProcessAction=
&SaveFileGenerated=1 &irblocationType=MMSA&isllocation=49340&islState=&islCounty=&islClass=CLASS03&islT
opic=TOPIC1 7&is1Year=2016&hidlocation Type=MMSA&hidlocation=49340&hidClass=CLASS03&h idTopic=TOPIC 1
7&hidTopicName=Depression&hidYear=2016&irbShowFootnotes=Show&rdlCLicllndicatorS=ADDEPEV2&icllndicators_rdExpandedCollapsedHistory=&icllndicators=ADDEPEV2&hidPreviouslySele
ctedlndicators=&DashboardColumnCount=2&rdShowElementHistory=divlocationUpdating%3dHide%2cislLocation%
3dShow%2cdivClassUpdating%3dHide%2cislClass%3dShow%2cdivTopicUpdating%3dHide%2cislTopic%3dShow%
2cdivYearUpdating%3dHide%2cislYear%3dShow%2c&rdScrollX=O&rdScrollY=239&rdRnd=36413 (last visited May
4, 2018); A PROFILE OF HEALTH AMONG MASSACHUSETTS ADULTS, 2016: RESULTS FROM THE BEHAVIORAL RISK FACTOR
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM, supra note 8. at 39.
17 MA DEP'T OF PUBLIC HEALTH, OPIOID OVERDOSE DEATH RATES, ALL INTENTS BY COUNTY, MA RESIDENTS: 2000-2016 1
(Feb. 2018), available at https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2018/02/14/overdose-deaths-by-county-includingmap-february-2018.pdf.
18 Id.
19
MA DEP'T OF PUBLIC HEALTH, NUMBER OF OPIOID-RELATED OVERDOSE DEATHS, ALL INTENTS BY CITY/TOWN, MA
RESIDENTS: 2012-2016 10 (Feb. 2018), available at https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2018/02/14/town-by-townlistings-february-2018.pdf.
20 Id. at 1-10.
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in their populations in coming years. 21 Specifically, UMDI anticipates that population growth is
expected to increase 9.6% in Central MA from 2010 through 2035. 22 As with other regions across
the state, the Central MA of the future will be home to more elders (by 2035, 23% of the population
in Central MA will be individuals 65+, compared to 13% in 2010). 23 However, compared with other
regions, Central MA is expected to show a relatively evenly distributed age profile, meaning that
while the number of elders is anticipated to increase, the number of younger adults will also be
well-represented through 2035. 24 Given that BH conditions affect adults and older adults at high
rates, these statistics suggest that the Central MA regions will continue to experience an
increased prevalence of mental health illness and SUDs into the future.
B. Access to Treatment for Behavioral Health Conditions
Mental Health Inpatient Beds

Many individuals with mental illness do not receive treatment and report unmet mental health
needs. Specifically, almost half (45.9%) of adults with any mental health disorder in MA report not
receiving care. 25 Although this percentage is lower than the national average (55.8%), it
represents 502,000 adults in MA with a mental health disorder who do not receive treatment. 26
Moreover, 15.6% of MA adults with a mental health disorder report they are not able to get the
treatment they need. 27 Unlike the individuals with mental illness who do not receive treatment, the
individuals who are reporting unmet need are seeking treatment and facing barriers to getting the
help they need, such as a lack of available providers, long wait times for appointments, etc. 28
As discussed more fully in Factor F1 .b.1, one of the barriers that impedes access to mental health
care is a lack of services available in a timely fashion.2 9 According to a study of ten diverse and
unaffiliated EDs in MA, mental health patients who present in the ED and require hospital
admission wait nearly four times longer for an inpatient bed and more than five times longer for
transfer to another facility relative to medical and surgical patients. 30 Moreover, mental health
patients comprise the majority of all patients that board and experience the longest boarding
times, according to data from the Health Policy Commission ("HPC"). 31 Jn 2015, mental health
patients comprised 59% of all patients who boarded. 32 The majority (59.7%) of these boarded
21

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS DONAHUE INSTITUTE. LONG-TERM POPULATION PROJECTIONS FOR MASSACHUSETTS
REGIONS AND MUNICIPALITIES 33-36 (Mar. 2015), available athttp://pep.donahueinstitute.org/downloads/2015/new/U MDl_LongTermPopulation ProjectionsReport_2015%2004%20_29.pdf. The
Massachusetts Secretary of the Commonwealth contracted with the University of Massachusetts Donahue Institute
("UMDI") to produce population projections by age and sex for all 351 municipalities. Id. at 7.
22
Id. at 33.
23 Id. at 35-36.
24 Id.
25 Mental Health in America - Adult Data, MENTAL HEALTH AMERICA,
http://www.mentalhealthamerica.net/issues/mental-health-america-adult-data (last visited May 4, 2018).
20 Id.
21 Id.
2a Id.
29 ALICIA SPARKS ET AL., supra note 7, at 6; Access to Health Services, OFFICE OF DISEASE PREVENTION & HEALTH
PROMOTION - HEALTHYPEOPLE.GOV, https://www .healthypeople.gov/2020/topics-objectivesitopic/Access-to-HealthServices (last updated May 4, 2018).
30
Mark D. Pearlmutter et al., Analysis of Emergency Department Length of Stay for Mental Health Patients at Ten
Massachusetts Emergency Departments, 70 ANNALS EMERGENCY MED. 193 (2017), available at
https://www.annemergmed.com/article/S0196-0644( 16)31217-3/pdl.
31
MA HEALTH POLICY COMMISSION, BEHAVIORAL HEALTH-RELATED EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT BoARDING IN MASSACHUSETTS
8-10 (Nov. 2017), available at http://www.mass.gov/anf/budget-taxes-and-procurementioversight-agencies/healthpolicy-commission/publications/20171113-hpc-ed-boarding-chart-pack.pdf.
" Id. at 8.
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mental health patients had a length of stay between 12 and 24 hours, and roughly 6% stayed in
the ED for 3+ days. 33 Similar to the state at-large, mental health patients at SVH face extended
ED wait times and high boarding rates. According to patient panel data, over the last three years
total ED boarder hours for BH patients at SVH (including mental health patients) have increased
by 46.3% from 42,937 hours in 2015 to 62,831 hours in 2017, and the average length of stay for
ED BH boarders at SVH (including mental health patients) has increased by 10.3% from 25.18
hours in 2015 to 27.78 hours in 2017.
It is well-established that the wait for inpatient treatment is a large driver of delays and crowding
for ED mental health patients, and that boarding is partly a consequence of inadequate inpatient
supply of mental health services. 34 According to the Department of Mental Health ("DMH"), as of
May 1, 2018, there were 2,690 licensed acute inpatient psychiatric beds across 66 hospitals in
MA, 2,042 of which were dedicated to adult patients. 35 These beds received patients from an
estimated statewide population of roughly 6.9 million residents, for a ratio of beds to population
of 1:2,565.36 While this represents an increase of 100 beds since the close of FY16, a need for
more beds in Central MA persists, as evidenced by the region's comparatively lower density of
psychiatric beds and anticipated increase in psychiatric visit volume in coming years. 37
Specifically, analysis of 2018 data from DMH indicates that hospital beds for patients with
psychiatric conditions are not distributed evenly across the state and that Central MA has a lower
(i.e., poorer) bed-to-person ratio in comparison to other regions. 36 For instance, while the
Northeast area has 687 inpatient psychiatric beds, Central MA, where SVH is located, has only
523 inpatient psychiatric beds (i.e., 164 fewer than the Northeast area) despite having a higher
total population. 39 Moreover, as discussed in Factor F1 .a.i, individuals ages 18-64 and 65+ have
contributed drastically to the increase in patient and visit volume at SVH over the last three fiscal
years. As the number of individuals in Central MA that fall into the 18-64 and 65+ age cohorts
continue to grow through 2035, the demand for BH services, including inpatient mental health
services, at SVH is expected to increase. Taken together, these findings and statistics suggest a
need for more psychiatric inpatient beds in the Worcester area to reduce ED delays, crowding,
and boarding and ensure that a growing population of psychiatric patients has timely access to
necessary mental health care into the future.

33

Id. at 10.
" Pearlmutter et al., supra note 30, at 200.
"DMH Licensed Hospitals, MA DEP'TOF MENTAL HEALTH (May 1, 2018),
https://www .mass.gov/files/documents/2018/05/04/dmh-licensed-hospitals-list.pdl.
36 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS DONAHUE INSTITUTE, SUMMARY OF THE U.S. CENSUS BUREAU'S 2017 STATE-LEVEL
POPULATION ESTIMATE FOR MASSACHUSETTS 1(Dec.20, 2017), available at
http://www.donahue.umassp.edu/documents/UMDl_State_Pop_2017.pdl; LONG-TERM POPULATION PROJECTIONS FOR
MASSACHUSETTS REGIONS AND MUNICIPALITIES, supra note 21.
37 MA DEP'T OF MENTAL HEALTH, FISCAL YEAR 2016 ANNUAL REPORT 8, available at
https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2017/09/22/annualreport-fiscalyear2016_0.pdl; DMH Licensed Hospitals,
supra note 35.
38 DMH Licensed Hospitals, supra note 35.
39 Id.; A Complete List of the Communities Served in the Northeast Area, MA DEP'TOF MENTAL HEALTH,
https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2017/09/13/Northeast%20Area%20Communities%20Served.docx (last visited
May 9, 2018); A Complete List of Communities Served in the DMH Central Massachusetts Area, MA DEP'T OF MENTAL
HEALTH, https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2017/09/13/Central%20MA%20Area%20Communities%20Served.pdl
(last visited May 9, 2018); Quick Facts, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU,
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/lact/table/US/PST045217 (search by MA town).
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Dedicated BH ED Services
Like mental health patients, the broader category of BH patients (including both psychiatric and
SUD patients) has grown in recent years and likewise experiences extended wait and boarding
times in the ED. According to the HPC, the median length of stay for patients with any primary
BH diagnosis (mental health or SUD) is twice as long as that for patients without a BH diagnosis
(5.4 hours versus 2.6 hours, respectively). 40 Moreover, patients with a BH diagnosis comprise a
disproportionate share of ED visitors that board. The most recently available data indicates that
although patients with a BH diagnosis only account for 14% of ED visits, they account for 71 % of
all ED visitors that board. 41 Among these BH boarders, the majority (67%) experience a length of
stay between 12 and 24 hours and 10% stay in the ED for 2+ days. 42
While the share of patients without a BH diagnosis who have boarded in a MA ED has remained
consistent over time, the share of BH patients who have boarded has increased. 43 From 2011 to
2015, the share of visits among patients with a primary BH diagnosis that boarded increased by
almost 6%. 44 This represents nearly 50,000 mental health and SUD visits that resulted in boarding
in 2015. 45 The effects of this increase have been felt unevenly across the state, as likelihood that
a patient with a BH diagnosis boards varies by geography. For instance, in 2015, BH patients who
lived in Central MA, where SVH is located, were more likely to board than patients who lived in
various other regions of the state. 46 As noted above, SVH has been no exception to the regional
trend - from 2015 to 2017, total ED boarder hours for BH patients at SVH increased 46.3% and
the average length of stay for BH ED boarders at SVH increased 10.3%.
Contributing to the increased strain on the region's hospitals, Worcester has experienced an
increase in the number of opioid-related discharges in recent years. 47 From 2011 to 2015, while
opioid-related hospital discharges grew in every region of the state, some regions experienced
particularly high growth. 48 For instance, the rate of opioid-related discharges more than doubled
in Central MA. 49 This is consistent with data published in 2016 which indicates that the zip codes
in which residents are utilizing hospitals at the highest rates for opioid-related reasons are
concentrated in certain regions of the state. 50 Specifically, out of 26 gateway cities 51 , the 12 in
which residents utilize the hospitals for opioid-related reasons are concentrated in just four areas
of the state: (1) Central MA; (2) Southeastern MA; (3) Merrimack Valley; and (4) Metro Boston,
Metro South and the South Shore. 52 Given these regional trends, it is not surprising that SVH had
one of the highest numbers of opioid-related discharges in 2015 (1,934). 53
40 BEHAVIORAL HEALTH-RELATED EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT BOARDING IN MASSACHUSETTS,
41 Id.
7.

42

supra note

31,

at

9.

at
Id. at 9.

43 ALICIA SPARKS ET AL.,

supra note 7, at 18; BEHAVIORAL HEALTH-RELATED EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT BOARDING IN
MASSACHUSETTS, supra note 31, at 6.
44 BEHAVIORAL HEALTH-RELATED EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT BOARDING IN MASSACHUSETTS, supra note 31, at 6.
45 Id. at 7.
46 Id. at 13.
47 MA HEALTH POLICY COMMISSION, OPIOID USE DISORDER REPORT UPDATES 7 (Aug. 2017), available at
http://www.mass.gov/anf/budget-taxes-and-procurement/oversight-agencies/health-policycomm ission/publications/20170822-opioid-chart-pack.pd!.
48 Id.
49 Id.
50 MA HEALTH POLICY COMMISSION, OPIOID USE DISORDER IN MASSACHUSETTS 8, 46 (Sep. 2016), available at
https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2016/09/w/opioid-use-disorder-report.pd!.
51 A gateway city is one with a population between 35,000 and 250,000, median household income below the state
average, and rate of attaining a bachelor's degree is below the state average. M.G.L. ch. 23A, § 3A.
52 OPIOID USE DISORDER IN MASSACHUSETTS, supra note 50, at 46.
"OPIOID USE DISORDER REPORT UPDATES, supra note 47, at 9.
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Similar to the mental health-specific statistics, these findings suggest the need to focus on
increasing access to timely BH treatment in SVH's Central MA service area. As discussed in
greater detail in Factor F1 .b.1, in addition to inpatient bed supply, ED throughput (i.e., activities
within the ED) is an important factor that contributes to ED crowding and boarding and hinders
timely access to care. 54 "Streaming," or regionalization, which involves dividing patients into
separate geographic areas and work streams within the ED based on condition, is one throughput
intervention documented in the evidence-based literature as being an effective solution to
boarding. 55
In accordance with this solution, the Applicant proposes to renovate SVH's ED to include a
regionalized eight-bay BH section. This BH section will be staffed by a psychiatrist/advanced
practice registered nurse rounding regularly, clinical staff providing assessment and potential
treatment, ED nurses trained in BH available 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, and other health
care professionals for administrative and social assistance available as needed from the SVH
staff. Renovation will allow the ED BH medical staff to expeditiously evaluate and treat BH patients
in the ED in a safe, patient-centered environment with appropriate accommodations for their
clinical needs. After the patient evaluation and treatment process, patients may be released from
the ED; admitted to the inpatient mental health services of SVH; transferred to one of SVH's
outpatient BH programs, which offer both dual diagnosis (mental health and SUD) and primary
mental health tracks; or referred to a different, appropriate agency or health care institution if the
ED BH medical staff determine their needs cannot be met at SVH (e.g., if the patient requires
SUD detoxification services). The additional dedicated BH treatment stations will not only improve
patient privacy, dignity and security for all ED patients and staff, but will also decrease the patient
walkout rate and decrease overall ED crowding by creating efficiencies that allow BH patients to
be promptly evaluated by highly-trained ED BH staff and moved out of the ED to the appropriate
care setting as soon as possible.
F1 .a.iii

Competition:
Provide evidence that the Proposed Project will compete on the basis of
price, total medical expenses, provider costs, and other recognized
measures of health care spending. When responding to this question, please
consider Factor 4, Financial Feasibility and Reasonableness of Costs.

The expansion of psychiatric services, including the addition of seven psychiatric beds to SVH,
as well as a designated BH area within SVH's ED will not have an adverse impact on competition
in the MA health care market based on price, total medical expenses ("TME"), provider costs or
other recognized measures of health care spending as the Proposed Project seeks to meet the
high demand for BH services in Central MA, thereby ensuring timely access to inpatient
psychiatric services, and in turn, reducing costlier avenues of care, such as prolonged boarding
times in the ED, as well as the transfer of patients to alternative psychiatric facilities in various
geographies.

54

Adrian Boyle et al., Emergency Department Crowding: Time for Interventions and Policy Evaluations, EMERGENCY
MED. lnt'I (2012), available at https://www.hindawi.com/journals/emi/2012/838610/.
55
Id.; Paul Richard Edwin Jarvis, Improving emergency department patient flow, 3 CLINICAL & EXPERIMENTAL
EMERGENCY MED. 63, 65-66 (2016), available at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5051606/pdf/ceem·16·
127.pdf; CARE OF THE PSYCHIATRIC PATIENT IN THE EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT-A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE, AMERICAN
COLLEGE OF EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS (Oct. 2014), available at https://www.acep.org/globalassets/uploads/uploaded·
files/acep/clinical-and-practice-management/resources/mental-health-and-substance-abuse/psychiatric-patient-carein-the-ed-2014.pdf.
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Studies have found that the average cost of psychiatric patient boarding is approximately $100
per hour with the average psychiatric patient costing an ED up to $1, 198.56 When the costs of
lower bed turnover are factored in, the total cost leaps to $2,264 per patient. 57 Of course, these
average costs rise based on increased boarding times (SVH has experienced a 46.3% increase
in BH ED boarding hours and a 10.3% increase in average BH ED boarding times over the last
three fiscal years) and the number of higher acuity patients (SVH's average length of stay for
psychiatric patients has increased approximately 25% over the last three fiscal years).
Consequently, the expedited transfer of BH patients from the ED to a dedicated inpatient
psychiatric bed at SVH will lead to a reduction in costs for these patients. The addition of
psychiatric beds also allows SVH to admit more patients, decreasing the expensive transport
costs associated with moving BH patients to alternative facilities.
Additionally, the creation of a regionalized area within SVH's ED for BH patients will also lead to
cost efficiencies through increased throughput, access to timely care, as well as appropriate
staffing patterns. First, this designated BH area will allow experienced, trained BH personnel who
understand the needs of BH patients to perform expedited evaluations and ensure patients are
linked to necessary psycho-social support services. These screenings will determine the
appropriate level of care for a patient, so the individual may be treated in the appropriate setting
as soon as possible. This increased throughput will lead to shorter boarding times and the
commencement of treatment more rapidly, leading to reduced ED costs. Second, linking patients
to services that address social determinant of health factors will lead to a reduction in unnecessary
ED visits and readmissions - again, achieving cost savings to the health care system, including
savings to the provider and patient. Third, the BH service in the ED allows SVH to develop more
efficient staffing patterns based on staff experience with the BH population and historical volume
trends for particular times of day. Accordingly, lower costs achieved by the expansion of BH
services at SVH will lead to reduced TME for the overall facility, and in turn, lower TME for the
MA health care market.

F1 .b.i

Public Health Value/Evidence-Based:
Provide information on the evidence-base for the Proposed Project. That is,
how does the Proposed Project address the Need that Applicant has
identified.

The proposed inpatient psychiatric bed expansion and redesigned BH ED space are supported
by evidence-based literature related to effective BH treatment, as well as literature related to
reducing ED boarding and crowding and improving patient throughput. Through these changes,
the Applicant will be able to improve patient care/flow, regionalization, and operations in a way
that ensures a greater number of BH patients has increased access to effective BH treatments
and services in the Greater Worcester community.
A. Mental Health Inpatient Beds
Hospitalization as an Evidence-Based Approach to Effective Treatment

Individual paths to recovery differ and packages of treatment and supportive services for mental
health illnesses must be tailored to fit individual needs. 58 Research indicates that for many people
56 The True Cost of Psychiatric Patient Boarding, BEHAVIORAL HEALTH RESPONSE, https://www.bhrworldwide.com/case·
study·the·true-cost-of-psychiatric-patient-boarding/ (last visited May 4, 2018).
57 Id.
58 Behavioral Health Treatments and Services, SUBSTANCE ABUSE & MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES ADMIN.,
https://www.samhsa.gov/treatment (last updated Sep. 20, 2017).
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with mental health problems, therapy combined with medication produces the best outcomes. 59
Individual and group counseling, supportive services, and medication treatments are evidencebased treatments that can be offered by providers in a variety of settings. 60
While hospitalization is part of a spectrum of mental health services and is not required for every
patient that presents with mental health illness, it is effective for patients with severe illness who
require stabilization. 61 Many mental disorders, including but not limited to schizophrenia, bipolar
disorder, major depression, and post-traumatic stress disorder (which are among the top
diagnoses codes for SVH BH patients FY15-FY17) flare up from time-to-time, similar to physical
diseases such as diabetes and heart disease. 62 As with physical diseases, when mental illnesses
flare up, inpatient hospitalization can help. 63 Other indications for inpatient admission include, but
are not limited to, suicidality, psychosis (hallucinations and delusions), increased mental health
problems despite outpatient care, substance use, the need for restraining measures, drug
treatment administered in the ED, and committal ordered under state laws. 64 For these patients,
the inpatient setting is the most effective setting to receive mental health care. 65
A functional assessment of behavior and individualized interventions to provide feedback for
appropriate and inappropriate behaviors, along with milieu management, group skills training,
cognitive remediation, individual and group therapy, psychoeducation, and daily visits with mental
health professionals are all evidence-based treatment interventions that are available in the
inpatient setting. 66 Moreover, hospitalization allows individuals suffering from mental health
problems to be closely monitored and accurately diagnosed, have their medications adjusted or
stabilized, and be monitored during an acute episode when their mental illness temporarily
worsens. 67 Overall, the inpatient setting offers evidence-based services that help patients
optimize mental health, stabilize severe symptoms, and learn new ways to cope in a safe and
controlled environment. 68

59

Id.; SAGINAW COUNTY COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH AUTHORITY, A GUIDE TO EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICES FOR ADULTS
WITH MENTAL ILLNESS 67 (Sep. 2005), available at https://www.sccmha.org/userfiles/filemanager/260/.
60 Behavioral Health Treatments and Services, supra note 58.
61 Understanding Hospitalization for Mental Health, DEPRESSION & BIPOLAR SUPPORT ALLIANCE,
https://secure2.convio.net/dabsa/site/SPageServer/?pagename=education_brochures_understanding_hospitalization
(last visited May 4, 2018); Inpatient Mental Health Treatment Facilities: Who Needs One?, HEALTHY PLACE,
https://www.healthyplace.com/other-inlo/mental-illness-overview~npatient-mental-health-treatment-facilities-who

needs-one/ (last updated Feb. 15, 2017).
62 Inpatient Mental Health Treatment Facilities: Who Needs One?, supra note 61.
63 Id.
64 Id.; Understanding Hospitalization for Mental Health, supra note 61; Marc Ziegenbein et al, Possible criteria for
inpatient psychiatric admissions: which patients are transferred from emergency services to inpatient psychiatric
treatment?, 6 BMC HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH 150 (2006), available at
https://bmchealthservres.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1472-6963-6-150; Psychiatric Hospitalization vs.
Treatment at Home, PSYCHOLOGY TODAY (Oct. 20, 2013), https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/fightingfear/201310/psychiatric-hospitalization-vs-treatment-home?amp; Hospitalization, MENTAL HEALTH AMERICA,
http://www.mentalhealthamerica.net/hospitalization (last visited May 4, 2018).
65 Inpatient Mental Health Treatment Facilities: Who Needs One?, supra note 61; Understanding Hospitalization for
Mental Health, supra note 61; Ziegenbein et al., supra note 64; Psychiatric Hospitalization vs. Treatment at Home,
supra note 64; Hospitalization, supra note 64.
66 Behavioral Health Treatments and Services, supra note 58; SAGINAW COUNTY COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
AUTHORITY, supra note 59; Inpatient Mental Health Treatment Facilities: Who Needs One?, supra note 61.
67 Inpatient Mental Health Treatment Facilities: Who Needs One?, supra note 61; Hospitalization, supra note 64.
66 Behavioral Health Treatments and Services, supra note 58; SAGINAW COUNTY COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
AUTHORITY, supra note 59; Inpatient Mental Health Treatment Facilities: Who Needs One?, supra note 61;
Understanding Hospitalization for Mental Health, supra note 61.
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Increased Inpatient Beds Help Reduce Crowding and ED Boarding

In addition to being an effective approach to BH treatment, an adequate supply of inpatient mental
health beds is also an important way to combat ED crowding and boarding. 69 Crowding is caused
by multiple factors, including input, output, and throughput. 70 Input factors include not only the
volume, but also the acuity and type of patients. 71 As discussed in detail in Factor F1 .a.ii, SVH
has experienced not only an increase in the overall volume of BH patients over the last three
years, but also an increase in the number of higher-acuity BH patients presenting to the ED.
Similar to what is described in the literature, these increased input volumes have had a knock-on
effect and have contributed to increased ED crowding at SVH.72 While the Hospital has
implemented strategies to try to deal with the input problems (such as implementation of its partial
hospital and intensive outpatient programs, which allow SVH to transfer appropriate patients out
of the ED to the outpatient setting), input solutions alone will not solve the ED crowding and
boarding issues. This is particularly true given the projected increase in BH service demand
through 2035. Accordingly, output and throughput solutions are needed as well.
Research indicates that output factors, such as the availability of inpatient beds, are most
significant in reducing ED crowding. 73 Access block refers to the situation where patients in the
ED requiring inpatient care are unable to gain access to appropriate hospital beds within a
reasonable time frame, resulting in ED overcrowding. 74 Studies have documented that the
presence of inpatients in the ED is the primary reason for ED overcrowding, as a lack of critical
care beds leads to high acuity patients remaining in the ED. 75 Thus, one of the most highly
recommended methods to improving BH patient flow and overall ED performance is increasing
the availability of inpatient BH acute care beds. 76 In accordance with this established solution, the
Applicant proposes to expand its inpatient mental health capacity by seven beds.
B. Dedicated BH ED Services
As mentioned above, throughput is the final category of factors that causes ED crowding.
Throughput factors refer to activities within the ED that can hinder patient flow. 77 For example,
poor ED design and processes, which do not support flow, contribute to crowding. 78
69

Boyle et al., supra note 54; D.M. Fatovich, Access block causes emergency department overcrowding and
ambulance diversion in Perth, Western Australia, 22 EMERGENCY MED. J. 351, 352-54 (2005), available at
http://emj.bmj.com/contenVemermed/22/5/351.full.pdf; D.M. Fatovich, Entry overload, emergency department
overcrowding, and ambulance bypass, 20 EMERGENCY MED. J. 406, 408-09 (2003), available at
http://emj.bmj.com/contenVemermed/20/5/406.full.pdf; Psychiatric Emergencies, AMERICAN COLLEGE OF EMERGENCY
PHYSICIANS, http://newsroom.acep.orgflndex.php?s=20301&item=30093 {last visited May 4, 2018).
70 Boyle et al., supra note 54.
71 Id.
72 Id.
73 Id.; Access block causes emergency department overcrowding and ambulance diversion in Perth, Western
Australia, supra note 69; Entry overload, emergency department overcrowding, and ambulance bypass, supra note
69; Psychiatric Emergencies, supra note 69.
74 Access block causes emergency department overcrowding and ambulance diversion in Perth, Western Australia,
supra note 69, at 351; Entry overload, emergency department overcrowding, and ambulance bypass, supra note 69,
at 406.
75 Boyle et al., supra note 54; Access block causes emergency department overcrowding and ambulance diversion in
Perth, Western Australia, supra note 69; Entry overload, emergency department overcrowding, and ambulance
bypass, supra note 69, at 406; Psychiatric Emergencies, supra note 69; Pearlmutter et al., supra note 30, at 200.
76 Boyle et al., supra note 69; Access block causes emergency department overcrowding and ambulance diversion in
Perth, Western Australia, supra note 69; Entry overload, emergency department overcrowding, and ambulance
bypass, supra note 69; Psychiatric Emergencies, supra note 69.
77
Boyle et al., supra note 54.
70 Id.
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There are a variety of throughput interventions that can be instituted to reduce crowding in the
ED. 79 "Streaming," or regionalization, is one such intervention, which involves grouping similar
patients based on condition and/or acuity level into categories and managing them through
separate processes or work streams. 80 Normally, patients in each work stream are assessed by
dedicated staff in a specific geographical region within the ED. 81 Evidence indicates that dividing
ED patients into work streams reduces overall waiting times and results in shorter ED stays when
compared with a non-streamed ED model. 82
In accordance with the literature on throughput interventions, the Applicant proposes to implement
BH streaming in order to provide improved quality of care and experience to its BH patient
population and reduce BH ED crowding. Specifically, through the Proposed Project, the Applicant
will redesign the SVH ED to include a dedicated space for patients presenting with BH conditions.
It is widely recognized that the general ED setting may exacerbate the symptoms of BH crises,
as it requires patients to be restrained to gurneys or stuck in corners/cubicles guarded by a sitter
amid police and ambulance personnel, flashing lights, loud noises, hectic activity, and other
agitating and fright-provoking stimulation. 83 The dedicated BH treatment space in SVH's ED will
solve many of these problems by providing a quieter, less stimulating environment separate from
the chaotic environment of the main ED, which will allow for greater privacy and more appropriate
space for BH evaluation and assessment. Additionally, the dedicated BH area will allow for
expedited care. Specifically, the redesigned ED will provide designated space for mental health
and SUD patients to be evaluated by trained psychiatric and BH personnel and subsequently
transferred to the appropriate level of care in a timely manner. This will be a significant
improvement over the current system, under which BH patients are forced to wait prolonged
periods in general treatment spaces, which creates barriers to care and ED patient back-up.

F1.b.ii

Public Health Value/Outcome-Oriented:
Describe the impact of the Proposed Project and how the Applicant will
assess such impact. Provide projections demonstrating how the Proposed
Project will improve health outcomes, quality of life, or health equity. Only
measures that can be tracked and reported over time should be utilized.

A. Expanded BH Services: Improving Qualitv of Life and Health Outcomes for BH Patients
The Applicant anticipates that the Proposed Project will provide SVH BH patients with improved
health outcomes, better quality of life and additional access to high quality BH services by
expanding inpatient BH capacity through the addition of seven dedicated psychiatric beds,
allowing BH patients to receive psychiatric care close to home. Additionally, the creation of a
regionalized BH area for ED patients will facilitate timely access to BH evaluation and treatment.
As more fully discussed in Factor F1 .b.i., the need for BH services (both psychiatric and SUD
care) has been increasing over the last three fiscal years in the Commonwealth, as well as in
SVH's service area, with ED BH visits at SVH rising nearly 25%, total BH patient boarding hours
7
•
80

Id.; Jarvis, supra note 55.
Boyle et al., supra note 54; Jarvis, supra note 55.
81 Jarvis, supra note 55.
82 Boyle et al., supra note 54; Jarvis, supra note 55;
-A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE, supra note 55.

CARE OF THE PSYCHIATRIC PATIENT IN THE EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT

83 CARE OF THE PSYCHIATRIC PATIENT IN THE EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT-A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE, supra note 55;
Scott Zeller, emPATH Units as a Solution for ED Psychiatric Patient Boarding, PSYCHIATRY ADVISOR (Sept. 7, 2017),

https://www.psychiatryadvisor.com/practice·management/empath·mental-health-crisis-management-emergencydepartment-setting/articlel687420/.
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rising 46.3%, average ED boarding times for BH patients increasing 10.3%, and average length
of stay for BH inpatients increasing nearly 25% due to higher acuity levels. Given the increased
demand for BH services, SVH's ED staff admit or transfer approximately 60 patients per week for
inpatient psychiatric services. Given SVH's limited number of psychiatric beds, on a weekly basis,
the Hospital is only able to accommodate approximately 20% of patients requiring admission for
inpatient psychiatric care. For individuals that cannot be admitted to SVH, SVH transfers patients
to SVH's sister facility, MetroWest Medical Center, or other inpatient psychiatric providers in the
state. However, facilities with available capacity to accept a transfer may be anywhere within MA,
forcing BH patients to seek and receive care far from their home and families. When BH patients
are unable to visit with or receive support from family members their psychiatric conditions may
remain stagnant or worsen. Additionally, if the BH patient is progressing in treatment, a lack of
family involvement frequently causes relapse or stalls additional progress. 84 Accordingly, the
need for local, high quality BH services is critical to BH patients receiving timely treatment,
achieving better quality outcomes and remaining in the outpatient setting. The Proposed Project
will meet this need through increased BH inpatient capacity, allowing SVH to admit an additional
4.7 patients per week for BH services.
Furthermore, the Proposed Project will allow for greater access to timely BH services, including
faster evaluations within the newly renovated regionalized BH area of the ED, as well as the
expedited transfer of BH patients with higher acuity needs from the ED to the inpatient setting.
Timely access to treatment will allow for a reduction in ED boarding, lead to improved health
outcomes with patients receiving care in the appropriate setting, as well as higher levels of patient
satisfaction. These improvements will lead to better quality of life for BH patients.
B. Assessing the Impact of the Proposed Project
To assess the impact of the Proposed Project, SVH has developed the following quality metrics
and reporting schematic, as well as metric projections for quality indicators that will measure
readmissions and average length of stay. The measures are discussed below:

1. Outcome Measure- 30-Day Readmission Rate for BH Patients: This measure focuses
on how many BH patients are readmitted to SVH within 30 days of a previous inpatient
stay. Given resources, such as SVH's partial hospital and intensive outpatient programs,
this rate should be reduced over time.
Measure: Patients discharged from the BH unit (Unit 32 South Psych) that have a
readmission within 30 days.
Projections: Baseline: 5.6%; Year 1: 5.6%; Year 2: 5.3%; and Year 3: 5.0%.
Monitoring: This data will be evaluated on a quarterly basis by SVH's Performance
Improvement and Continuous Quality Reporting staff.
2. Access Measure - Length of Stay for BH patients in the ED: This measure reviews
the amount of time a BH patient has to wait for a bed prior to be admitted to SVH or an
alternative psychiatric facility. Due to increased inpatient capacity, the amount of time a
BH patient is boarding in the ED will be reduced.
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Measure: Length of stay improvement for BH patients in the ED.
Projections: Baseline: 0%; Year 1: 5%; Year 2: 3%; and Year 3: 2%.
Monitoring: This data will be evaluated on a quarterly basis by SVH's Performance
Improvement and Continuous Quality Reporting staff.
F1 .b.iii

Public Health Value/Health Equity-Focused:
For Proposed Projects addressing health inequities identified within the
Applicant's description of the Proposed Project's need-base, please justify
how the Proposed Project will reduce the health inequity, including the
operational components (e.g. culturally competent staffing). For Proposed
Projects not specifically addressing a health disparity or inequity, please
provide information about specific actions the Applicant is and will take to
ensure equal access to the health benefits created by the Proposed Project
and how these actions will promote health equity.

To ensure health equity to all populations, including those deemed underserved, the Proposed
Project will not affect accessibility of SVH's services for poor, medically indigent, and/or
MassHealth eligible individuals. SVH does not discriminate based on ability to pay or payer source
and this practice will continue following implementation of the Proposed Project. As further
detailed throughout this narrative, the Proposed Project will increase access to high quality BH
services through expanded inpatient capacity, as well as via a designated area for BH patients in
the ED. These services are critical for underserved patients, as well as those individuals facing
barriers to care.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ("CDC"), 1 in 13 Americans 12 years
and older is depressed, and individuals living below the poverty level are nearly 2.5 times more
likely to have depression than those at or above the poverty level.B5 Studies show that
underserved populations, including ethnic minorities, are just as much at risk for mental health
conditions as their more affluent white counterparts, but receive substantially less treatment.Ba
While trends have shown that overall rates of BH treatment have increased, gaps in access to
BH services between African-Americans, Latinos, and non-Latino whites continue to persist.B7 For
individuals diagnosed with depression, 69% of Asians, 64% of Latinos and 59% of AfricanAmericans do not access mental health treatment, compared to 40% of non-Latino whites. These
ethnic minority populations cite difficulty accessing care and the anticipation of low-quality care
as reasons for not seeking the services they need.BB
To provide equal access to BH services and to ensure that language is not a barrier to care, SVH
offers robust interpreter services to all patients. The Hospital has 2.8 FTE interpreters with an
additional 20 per diem interpreters (in various languages) to ensure all patients have access to
medical and BH services. Patients seeking care speak a number of languages, including:
Spanish, Vietnamese, Arabic, Polish, Albanian, American Sign Language ("ASL") and a mixture
LAURA A. PRATT & DEBRA J. BRODY, CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION, DEPRESSION IN THE U.S. HOUSEHOLD
POPULATION, 2009-2012 (NCHS DATA BRIEF No. 172) (Dec. 2014), available at
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/databriefs/db172.pdf.
BS Larry Shushansky, Disparities Within Minority Mental Health Care, NAT'LALLIANCE ON MENTAL HEALTH (Jul. 31,
2017), https://www .nami .erg/Biogs/NAM I·Blog/July-2017/Disparities-Within-Minority-Mental-Health-Care.
B? Benjamin Le Cook et al., Trends in Racial-Ethnic Disparities in Access to Mental Health Care, 2004--2012, 66
PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES 9 (2017), available at https://ps.psychiatryonline.org/doi/full/10.1176/appi.ps.201500453.
BB Shushansky, supra note 86.
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of other languages. For less frequently spoken languages, that are not available for face-to-face
consultations, SVH utilizes telephonic interpreter services, as well video interpretation services.
In calendar year ("CY") 2017, SVH provided 13,702 total non-ASL face-to-face interpretation
sessions; 395 total ASL face-to-face sessions; 767 video remote interpretation sessions and
8,585 telephonic interpretation services, for a total of 23,449 interpretation sessions. SVH also
has additional services to ensure equitable access to care for all patients, including BH patients.
These services include: financial counseling, case management and screenings for psycho-social
supports.

F1 .b.iv

Provide additional information to demonstrate that the Proposed Project will
result in improved health outcomes and quality of life of the Applicant's
existing Patient Panel, while providing reasonable assurances of health
equity.

According to The Joint Commission, more resources in the ED to assist with BH patient
evaluation, placement and transfer is one way to overcome prolonged ED boarding times for BH
patients. 89 To that end, SVH has implemented a regionalized area within the ED to provide BH
care to patients in need. As discussed throughout this narrative, receiving expedited evaluation
and treatment leads to better quality outcomes, patient satisfaction and quality of life. SVH's
designated BH area within the ED is redesigning the care process for BH patients, allowing them
to be assessed in a timely manner with a care plan developed as soon as possible. Although
timely assessment and the commencement of services is critical to care, this is only part of the
solution for addressing the larger ED boarding issue. Accordingly, SVH's designated BH area in
the ED coupled with the Hospital's expansion of inpatient capacity will allow BH patients increased
access to services. Upon discharge from SVH's inpatient psychiatric service, patients have the
option of utilizing the Hospital's other integrated BH services for ease of transition. Ultimately, the
Proposed Project will allow for increased access to critically needed BH services in the
community, impacting overall quality of life for BH patients and their families.

F1 .c

Provide evidence that the Proposed Project will operate efficiently and
effectively by furthering and improving continuity and coordination of care
for the Applicant's Patient Panel, including, how the Proposed Project will
create or ensure appropriate linkages to patients' primary care services.

Providing patients with linkages to necessary follow-up services, such as an appointment with
their primary care physician ("PCP") and/or case management services, prevents unnecessary
readmissions, ensures appropriate care management, provides BH patients with the resources
they need to combat relapses and ensures care in a timely manner. To ensure continuity of care
and improved care coordination, through the Proposed Project, SVH staff will continue existing
formal processes for linking BH patients to their PCP, as well as to case management services
for assistance in addressing social determinant of health factors. Furthermore, SVH offers fully
integrated BH services that allow a BH patient to transition from the inpatient to the outpatient
setting seamlessly. Upon discharge from the BH inpatient unit, many SVH BH patients transition
to the Hospital's partial hospitalization program ("PHP"). The PHP is operational five days per
week, six hours per day for adults 18 and older who are transitioning from the inpatient to the
outpatient setting. SHV's PHP is also an alternative program for BH patients seeking treatment in
the ED (who do not pose a danger to themselves or others) in need of a structured treatment plan
and environment. SVH's PHP offers two programs, including one for dual diagnosis patients in
89

Alleviating ED boarding of psychiatric patients, Qu1cK SAFETY, Dec. 2015, available at
https://www.jointcommission.org/assets/1 /23/Quick_Safety_Issue_ 19_Dec_20151 .PDF.
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need of mental health and SUD services, as well as a program for primary mental health. Through
the PHP, patients receive individualized, focused and goal-oriented treatment to help facilitate
stabilization of symptoms in a less restrictive, non-inpatient environment that allows them to return
home in the evenings. Treatment is provided through psycho-education, psychotherapy,
individualized case management, after care planning and medication management. The PHP is
a short-term therapy option with the goal of keeping patients in the outpatient setting.
Additionally, SVH offers integrated BH services through its intensive outpatient program ("IOP").
The IOP is a step-down program from the PHP for adults 18 years and older. The IOP is
operational three to five days per week (depending on demand) for three hours a day. This
program seeks to transition individuals from the PHP back to their previous lifestyle. The PHP
and IOP are staffed by psychiatrists, nurse practitioners, addiction counselors, licensed mental
health workers and licensed social workers. Through these programs, SVH offers integrated BH
services ensuring a continuum of care for all BH patients.

F1 .d

Provide evidence of consultation, both prior to and after the Filing Date, with
all Government Agencies with relevant licensure, certification, or other
regulatory oversight of the Applicant or the Proposed Project.

Given that a broad range of input is valuable in the planning of a Determination of Need project, the
Applicant carried out consultations with individuals at various regulatory agencies regarding the
Proposed Project. The following individuals are some of those consulted regarding this Proposed
Project:
• Department of Public Health: Nora Mann, Esq., Director, Determination of Need Program;
Rebecca Rodman, Esq., Deputy General Counsel; and Ben Wood, Director, Office of
Community Health Planning and Engagement.
• Department of Mental Health: Janet Ross, Assistant Commissioner for Clinical and
Professional Services/Director of Licensing

F1.e.i

Process for Determining Need/Evidence of Community Engagement:
For assistance in responding to this portion of the Application, Applicant is
encouraged to review Community Engagement Standards for Community
Health Planning Guideline. With respect to the existing Patient Panel, please
describe the process through which Applicant determined the need for the
Proposed Project.

Based upon the critical need for BH services in the community, SVH staff developed a plan to
provide increased access to BH inpatient services through the addition of seven psychiatric beds,
as well as to provide increased access to timely evaluation and treatment services through the
implementation of a regionalized BH area within the SVH ED. In contemplation of this proposed
expansion, SVH's leadership sought feedback from the Hospital's Patient Family Advisory Council
("PFAC") as the Council comprises patients, family members of patients, local residents and
members of local resident groups. On November 15, 2017 and again on March 21, 2018, Ava
Collins, Chief Operating Officer of SVH, met with the PFAC to discuss the need for expanded BH
services in Central MA and at SVH. At both meetings, but specifically at the March 21, 2018
meeting, PFAC members had a lengthy discussion around the need for enhanced BH services in
the inpatient setting (see Appendix 3 to review of the PFAC meeting minutes). SVH's PFAC wholly
supports the Proposed Project (as reflected in the meeting minutes).

F1.e.ii

Please provide evidence of sound Community Engagement and consultation
throughout the development of the Proposed Project. A successful Applicant
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will, at a minimum, describe the process whereby the "Public Health Value"
of the Proposed Project was considered, and will describe the Community
Engagement process as it occurred and is occurring currently in, at least,
the following contexts: Identification of Patient Panel Need; Design/selection
of DoN Project in response to "Patient Panel" need; and Linking the
Proposed Project to "Public Health Value".
To ensure sound community engagement throughout the development of the Proposed Project,
SVH took the following actions:
• Presentations to SVH's PFAC on November 15, 2017 and on March 21, 2018. For detailed
information on these meetings, see Appendix 3.

Factor 2: Health Priorities
Addresses the impact of the Proposed Project on health more broadly (that is, beyond the
Patient Panel) requiring that the Applicant demonstrate that the Proposed Project will
meaningfully contribute to the Commonwealth's goals for cost containment, improved
public health outcomes, and delivery system transformation.
F2.a

Cost Containment:
Using objective data, please describe, for each new or expanded service,
how the Proposed Project will meaningfully contribute to the
Commonwealth's goals tor cost containment.

In recent years numerous studies have chronicled the adverse effects of ED boarding on the
prehospital, ED, and inpatient hospital financial outcomes in the United States. 90 In 2012, the
Journal for Emergency Medicine International published an article documenting the adverse
impact of psychiatric patient boarding in EDs. The article states, "Psychiatric patients awaiting
inpatient placement remain in the ED 3.2 times longer [on average] than non-psychiatric ED
patients. Longer length of stays of psychiatric patients prevent 2.2 bed turnovers (or additional
patients seen) per psychiatric patient awaiting inpatient care. The loss of payments due to
boarding psychiatric patients awaiting inpatient bed placement is approximately $2,250. While the
exact data may not be consistent between facilities and states due to resources and patient
populations, if appropriate access to psychiatric care is available, the improved efficiencies of
care ... would help foster greater financial [outcomes, as well as] ... support for further psychiatric
care while improving ED capabilities." 91 Accordingly, the expansion of BH services at SVH will
allow for improved throughput (through timely evaluation in the BH area within the ED), thereby
leading to shorter boarding times and reduced costs. The addition of seven psychiatric beds will
also reduce boarding hours by transitioning patients to the inpatient setting to commence
treatment in an expedited manner, allowing for greater efficiencies, such as timely bed turnover
in the ED. Ultimately, a reduction in overall boarding hours at SVH will impact overall TME for
these BH patients. Over time, a long-term reduction in ED boarding hours will decrease TME,
eventually positively impacting the MA health care market.
The addition of seven psychiatric beds at SVH also will meaningfully contribute to the
Commonwealth's goals for cost containment by ensuring patients have timely access to BH
treatment, thereby reducing unnecessary ED visits and inpatient readmissions. Patients who
receive appropriate, timely psychiatric care, especially those patients suffering from depression,
90

B.A. Nicks & D.M. Manthey, The Impact of Psychiatric Patient Boarding in Emergency Departments,
MED. INT'L (2012), available athttps://doi.org/10.1155/2012/360308.
91 Id.
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anxiety, schizophrenia, and SUDs are less likely to seek treatment through the ED upon discharge
or need further inpatient care. 92 Through the Proposed Project, SVH will expand upon its inpatient
psychiatric unit, providing patients with timely treatment. Moreover, SVH's IOP programs follow
patients from the inpatient to the outpatient setting, ensuring appropriate care in the lower cost,
community setting and providing continual linkages to outpatient supports, again precluding
unnecessary ED visits and inpatient stays. The reduction of unnecessary utilization will lead to
reduced provider costs and over time a reduction in TME, leading to a positive impact on the
Commonwealth's health care market.

F2.b

Public Health Outcomes:
Describe, as relevant, for each new or expanded service, how the Proposed
Project will improve public health outcomes.

The expansion of BH services at SVH will improve public health outcomes by providing increased
access to critically needed inpatient and outpatient psychiatric care in Central MA. According to
the 2015 Greater Worcester Community Health Assessment, in 2013, one in five Worcester
residents (19.7%) responding to the BRFSS reported having fair or poor health. 93 This is
significantly higher than the same measure for the state at 13.8%. 94 Moreover, as documented in
Factor F1 .a.ii, during this period, approximately 16% of Worcester residents reported poor mental
health for 15 or more days in the past month and nearly one in ten Worcester residents (9.8%)
reported 15 or more days in the past month that were limited by poor physical or mental health. 95
When asked to rate the health of their community, one out of five (21 %) respondents said their
community was either very unhealthy or unhealthy and half (50%) said their community was
somewhat healthy. 96 To address the needs of the community and ensure improved health
outcomes, the Proposed Project will address one of the largest barriers to obtaining BH treatment
- a lack of access. Through the implementation of seven additional psychiatric beds and a
designated area for BH services in the ED, SVH will provide access to BH services for more
patients, thereby eliminating the need for transfer to alternative psychiatric inpatient facilities that
may be long distances from a patient's family and home. Accordingly, this Proposed Project will
lead to both improved health outcomes and better quality of life for patients in need of BH services.

F2.c.

Delivery System Transformation:
Because the integration of social services and community-based expertise
is central to goal of delivery system transformation, discuss how the needs
of their patient panel have been assessed and linkages to social services
organizations have been created and how the social determinants of health
have been incorporated into care planning.

As discussed in Factor F1 .c, SVH offers integrated BH services through its inpatient psychiatric
service, PHP and IOP. Moreover, the Hospital provides access to psycho-social supports and
programs addressing social determinant of health factors through case management services
and financial counseling. Upon admission for inpatients and prior to discharge for all patients, all
individuals receiving BH services at the Hospital have a care plan developed to address their
92

Sunil Kripalani et al., Reducing Hospital Readmission: Current Strategies and Future Directions, 65 ANNUAL REVIEW
MED. 471 (2014), available at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4104507/.
93 CENTRAL MA REGIONAL PUBLIC HEALTH ALLIANCE, 2015 GREATER WORCESTER COMMUNITY HEALTH ASSESSMENT 17
(Nov. 2015), available at http://healthycentralma.com/wp-contenVuploads/2015/11 /2015-Greater-WorcesterCommunity-Health-Assessment-11-19-15-lor-web.pdf.
94
Id.
95 Id.; CARDEMIL ET AL., supra note 15.
96 CENTRAL MA REGIONAL PUBLIC HEALTH ALLIANCE, supra note 93.
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needs, including psycho-social supports that will allow these individuals to remain in the outpatient
setting.
Factor 5: Relative Merit
F5.a.i

Describe the process of analysis and the conclusion that the Proposed
Project, on balance, is superior to alternative and substitute methods for
meeting the existing Patient Panel needs as those have been identified by
the Applicant pursuant to 105 CMR 100.210(A)(1). When conducting this
evaluation and articulating the relative merit determination, Applicant shall
take into account, at a minimum, the quality, efficiency, and capital and
operating costs of the Proposed Project relative to potential alternatives or
substitutes, including alternative evidence-based strategies and public
health interventions.

Proposal: To expand BH inpatient capacity at SVH for higher acuity patients in need of inpatient
admissions and increase capacity for timely BH evaluation through SVH's regionalized BH area
in the ED.
Quality: Studies provide that patients that spend fewer hours boarding in the ED have better
health outcomes and higher levels of satisfaction.
Efficiency: Both care and operating efficiencies may be created through expedited placement
and treatment for BH patients.
Capital Expense: There are one-time capital expenses associated with the expansion of seven
additional psychiatric beds, as well as the implementation of a designated BH area within the ED.
However, without the proposed renovations and construction, ED boarding times for BH patients
will continue to increase leaving patients with less access to BH services and increasing costs.
Operating Costs: First year incremental operating costs are estimated to be approximately
$1,874,000 for this alternative with these costs stabilizing over time against revenues.
List alternative options tor the Proposed Project:
Option 1
Alternative Proposal: No expansion of BH services at SVH, including continuing to
transfer BH patients to MetroWest Medical Center, as well as alternative psychiatric
facilities.
Alternative Quality: Although SVH provides high quality BH services to patients in need,
this alternative would not address the 80% of patients presenting to SVH who must obtain
inpatient BH services from other BH providers due to a lack of capacity at SVH. Moreover,
when patients are transferred to alternative care sites that are prolonged distances from
their homes and families, BH patient outcomes frequently worsen given limited access to
family and friends that serve as support systems.
Alternative Efficiency: No financial or care efficiencies will be created due to decreased
ED boarding for BH patients. Additionally, transferring patients to MetroWest Medical
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Center or alternative psychiatric providers is inefficient as it creates longer ED boarding
times for patients awaiting transfer.
Alternative Capital Expenses: Although there are no capital costs associated with
transferring patients, this alternative will not address the need for access to local BH
services in Worcester.
Alternative Operating Costs: SVH would not be able to create operational efficiencies,
such as increased bed turnover in the ED, or implement more efficient staffing patterns if
nothing is done to address demand. Additionally, the operating costs associated with
transferring patients to alternative care sites, as well as staff time to place patients at these
sites, are estimated to be over $223,000 annually.
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Attachment/Exhibit
2

Tenet MA Acute & Behavioral Health
1. Patient Panel Volume

la. Combined Inpatient/Outpatient Volume

1,625,783
558,328
549,434
518,021

2015
2016
2017

398,519
212,879
213,058
208,022

lb. Breakdown of Inpatient/Outpatient Volume
31,572
526,756
31,289
518,145
30,270
487,751

24,390
204,418
24,241
204,291
23,529
199,617

558,328
547,873
9,409
1,046

549,434
539,655
8,710
1,069

518,021
509,455
7,896
670

1,625,783
1,596,983
26,015
2,785

111,964
62,210
48,996
427
196
135
105,785
21,100
14,198
12,968
12,344
11,763
11,934
10,554
5,350
4,522
573
418
35
24
1
1
29,083
29,083
19,056

110,431
61,913
47,846
402
162
108
108,800
20,861
14,874
13,878
12,825
12,336
12,309
10,713
5,419
4,517
627
389
37
15
0
0
28,083
28,083
19,298

102,699
58,186
43,902
412
131
68
106,866
21,003
14,752
13,712
12,494
12,155
11,844
10,624
5,351
3,952
558
376
40
4
1
0
24,794
24,794
18,357

325,094
182,309
140,744
1,241
489
311
321,451
62,964
43,824
40,558
37,663
36,254
36,087
31,891
16,120
12,991
1,758
1,183
112
43
2
1
81,960
81,960
56,711

Inpatient

2015

Outpatient
Inpatient

2016

Outpatient
Inpatient

2017

Outpatient

2. Geographic Breakdown (Encounter Level)
2a. Totals
Grand Total
MA Zip Codes
Outside MA Zip Codes
Unknown

2b. Top 10 Cities & Towns in MA
Framingham, MA

01702
01701
01704
01705
01703
Worcester, MA

01604
01605
01610
01603
01602
01606
01609
01607
01608
01613
01601
01614
01615
01655
01654

Natick, MA
01760

Ashland, MA

01721

Marlborough, MA
01752
Shrewsbury, MA

01545
01546

Holliston, MA
01746

Auburn, MA
01501

Holden, MA
01520
01522

Hopkinton, MA
01748
01784

19,056
16,840
16,840
13,173
13,160
13
12,915
12,915
10,560
10,560
8,709
7,443
1,266
8,641
8,592
49

19,298
16,121
16,121
13,706
13,702
4
12,213
12,213
10,246
10,246
9,169
7,681
1,488
8,503
8,439
64

18,357
14,403
14,403
13,404
13,399
5
11,352
11,352
10,783
10,783
9,049
7,645
1,404
8,002
7,946
56

56,711
47,364
47,364
40,283
40,261
22
36,480
36,480
31,589
31,589
26,924
22,769
4,155
25,146
24,977
169

123,315
42,379
41,263
39,673

993,988
343,053
338,034
312,901

508,480
172,896
170,137
165,447

1,625,783
558,328
549,434
518,021

177,794
89,668
90,000
87,576

220,718
123,206
123,057
120,442

7
5
1
4

398,519
212,879
213,058
208,022

212,879
154,369
22,103
12,104
9,556
8,920
5,716
67
44

213,058
151,624
23,283
12,429
10,309
9,315
6,002
52
44

208,022
146,481
23,325
12,544
10,344
9,380
5,850
70
28

398,519
278,619
42,455
25,033
23,073
17,824
11,296
138
81

1,625,783
543,124
335,779
662,767
32,961
50,505
647

3. Age At Visit (Encounter Level)

2015
2016
2017

4. Gender (Patient Level)

2015
2016
2017

5. Race (Patient Level)

White
Hispanic/Latino
Other
Unknown
Black

Asian
Native American/Eskimo
Pacific Islander/Hawaiian

6. Payer Mix (Encounter Level)

100%

100%

Medicare/Managed Medicare

32.96%

33.10%

100%
34.20%

MassHealth/Managed MassHealth
Commercial/Managed Care Other
Self Pay
Other

20.69%
41.76%
2.16%
2.39%

20.75%

20.52%

40.75%

39.71%

Unknown

0.04%

1.98%

1.94%

3.39%
0.04%

3.59%
0.03%

7. Most Prevalent Conditions based on ICD9 or ICDlO Codes

Z12.31
Z00.00
Z51.0
V76.12
V70.0
V57.1
V58.0
427.31
250.00
729.5
V58.ll
401.9
V67.59
599.0
462
285.9
786.2
789.00
272.4
All Others

558,328

549,434

518,021

1,625,783

6,177
4,159
3,181
14,713
14,092
12,081
9,066
7,151
5,729
4,840
4,784
4,719
4,512
4,360
3,647
3,320
3,200
3,197
3,111
442,289

22,486
16,874
12,305
0
0
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
497,761

21,152
18,104
11,424
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
467,341

49,815
39,137
26,910
14,713
14,092
12,088
9,066
7,151
5,729
4,840
4,784
4,719
4,512
4,360
3,648
3,320
3,200
3,197
3,111
1,407,391

Footnotes

* Table la captures the number of unique visits across Tenet's two MA hospitals for acute or behavioral health inpatient or
outpatient services. Similar to Table la, Table lb captures the number of unique visits across Tenet's two MA hospitals for acute or
behavioral health inpatient or outpatient services, but breaks the visits down by visit type (inpatient versus outpatient}. Totals for
"Unique Visits" in Table la and Table lb tie to each other and to the other tables in the Tenet MA Acute & Behavioral Health

patient panel data set that capture encounter-level data.

*

Table la captures the number of unique patients that visited either ofTenet1s two MA hospitals for acute or behavioral health
inpatient or outpatient services. If, during the same year, one patient is seen as both an inpatient and an outpatient, Table la
captures this patient only once toward the "Unique Patient" count. With regard to Table lb, the separation of inpatient/outpatient
patient type creates a situation where the software double-counts a unique patient if they are seen as both an inpatient and an
outpatient in the same year. Therefore, the patient counts included in Table lb do not represent the number of unique patients
and are higher than the totals for "Unique Patients" in Table la. Other tables in the Tenet MA Acute & Behavioral Health patient
panel data set that capture patient-level data tie to the totals for 11 Unique Patients" in Table la, rather than the totals for
11
Patients" in Table lb.

*

With regard to Table 6, payer mix is calculated based on encounter-level data rather than patient-level data. lf payer mix were to
be calculated based on patient-level data, totals would not tie out to 100%. Changes in a patient's insurance type during the year
(e.g., from Commercial to Medicare) would result in the patient being counted once in the denominator and twice in the
numerator, thus >100%. Calculating payer mix based on unique visits addresses the issue in the denominator.

* With regard to Table 6, "Other

11

includes Managed Care Exchange, Workers Compensation, Tricare/Champus, POS, and Capitation.

Tenet MA Behavioral Health Only
1. Patient Panel Volume

la. Combined Inpatient/Outpatient Volume
11,316
3,317
4,146
3,853

2015
2016
2017

7,506
2,495
3,003
2,841

lb. Breakdown of Inpatient/Outpatient Volume

2,551
766
3,056
1,090
2,566
1,287

2,137
509
2,494
723
2,154
850

3,317
3,263
51
3

4,146
4,061
77
8

3,853
3,789
55
9

11,316
11,113
183
20

500

758
138
142
101
89
90
75
41
38
30
8
6
745
445
294
5
0
1
279
279
169
169
109
109
93

894
169
102
105
117
98
101
97
65
28
8
4
627
409
211
5
2
0
250
250
129
129
82
82
78

2,152
395
333
271
267
261
238
157
119
73
24
14
2,027
1,276
736
11
3
1
773
773
410
410
299
299
234

Inpatient

2015

Outpatient
Inpatient

2016

Outpatient
Inpatient

2017

Outpatient

2. Geographic Breakdown (Encounter Level)
2a. Totals
Grand Total
MA Zip Codes
Outside MA Zip Codes
Unknown

2b. Top 10 Cities & Towns in MA
Worcester, MA

.

01610
01608
01605
01604
01609
01603
01602
01606
01607
01613
01601
Framingham, MA

01702
01701
01704
01703
01705
Natick, MA

01760
Ashland, MA

01721
Marlborough, MA

01752
Boston, MA

88
89
65
61
73
62
19
16
15
8
4
655
422
231
1
1
0
244
244
112
112
108
108
63

02120
02118
02124
02132
02131
02130
02135
02125
02136
02119
02134
02127
02116
02121
02128
02126
02108
02122
02129
02215
02114
02115
02101
02110
02111
02113
02117
Holliston, MA

01746
Hopkinton, MA

01748
01784

6
4
4
6
5
4
5
3
1
2
2
2
2
3
2
3

o
1
2

o
1
1
1
1
1

o
1
83
83
54
54

o

9
14
10
4
3
2
6
6
4
5
8
4
2
4
2
1
4
1

o
2
1
1

o
o
o
o
o
82

82
65

64
1

12
6
4
6
6
7
2
3
7
4

o
3
4
1
3
2

o
2
2
2
1

o
o
o
o
1

o
66
66
63
63

o

27
24
18
16
14
13
13
12
12
11
10
9
8
8
7
6
4
4
4
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
231

231
182

181
1

01757

44
44

49

58

149

02481
02482

42
28
14

28
21

33
25

89
60

1,386

8,708

2,323
3,255
3,130

1,222
463
441
318

U,316

531
450
405

3,481

4,025

0

7,506

1,154
1,449
1,315

1,341
1,554
1,526

o
o
o

2,495
3,003
2,841

Milford, MA
Wellesley, MA

157

69

44
44

69

157

3. Age At Visit (Encounter Level)

2015
2016
2017

3,317
4,146
3,853

4. Gender (Patient Level)

2015
2016
2017

5. Race (Patient Level)

2,495
2,020
224
135
63
38
15
0
0

3,003
2,413
259
166
90

Medicare/Managed Medicare
MassHealth/Managed MassHealth

100%
27.98%
23.87%

100%
26.56%

Commercial/Managed Care Other

46.52%

White
Hispanic/Latino

Black
Other
Asian
Unknown
Native American/Eskimo
Pacific Islander/Hawaiian

2,841
2,170
266
142
131
45
84
2
1

7,506
5,915
674
400
264
127
123
2
1

49.31%
0.89%
1.15%

100%
25.96%
21.65%
50.61%
0.65%
1.15%

11,316
3,029
2,541
5,538
95
113

4,146
433
391
422
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2,900

3,853
734
356
110
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2,653

11,316
1,281
847
607
298
292
147
110
101
101
95
95
94
76
60
55
51
48
48
45
6,865

so
25
0
0

6. Payer Mix (Encounter Level)

Self Pay
Other

0.99%
0.63%

22.07%

7. Most Prevalent Conditions based on ICD9 or ICD10 Codes

F33.2
F32.9
F39
296.20
296.90
296.33
294.21
309.28
311
296.80
309.81
295.70
296.30
296.32
296.23
296.50
298.9
300.02
296.40
All Others

3,317
114
100
75
298
292
147
110
101
101
95
95
94
76
60
55
51
48
48
45
1,312

Footnotes
"' Table la captures the number of unique visits across Tenet 1s two MA's hospitals for behavioral health inpatient or outpatient
services. Similar to Table la, Table lb captures the number of unique visits across Tenet's two MA's hospitals for behavioral
health inpatient or outpatient services, but breaks the visits down by visit type (inpatient versus outpatient). Totals for 11 Unique
Visits" in Table la and Table lb tie to each other and to the other tables in the Tenet MA Behavioral Health Only patient panel
data set that capture encounter-level data.

* Table la captures the number of unique patients that visited either of Tenet's two MA hospitals for behavioral health inpatient
or outpatient services. If, during the same year, one patient is seen as both an inpatient and an outpatient, Table la captures
this patient only once toward the "Unique Patientu count. With regard to Table lb, the separation of inpatient/outpatient
patient type creates a situation where the soft.ware double-counts a unique patient if they are seen as both an inpatient and an
outpatient in the same year. Therefore, the patient counts included in Table lb do not represent the number of unique patients
and are higher than the totals for "Unique Patients" in Table la. Other tables in the Tenet MA Behavioral Health Only patient
panel data set that capture patient-level data tie to the totals for "Unique Patients" in Table la, ratherthan the totals for
"Patientsn in Table lb.
"' With regard to Table 6, payer mix is calculated based on encounter-level data rather than patient-level data. If payer mix were
to be calculated based on patient-level data, totals would not tie out to 100%. Changes in a patient's insurance type during the
year (e.g., from Commercial to Medicare) would result in the patient being counted once in the denominator and twice in the
numerator, thus >100%. Calculating payer mix based on unique visits addresses the issue in the denominator.
"' With regard to Table 6, "Other" includes Managed Care Exchange, Workers Compensation, and Tricare/Champus.

Saint Vincent Hospital Acute & Behavioral Health
1. Patient Panel Volume

la. Combined Inpatient/Outpatient Volume
666,557
225,028
223,478
218,051

2015
2016
2017

182,860
91,239
91,177
89,913

lb. Breakdown of Inpatient/Outpatient Volume
19,221
205,807
19,470
204,008
19,109
198,942

15,041
85,558
15,063
85,431
14,766
84,430

225,028
219,829
4,912
287

223,478
218,474
4,626
378

218,051
213,311
4,564
176

666,557
651,614
14,102
841

93,387
18,527
12,092
12,262
11,037
10,205
9,932
9,389
4,813
4,309
417
371
19
12
1
1
8,992
8,985
7
9,046
9,046
7,046
6,050
996
6,923

94,848
18,232
12,913
12,586
11,523
10,646
9,850
9,326
4,720
4,252
433
329
30
8
0
0
9,352
9,352
0
8,802
8,802
7,248
6,050
1,198
6,568

92,271
18,115
12,709
12,431
11,052
10,376
9,311
9,141
4,677
3,723
399
308
28
0
1
0
8,931
8,929
2
9,174
9,174
7,220
6,074
1,146
6,204

280,506
54,874
37,714
37,279
33,612
31,227
29,093
27,856
14,210
12,284
1,249
1,008
77
20
2
1
27,275
27,266
9
27,022
27,022
21,514
18,174
3,340
19,695

Inpatient

2015

Outpatient
Inpatient

2016

Outpatient

Inpatient

2017

Outpatient

2. Geographic Breakdown (Encounter Level)
2a. Totals
Grand Total
MA Zip Codes
Outside MA Zip Codes
Unknown

2b. Top 10 Cities & Towns in MA
Worcester, MA

01604
01610
01605
01603
01602
01606
01609
01607
01608
01613
01601
01614
01615
01655
01654

Shrewsbury, MA
01545
01546

Auburn, MA
01501

Holden, MA
01520
01522

Millbury, MA

01527
01586
Leicester, MA

01524
01542
01611
Oxford, MA

01540
01537
Webster, MA

01570
Spencer, MA

01562
Grafton, MA

01536
01519
01560

6,917
6
6,305
3,624
1,320
1,361
6,191
4,896
1,295
6,080
6,080
4,972
4,972
4,505
1,842
1,631
1,032

6,568
0
6,059
3,412
1,258
1,389
5,886
4,701
1,185
5,567
5,567
5,006
5,006
4,358
1,804
1,570
984

6,203
1
5,857
3,371
1,365
1,121
5,940
4,887
1,053
5,632
5,632
4,622
4,622
4,585
1,935
1,576
1,074

19,688
7
18,221
10,407
3,943
3,871
18,017
14,484
3,533
17,279
17,279
14,600
14,600
13,448
5,581
4,777
3,090

30,859
11,227
10,325
9,307

428,272
145,596
144,479
138,197

207,426
68,205
68,674
70,547

666,557
225,028
223,478
218,051

82,693
39,448
39,572
38,509

100,166
51,790
51,604
51,404

1
1
1
0

182,860
91,239
91,177
89,913

91,239
68,380
10,168
4,529
4,254
2,394
1,458
40
16

91,1n
67,619
10,622
4,907
4,058
2,536
1,394
27
14

89,913
66,245
10,581
4,912
4,301
2,465
1,359
39
11

182,860
133,786
20,975
9,815
9,394
5,078
3,698
81
33

100%

100%
36.07%
21.45%
37.59%
1.40%
3.46%
0.03%

100%
37.55%
20.62%
36.78%

666,557
242,623
141,868
250,692
10,084
21,074
216

3. Ag!! At Visit (Encounter Level)

2015
2016
2017

4. Gender (Patient Level)

2015
2016
2017

5. Race (Patient Level)

White
Hispanic/Latino

Black
Other
Asian
Unknown
Native American/Eskimo
Pacific Islander/Hawaiian

6. Payer Mix (Encounter Level)

Medicare/Managed Medicare

35.60%

MassHealth/Managed MassHealth
Commercial/Managed Care Other
Selfpay

21.76%
38.41%
1.45%
2.72%
0.03%

Other
Unknown

1.70%

3.31%
0.04%

7. Most Prevalent Conditions based on ICD9 or ICDlO Codes

Z12.31
Z51.0
Z51.ll
V57.l
V58.0
V76.12
V58.11
729.5
786.59
250.80
786.50
327.23
719.46
724.2
786.2
280.9
V72.63
719.41
682.6
All Others

225,028
2,209
2,021
1,378
5,802
5,369
5,028
4,084
3,226
1,994
1,897
1,639
1,597
1,506
1,465
1,455
1,400
1,365
1,361
1,201
179,031

223,478
7,849
7,469
5,935

218,051
8,004
6,681
5,435

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

202,225

197,931

666,557
18,062
16,171
12,748
5,802
5,369
5,028
4,084
3,226
1,994
1,897
1,639
1,597
1,506
1,465
1,455
1,400
1,365
1,361
1,201
579,187

Footnotes

*

Table la captures the number of unique visits at Saint Vincent Hospital for acute or behavioral health inpatient or outpatient
services. Similar to Table la, Table lb captures the number of unique visits at Saint Vincent Hospital for acute or behavioral health
inpatient or outpatient services, but breaks the visits down by visit type (inpatient versus outpatient). Totals for "Unique Visits" in
Table la and Table lb tie to each other and to the other tables in the Saint Vincent Hospital Acute & Behavioral Health patient

panel data set that capture encounter-level data.

*

Table la captures the number of unique patients that visited Saint Vincent Hospital for acute or behavioral health inpatient or
outpatient services. If, during the same year, one patient is seen as both an inpatient and an outpatient, Table la captures this
patient only once toward the "Unique Patient" count. With regard to Table lb, the separation of inpatient/outpatient patient type
creates a situation where the software double-counts a unique patient if they are seen as both an inpatient and an outpatient in
the same year. Therefore, the patient counts included in Table lb do not represent the number of unique patients and are higher
than the totals for "Unique Patients 11 in Table la. Other tables in the Saint Vincent Hospital Acute & Behavioral Health patient
panel data set that capture patient-level data tie to the totals for 11 Unique Patients" in Table la, rather than the totals for
"Patients" in Table lb.

* With regard to Table 6, payer mix is calculated based on encounter-level data rather than patient-level data. If payer mix were to
be calculated based on patient-level data, totals would not tie out to 100%. Changes in a patient's insurance type during the year
(e.g., from Commercial to Medicare) would result in the patient being counted once in the denominator and twice in the
numerator, thus >100%. Calculating payer mix based on unique visits addresses the issue in the denominator.

*

With regard to Table 6, "Other" includes Managed Care Exchange, Workers Compensation, Tricare/Champus, and POS.

Saint Vincent Hospital Behavioral Health Only
1. Patient Panel Volume
la. ED Volume

2015
2016
2017

2,531
2,848
3,156

lb. Combined Inpatient/Outpatient Volume (Not Including ED)

2015
2016
2017

2,222

l,Sl7

552
685
985

464
518
677

le. Breakdown of Inpatient/Outpatient Volume (Not Including ED)

Inpatient
Outpatient
Inpatient
Outpatient
Inpatient

2015
2016
2017

Outpatient

551
1
534
151
438
547

463
1
433
107
365
346

2. Geographic Breakdown {Encounter Level)
2a. Totals
Grand Total

552

685

985

2,222

MA Zip Codes
Outside MA Zip Codes
Unknown

547
4
1

671
8
6

971
12
2

2,189
24
9

2b. Top 10 Cities & Towns in MA
Worcester, MA

337

400

543

1,280

01610
01608
01609
01604
01605
01603
01602
01606
01607
01613
01601

60
71
53
34
44
42
12
7
10
3
1

67
80
49
40
42
27
21
17
5
2

105
69
52
73
53
57
67
44
18
1
4

232
220
154
147
147
141
106

13

12

46

71

01545

13

12

46

71

10

19

26

55

10

19

26

55

5

16

31

52

5

16
13

31

52

20

39

Shrewsbury, MA

Auburn, MA

01501
Millbury, MA

01527
Leicester, MA

6

so

72

45
9
7

01524
01542
01611
Holden, MA

01520
01522
Grafton, MA

01519
01536
01560
Webster, MA

01570
Spencer, MA

01562
Rutland, MA

01543

5
3
5

8
9
3

18

9

23

36

8
1

18
5

28
8

21

35

12
6
3

15
14
6

8

18

35

8

18

35

9

21

34

9

21

34

10

21

33

2

10

21

33

0

2,149

73

2,222

0
0
0

533
658
958

19
27
27

552
685
985

761

756

0

1,517

254
293
293

210
225
384

0
0
0

464
518
677

464

518

677

1,517

343
61
38
14
4
4
0

383
66
35
19
11
4
0

506
73
31
32
28
6
1

1,122
184
96
60
42
12
1

5
1
0
4
2
2
8

6

2
4
2

1
4
1

9

9
4
4
2

.

13

8

3. Age At Visit (Encounter Level)

2015
2016
2017
4. Gender (Patient Level)

2015
2016
2017
5. Race (Patient Level)

White
Hispanic/Latino
Black
Other
Unknown

Asian
Pacific Islander/Hawaiian
6. Payer Mix (Encounter Level)

Medicare/Managed Medicare

MassHealth/Managed MassHealth
Commercial/Managed Care Other

Self Pay
Other

100%

100%

100%

2,222

25.72%
36.78%
36.24%
1.27%
0.00%

28.61%

22.53%

22.04%

20.20%
55.31%
0.81%
1.12%

560
553
1,075
18
16

48.19%
0.44%

0.73%

7. Most Prevalent Conditions based on ICD9 or ICD10 Codes

F43.23
F31.9
309.28
F32.9
309.81
F60.3
F43.12
F43.10
296.8
311
295.70
296.20
296.44
296.40
296.89
309.4
312.30
291.89
309.9
All Others

552

685

985

2,222

37
9
95
8
64
7
12
10
19
18
12
12
11
10
9
9
9
6
6
189

109
37
0
15
0
28
20
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
466

24
56
0
52
0
28
17
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
800

170
102
95
75
64
63
49
28
19
18
12
12
11
10
9
9
9
6
6
1,455

Footnotes

* Table la captures the number of unique ED visits at Saint Vincent Hospital for behavioral health services. These records are pulled
from a different source and could not be integrated into the inpatient/outpatient data sets. All demographic data in the Saint
Vincent Hospital Behavioral Health Only patient panel data set (geographic origin, age at visit, gender, race, payer mix, and
primary diagnosis) is based on Saint Vincent Hospital's behavioral health service exclusive of its ED behavioral health visits.
Accordingly, the totals for "Unique Visits" in Table la do not tie to the other tables in the Saint Vincent Hospital Behavioral Health

Only patient panel data set.

* Outpatient volumes in Table lb and Table le include only intensive outpatient program and partial hospitalization program
volumes, and do not include ED volumes.
" Table lb captures the number of unique visits at Saint Vincent Hospital for behavioral health inpatient or outpatient services.
Similar to Table lb, Table le captures the number of unique visits at Saint Vincent Hospital for behavioral health inpatient or
outpatient services, but breaks the visits down by visit type (inpatient versus outpatient). Totals for 11 Unique Visits 11 in Table lb
and Table le tie to each other and to the other tables in the Saint Vincent Hospital Behavioral Health Only patient panel data set
that capture encounter-level data.
" Table lb captures the number of unique patients that visited Saint Vincent Hospital for behavioral health inpatient or outpatient
services. If, during the same year, one patient is seen as both an inpatient and an outpatient, Table lb captures this patient only
once toward the "Unique Patient" count. With regard to Table le, the separation of inpatient/outpatient patient type creates a
situation where the software double-counts a unique patient if they are seen as both an inpatient and an outpatient in the same
year. Therefore, the patient counts included in Table le do not represent the number of unique patients and are higher than the
totals for "Unique Patients" in Table lb. Other tables in the Saint Vincent Hospital Behavioral Health Only patient panel data set
that capture patient-level data tie to the totals for 11 Unique Patients" in Table lb, rather than the totals for "Patients" in Table le.

*

With regard to Table 6, payer mix is calculated based on encounter-level data rather than patient-level data. If payer mix were to
be calculated based on patient-level data, totals would not tie out to 100%. Changes in a patient 1s insurance type during the year
(e.g., from Commercial to Medicare) would result in the patient being counted once in the denominator and twice in the
numerator, thus >100%. Calculating payer mix based on unique visits addresses the issue in the denominator.

*

With regard to Table 6, "Other" includes Managed Care Exchange and Tricare/Champus.
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Saint Vincent Hospital Patient and Family Advisory Council (PFAC) Meeting Minutes
Meeting Date:
November i.5, 2017

Meeting Time:

Meeting Location:

2:00-3:30PM

ConfRoom 5 North

Page 1 of 2

Next Meeting- January17, 2018
2:00 - 3:30 pm

Members
p

"---u-

--~~---

---~--

Lesley Fucci, Sr. Director, Quality and
Patient Safetv, PFAC Co-Chair
John Wilkins, PFAC Co-Chair

p

Bob Ready, ACNO

p

Edward P. Gardella

p

Rosemary Lopez

p

Joan Johnston, NP

p

James Bonds

p

Sara Howard

JoAnn Piedrafite, RN, CNO

p

p

Jim Rice

p

Susan Larosee

Ava Collins, COO

p

Juan Luna, Director of
Patient Exoerience
Edward Clasby

A

Jodi Utter

A

A
p
p

Guests

Jeff Welch, CEO

Project Updates

•

Discussed determination of need for Behavioral
Health project and importance of gaining support
of stakeholders (e.g. PFAC) to proceed

Ava Collins

Saint Vincent Hospital Patient and Family Advisory Council (PFAC) Meeting Minutes

3:3opm
NEXT MEETING

-

A djourn
PROPOSED Next Meeting- January 17, 2018,
2 nm - 3:30 11m Conference room 5 North

Page 2 of 2
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Saint Vincent Hospital Patient and Family Advisory Council (PFAC) Meeting Minutes
Meeting Time:
2:00-3:30PM

Meeting Date:
March 21, 2018

Meeting Location:
ConfRoom 5 North

Page 1 of 2

Next Meeting- May 16, 2018
2:00 - 3:30 pm

Members
p-

-

--- -

---

Lesley Fucci, Sr. Director, Quality and
Patient Safetv, PFAC Co-Chair
John Wilkins, PFAC Co-Chair

p

Bob Ready, ACNO

p

Edward P. Gardella

A

Rosemary Lopez

p

Joan Johnston, NP

p

James Bonds

A

Sara Howard

JoAnn Piedrafite, RN, CNO

p

Jim Rice

p

Ava Collins, COO

p

Juan Luna, Director of
Patient Exoerience
Edward Clasby

p

A
p

Susan Larosee

p

A

Jodi Utter

A

Guests

Mel Darri o

Facilities and Operations
Update

Ava Collins, COO

Saint Vincent Hospital Patient and Family Advisory Council (PFAC) Meeting Minutes

There was considerable discussion surrounding the need to enhance the
services offered in the inpatient behavioral health setting. The goal is to
provider a greater level of support for this community need in addition to
enhancing quality and improving throughput.
The Council was wholly supportive of this initiative commenting that the
need in Worcester county has grown remarkably in recent history.

Page 2 of 2

Saint Vincent Hospital Patient and Family Advisory Council (PFAC) Meeting Minutes

3:3opm

Adjourn

NEXT MEETING

PROPOSED Next Meeting- May 16, 2018,
2 um - 3:30 pm Conferenc~ rooll! 5 North

Page 3 of 2
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Behavioral Health In-Patient
Project Overview
• Project Description
•!• Expand In-Patient Behavioral Health Program by 7 more beds
•!• Total Bed for our unit would be 20 after the addition

• Why is it important?
•!• Community need is outpacing Services - community need I access
to care
•!• Expedite moving patients to right level of care - better quality
•!• Enhance ED throughput - better quality & safety I efficiency I
cost
•!• Better support care coordination

• What do we need from you?
•!• Input, Awareness, Support

.SAINT VINCENT
'"' HOSPITAL
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Appendix 4: Community Health Initiative Monies

Based on multiple discussions with Ben Wood, Director of the Office of Community Health
Planning and Engagement at the Department of Public Health, Saint Vincent Hospital will be
making a payment of $209,568.45 to the Community Health Initiative ("CHI") Statewide Initiative
fund as the hospital is not required to carry out a community health needs assessment process
given its for-profit status and therefore is required to contribute directly to the CHI Statewide
Initiative fund. This arrangement with Saint Vincent Hospital was agreed to in correspondence
dated March 21, 2018 from Mr. Wood.

565966.1
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RETURN OF PUBLICATION

I, the undersigned, hereby certify under the pains and penalties of perjury, that I am
employed by the publishers of the Worcester Telegram & Gazette and the following
Public/Legal announcement was published in two sections of the newspaper on April 12, 2018
accordingly:
1) "Public Announcement Concerning a Pi'oposed Health Care Project" page( 8, Legal
Notice Section.
(check one)

Size at least two inches high by three co.hunns wide
Size at least three inches high by two colutnns wide

2) "Public Announcement Concerning a Proposed Health Care Project" page () 0,
LOCD.. \
Section.
(check one)

v

/

Size at least two inches high by tlu·ee cohunns wide
Size at least thi·ce inches high by two columns wide

Name
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Public Announcement Concerning a
Proposed Health Care Project
Tenet Healthcare Corporation ("Applicanf') located at 1999 Bryan
Stfeet, Suite 900, Dallas, TX 75201 intends to file a Notice of Deter-

mirtation of Need ('1\.pplication'') with the Massachusetts Department
of Public Health for a substantial capital expenditure by Saint Vincent
Hospital ("SVH") located at 123 Summer Street, Worcester, MA 01608.

The project is f~r the expansion of psychiatric services at SVH through
renovations to accommodate seven additional inpatient psychiatric
beds and add a behavioral health area to its emergency department
("Project'~. The total value of the Project based on the maximum capital expenditure is $4,191,369. The Applicant does not anticipate any
price or service impacts on the Applicant's existing Patient Panel as a
result of the Project. Any ten Taxpayers of Massachusetts may register
in connection with the intended Applicatien no later than 30 days of
the filing of the Notice of Determination of Need by contacting the
Department of Public Health, Determination of Need Program, 250
Washington Street, 6tjl Floor, Boston, MA 02108.
WM-00003.olS393-01
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Public Announcement Concerning
a Proposed Health Care Project
Tenet Healthcare Corporation ('l\pplicant") located at 1999 Bryan Street, Suite 900, Dallas, TX 75201 intends to
file a Notice of Determination of Need (''Application") with the Massachusetts Department of Public Health for

RELIANT
MEDICAt GROUP

a substantial capital expenditure by Saint Vincent Hospital ("SVH") located at 123 Summer Street, Worcester,

MA O1608. The project is for the expansion of psychiatric services at SVH through renovations to accommodate
seven additional inpatient psychiatric beds and add a behavioral health area to its emergency department ("Project"). The total value of the Project based on the maximwn capital expenditure is $4,191,369. The Applicant does ·
not anticipate any price or service impacts on the Applicant's existing Patient Panel as a result of the Project. Any
ten Taxpayers of Massachusetts may register in connection with the intended Application no later than 3-0 days
of the filing of the Notice of Determination of Need by contacting the Department of Public Health, Determina*
lion of Need Program, 25-0 Washington Street, 6th Floor, Boston, MA 02108.
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Factor 4: Flnanclal Feaslbility and

Reasonablen~

of ExpendHures and Costs

Applicant has provided (as an attachment) a certification, by an independent certified public accountant (CPA) as to the availability of sufficient funds for capital and ongoing operating costs necessary to support
the Proposed Projects without negative impacts or consequences to the Applicant's existing Patient Panel.
F4.a.i Capital Costs Chart:
For each Functional Area document the square footage and costs for New Construction and/or Renovations.
Present Square
Footage

Square Footage Involved in Project
New Construction

Add/Del
Rows

Functional Areas

Net

Total: (calculated)

0

Cost/Square Footage

Renovation

0
0

0

4,780

6,370

7,762

22,350

0

2,116

2,933

2,116

2,933

$0.00

29,350

0

0

6,896

9,303

9,878

14,033

$0.00

$3,428,400.00

7,000

SVH: Emergency Department Expansion and Alterations

Total Cost

New
Renovation
Construction
$2,082, 100.00
$0.00
$187.57
$0.00
$1,346,300.00
$459.01

Gross

SVH: 32 South Psych (7 Additional Beds)

Resulting Square
Footage

Net

Gross

Net

Gross

Net

New
Construction
$0.00
11,100

Gross

Renovation

$0.00

$244.31

* Please note that the Applicant submits the F4.a.i Capital Costs Chart in Excel fonnat to address the calculation related to Total Cost/Square Footage. The Department of Public Health's ("Department') Capital
Costs Chart included in the Determination of Need ("DoN") Application auto-calculates Total Cost/Square Footage using a summation formula, such that the total is a sum of the cost/square footage for the
various functional areas. For example, using the Department's Capital Costs Chart included in the DoN Application, the auto-calculated Total Cost/Square Footage for Renovation for the Proposed Project is a
sum of the renovation cost/square footage for the 32 South Psych 7-Bed Addition ($187.57) +the renovation cost/square footage for the Emergency Department Expansion and Alterations ($459.01) = $646.58.
A more accurate Total Cost/Square Footage is reached using the following calculation: Total Cost I Total Resulting Gross Square Footage. In the case of Total Cost/Square Footage for Renovation, this
calculation is as follows: $3,428,400.00 / 14,033 = $244.31. This total is reflected in the Capital Costs Chart above.
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Filed in Lhe office of

-~.di.Ross Miller
Secretary of State
State of Nevada

Certificate to :AccomparnY
A~stated

Articles

Document Nunth<!r

20080322649-36
Entity Numh-rr

C3523-1975

(P\JR&l.b,Nl 'J'ONRS)

, __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ !

USE BU~ INK ONL.V ·DO l'W"1 HIGML'1HT

.DtltJforftf.ls.WAru»ni®@fWSll.HntArlf*lasqf~@n

. .

1?~11111ant:i<)>lirR$ ra/!Q;i, $.~n. &11,Z:i~. lli'A. M:355·<!1'~0lll ·

..

.

(l'hl•·f<>rm !& slSo toJ>e used fu accO!\\pony Rd!iited AttlcleiHor Umfil>d;LtabUli:y ~"''"'" Certlflcalee•of
~lmltllll l'l!rtrl•111hip, Un11tad-UablllL'f.Ut011i>•l·P.al!itoisb!ps SM.Busln$\is Trt.stii)
1.:N~ll)a oi Nevaciaet1jfl\t:"" i~s,trecotd<ld ill thie Q!iiee:

Tenct'llcalthcar«C<ilJ'Olalio:n

2.; Thi>~ are· baITT9 D .i<r,iialad or lil~llei! an•~ l~•~d (c;he,l'k onl\I Q!l~i. P~"·"~titt&.your atlllche<l

iin;Cies

•its$- ·dr ''Amenc!eifiiiid Rel.tale&,"

ii>Oordi~ii~·.

· · ·· ·

·

·

·

3" tntl!Cata wnai- chong .. have·bffn ll)mdl> by chec.i<ln~·ih.o • pi:·l'o¢ato.j>ox»

0

No amendrneAts/alticles o.O•iestated. only•and ·ore Olgtled ·lly:afi·blfil:et OI th~ ociip9tmtion "/hO ha. bo9n

aUU)orizOd,I? •'l"""I.• .ti\.. ""~~ by r-1i)tlon: of:e11• ~ 0fd~·a;iio¢.Od.cn
·certffioale C01TectiY •01• tOrt!>tl\etext of u... artlCles oi'oottlficate:es arMnded'\o·th• &lte·Of tne-.ceitiftcate.

Tlie

d l'h<> entily name \iili> be~ ~~·
0

Th~ roaklerit all8l'(i'rni. b!ren cl\BngGd. (•~ ~~~; oi ~ptaoce. fi;1n\ l\W~lllif~\l'eO~

0. Tho liUtJlOW:of'th~ entity tias wen otr\eli(IOO.

0

The authoRZea:ehe"ree: have<bee'r1~nd~ ..

0

1J1e' d!re<:tQ!t;,mani;gel'$ 0<'{1;1n.ei.if parjfier~.tiav•.t!!!"'""""·"'1~

0
0

AAICl<is ha'11 o<Jeli added.

Ar!icie>haVelleen<1ei0ted.

IEJ

Otbor. The attides .or. ceiti~ca~ h~ve been 1!'110(Jtje\f a<;· foilllws {provtdnrtjole nu))'lbe(ll, tf av$llabla):

·o llSS \ax,langual)lil !i$s,beiln aa<!ed.

Artie!"" v ilnd WR .n: amcnded•1o'•llirillna1<> •11¢°"'\loil~ •\li:>t<:ii!quiremenls.

"ThlS'!Qn1118.looccdihP811YR.statedMICleswhithconlain~l1a1ti;ie;i.t)(.$iilond1!ch'1(Cles;ibe.~IAteilAiiiclosn1ult~n
,@![~f ~mui1JOJT\Oflts'!S•'sii\ !t)ijh In ~o!j\tureo for·~ at illll~"9:1M:oitlclOS or'Oerllticall9s
·
·

)ll!IP6iiTA NT: Failure'.!Q'illl:lu~.;,any .o.1111• .allowi"lilkn'l\\aliei1<inll'liu6miflhe prt>iJ\>r feeso.iiii!rce.e~·ttlm tiliil!l to: lili
.

.l!iie~

Tiils.ronn "111$t ~ occomponle(!.tiy 11J'f'l?P'"'ta fe(ls
JM!ll'- t~(mf C: T-S.:-si l)g,Jj1it

u~..n1m ~~6u\.~(ll"',.c.:

r.1.11.1 NJ •:c:i,.:.lt':llfi;,Ut.ir

i::...v~i;o11 1wi~)·t

The undersigned, befu,g: tli~ Secretal)' o( Te"!iiit Htiillth91Q'~ CQ~!ln, )l,'Nil'V'iida Coqwratioil

\the· "Corporation''), dbes h'ereby oeitify. 'tl\at tl\iise Amentled and Restated Arliciles of

Jnqoip()ratjon ~Uy s~ fo;th the ~i<ll~ !lCJnGP•pi:mruon ofl)ii;,et'Jielilthcare Corpo!litioa as

adopted at its anni:!Jjl .meetiiig of shatclii)lde)1; G,11 Mi\Y S,. 2008.:by:shat!!ho)d¢rs,llolding not le~s.
.t)uui two-thfrds of <lulstanding Sh~s of the Corporation, voting togethet llrid not by class, qy
t:i\e vote of 424,972.96$ .shares of tl;ie C~'!;poratioa's Common Stock in. fa\!or thereof. The.
Restated Arti¢1esof Jticbip()tilliQn of.the COrp1lrati()l!; ~s her.,to:fl!l'-c;l ~ln~nded· areh.ereby aip~ded
·and restated ill their entirety as foiiows:

an

Mmm)Ei)'.1~Wm8TATiib

A:IRTICU!1$ QJj'.jJIJ(:QRJ\!ORA't~N
OJ!i'
TENET HEAL'.lllC>IRE COlU'ORA'nON
I

il

The priilciP,al office of thi~ corporation in the. State .of Nevadads to beJ loca1led 'lit 6100

Nell Road, Suite soo, City rifR<)Do, «O:unlY of Was]Joe,

The- oorpmai"leno 'iii~ eilgl\g°" iii atljr faWfill aotiVity, iff.ill~d11ig, 'Y.;\tho\lt lim!taiio1J,
o,p~ngas 111).N$riet11ryJ\eal1h care tompllil)I·

.IV

..

The sfi:R\~<ift!lj~~t:pQra,tio1l~iill ~~ 1lll.<i®dmto two,¢~, colllllsfur~ ofOne_BitliO:iJ

FiflY Million (l,050,0QO,-QOO) share$ Q-f Ctlfhi\i()fi Sfoo.k'. l!liQ. 'rw9 l\1ill~Qll Fiva I:l~
Tho~ (i,5:00,00l>j, s~ of Prefontd Stot,k. :Ealfu share of¢9mmon StQl:)(sllllil h~Ve ii .JI,!!!"
valI.le t;>f $.Q~, ~d ~ sl\a1'e;qf Prefeirqd Si;o!>.t- slr11Ilhave a par >ialue.!Of'$. rs;
The sm.;res l>f P~t1f<irred Stock may t;e;Jlislied'!i,nd :teiBsl!eji li'i,lihtin;e 19 tii:ile in 011e or
ij\orc\ ser\\::S, ,T@: B.11.llIJi of'l>inlctors hereby fa autbori2ed to ,fut ot- llltllr the: dividend rights;
dividend rate; eony~iot; ... \).'gb,ts, vo(ip~ rtll:iitlr .a.nd ~· of r.ed~ption (i®iudiag, .w.ifhout
liliiitation, siokjng fund provisions and tbi: t~tiol\ ·Jil'ilie Qt prices), the liqajdati91l
ptot°e;J'l:nces, and. any other rights, preferenc~., p!iv!leges, attributes :0t other mauera: wit)I r~pi:cl
ta any wholly imisslied seri~s of Pr~ferted ·Sfoi:k, in9111ding ·ihe' antb.onty (a} to detemilne Ifie
number of shares constitutin~ any such series 11n(l lbe deSig@li~·J.hlli1!9!i. a.nd $) to inC!lll\!ie·l!:ie
n~m~r of ~s.pfeny s.ed~. at any time.. fo (;ase the.olitsll!ndlr'!g;slia:tllS ofiiliy seri¢s ~l!llb!i

I
<

:~uired ot Shiilt ti'Ot~-o~ed; SJicjl;•sh.#~.!ti$yl!&~@l!4 ~· r¢p~gn!ltcd, aild alt*4; •.ilM
•issued .or reissued,. ile:it:llil'der; by actloi:! ofih.e Btri!td tif Oir<:etors. The· BOatd°of Directcil'!i ~!So
!lliil!JhliVe SJ!Ch 911\etaµlb,ority with resp~t 't4~ .~bruJ,s df Preferred S'\ock that.may be resen-edta
the Board ofb\reetOts· by Jaw:

v
The business and affairs of this:•carpo:tiLtion.slittTh lie man4$¢d by or irn!!erthtl dirajiq)l of
of Dir~\on;.. l'i\e .Bol!ffi of Pir~tQn: :ill.aY e11e~pise all imch.aulhority iand:powers·ofthe
.coiporation and po· an. S.\l~h la'Wtill ilct$':iijKl 11:>r~J!i~~:~no! bY ijl!iW~ Ql'.Jhe~ Adic.le11 or
Iitcolplll'lltion.directe<.J or requfretl to be emrciii!:d.or llone by.tlie 1!1\~iih:Old~.
'll Board

The B'oaril of Plrei:tors.ma)' cl:t!lhge Ui.111iumJier of ~t\:lrs.m>m \ime·tQ time and lllay
fill any vacancies l11 the Bol!Td ofDirectors, t.Qwever ~d. except vac~ies first filled bY the
shareholders. Neither the Soard ofDirectots n;orthe shareholdets-may·ever increase the number
<>f<iixectors byt1,1o)'e:.1han.!lIJ9 du)'ing l!JIY t2'<nonth period, exc\lpt ui:ro11)ihe.afiirmative vote of a
m:~jolityofihedifuote~1 er the atllrni~iy~vi)te\}f.li"llll\jilrity offue; Ii.old~ of all outstanding.
s)Uires voting to.getlier attdnCit'byclass. 't'lrls·pnivisioli fnaytiotb~!i,tnended ex.cept.by a li\{e
'y(itb.

the.!3oard.--Ofblr.lltfofll shall not be cla11sitte<l. Any directorehictep 9t appointed 11fter tlje
·,.ir()Otive time.ofibis MiclllN. sball ,~ei;ve;J9r4l.·fonn."xpiring at:"ibe:nei«annwil. l.ileetin:g. or·untlr
theit earlier resigilati'Oii, d~ilth (lr l'.CJ!lP'V'al:. E;l9 li'diil;Cfor elected ,or appol1Jled priM to the
effeeti.vencss·ofthisAtticie·V·shall set:l(e for'tlietfull t¢rtn fotwhltli$1l:e or he was elected or
AApointed, a!!!I any &l'.l:Otor ~lected or app0fu.jed t.9 fill a. vacmc;y created by.the:t~jgnation,
dnath or reinoyal .<lf$il*h C;!j:re¢1.or dl!ring'°µc)t .tc.Pai.shall .serve .tii~.f"!llainil.ern'fsuch term.
Regardless of their reliiain'ingtetm, directors Slialfrtot be entitled to. v()\e as·a.1<ll!Ss on anymaiter
l:ielng voted on bythe Board,.o!Qer tbll1l'!hose .!:>sues specilkallyretatedto a C:la$ liild for wbic~
cll!S~ voting ~~.i!Uowe;il i¢mCd,fatelyprior<to:lbe en'.eefi've time oflhiS amendment Jn rto case.
frhall a decrease intbe:no:ml\er,ofd!reii!Ors shi:irtmllietlirin ofanYillcuhibeni difeptor.

'.The capital s!QJ;li: Qf'fhls corpQi:afion shaJ1 Ile non•assessabJe: to !he tulfextent petntltted
b'}'Iaw.

VD.I
The ll!li\'ma!iye v~ .of a majo)'ity,ofihc1 JW!acts of ail .outSlandfog:shares; votlngto~er
by ofa~a. :slili!l .be .r~uirecl ,~ii iipprov.e ~~ i!leIJSer·'!lt' oe~liilatiort or the. siiie of
substantially all oflhe assew of this coi:jioratlo11. l;Jrl~]'>rovi$lol).sjlall 11,~ ~q,iqhended excf:i!I ilY

and not

a JjJ!:e vote.•

. -·-·-·· ...............................

________

·~·------·-··

-

.

.tX:
No ~tor or..offl.C\ll'. ofl!)js <;l)tpi;>rtl,~l>~f.~ll,111pCJllo11allY·liable.19 ~is corpor~.oll QT
its .shareholdem:Jor damages' fur l:>reach 'of Jlil.Uoility duty as a ~l!>r ()t officer, except .for
liability (i) for .i>ets· QI on1ilisions wblJ)h in"oive intentional 'miscotlduct; fraud or a knO'lliliig·
yiollltion of Jaw,, or (ii) f0r: i:l)e p;j.:l(tll~1· of l!!Y:id;:n®. hi violi!t!on gf S.!'PiiQA 3'00 of the Pav.ate,
Corporation.Law ofthe·~ate;ofNevada
Ifthe Piivare Cotilo~on Law ofthe iifiit~.ofNevad11 is:am~iled to authurize the tiiriher
elimination o'I: UmiWl.1111 ofth.e liability of \1i~iicfon;,~t !i:ffice1t,.,:@\J. \h<:Jl@flify of" a ili\:eot\lr 01
cfffuer . ofthls Cottlovatfo·11,Shallbe eiiminatecl bdimltedto the ·fi111est :extent authorized by.t)i!!l
Private Corporaiidn Law oft)le State ol'Nevada, :as so .lllJ'1ended:

Any .i:epeal or .mudiflGlition ofihis Artfohl sbDil not adveiiie!y1!fiectany.tight or pr@.tettion
i>f:a .Clirecter ofttrl~ ~wol'Jll1on or an _ciffi<:«" ·~!'.this Do'rpOration.,existlng hereunder witli respec.t
tll.cany act otomlssiotr·c1~-0\urihg priorto Qt, 11! Jh1~,tim<;ofsuch ri111.e11I pr,modi'.fication.
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Secrvcary of State
204 North Carson Btrae~ Suite 1
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(775) 884 6708

Filed in the office of

Webalta: . www.nvaoe.gov

-~-#
Ross Miller
Secretary of State
State of Nevada

Certificate of Designation

Docu1nent Nmnber

20090701229-12
Filing Date and Tiine

09/24/2009 3:15 PM
Entity Nu1nber

C3523-1975

(PURSUANT TO NRS 78.1955)

UH BLACK INK ONLY· DO NOT HIGllUOllT

ABOVE BPAC! 18 FDR OfflC&USE DHLY

Cedlftcate_ of Designation For

Nevada Pmflt ComoratlonS
(Pursuant to NRS 78.1955)

1. Nameofc~.E~'!.~on:_ ___,_
[TENET HEALTHCARE CORPORATION

--------· ---·-----

J
·----------·-----·-··--·-----·-------·-_

--·-··-----·

---·

·---

2. By resolution or the board of directors pursuant to a provision In the articles of Incorporation this
certificate establishes the following regarding the voting powers, designations, preferences,
limitations, restr!_~lons and relative rights of the following class or series of stock.
7% Mandatory Convertible Preferred Stock:
A new series of prefeaed stock is hereby es1Bblis!M:d consistiiig of 345,000 shares of preferred stock, par
value $0.15 per share, designated as "7% Mandatory Convertible Preferred Stock" with the powers,
designations, preferences, limitations, restrictions and relative rights more particularly set forth in the
Certificate of Designation of7% Mandatory Convertible Preferred Stock of Tenet Healthcare Corporation
consisting of
39
pages attached hereto~ Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference.

I

3. Effective date of filing: (optional) September 25, 2009 at 12:01 a.m. Pacific time

4. Signature: (required)

(must not be later than 90 days after the cartlficets la flied)

Filing Fee: $175.00
IMPORTANT: Failure lo Include any of the abcV!i Information and aubmlt \¥1\h the proper fees may cause this fling lo be rejected.
Thi• form must be sccompanlect by sppmplfsl9 /'&es.

CERTIFICATE OF DESIGNATION

of
7.00% MANDATORY CONVERTIBLE PREFERRED STOCK

of
TENET HEALmCARE CORPORATION

Pursuant to Section 78.1955 of the Nevada Revised Statutes
The undersigned, Biggs C. Porter, Chief Financial Officer of Tenet Healthcare
Corporation, a Nevada corporation (the "Corporation"), hereby certifies that the Board of
Directors of the Corporation, pui'suant to the authorlty granted in Article 4 of the Amended and
Restated Articles of Incorporation of the Corporation and the provisions of Sections 78.195 and
78.1955 of the Nevada Revised Statutes, has duly authorized the creation of a new series of
preferred stock and, acting through an authorized committee (the "Committee"), bas duly
adopted the following resolution creating a series of preferred stock to be designated "7.00%
Mandatory Convertible Preferred Stock", as follows;
RESOLVED, that, pursuant to Article 4 of the Amended and Restated Articles of
Incorporation (which authorizes 2,500,000 shares of preferred stock, par value $.15 per share)
and the authority conferred on the Board of Directors, the Board of Directors of the Corporation,
acting through the Committee, hereby designates and establishes a new series of preferred stock
and does hereby fix the powers, designations, preferences, limitations, restrictions and relative
rights of such series of preferred stock as follows:
I.
Number and Designation. A new series of preferred stock consisting of 345,000
shares of preferred stock, par value $0.15 per share is hereby established and designated as
"7.00% Mandatory Convertible Preferred Stock:' (the "Preferred StOck").

2. Definitions. As used in this Certificate, the following terms shall have the
meanings defined in this Section 2. Any capitalized term not otherwise defined herein shall have
the meaning set forth in the Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation, unless the context
otherwise requires:
"Additional Amount" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 6(c) hereof.
"Adjustment Date" has the mealli.ng assigned to it in Section 11 (I) hereof.
"Affllfate" of any Person means any other Person directly or indirectly controlling,
controlled by or under direct or indirect common .control with such Person. For the purposes of
this definition, "control", when used with respect to any Person, means the power to direct the
management and policies of such Person, directly or indirectly, whether through the ownership
of voting securities, by contract or otherwise; and the terms "controlling" and "controlled" have
meanings correlative to the foregoing.

"Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation" means the Amended and Restated
Articles of Incorporation of the Corporation.
"Applicable Market Value" means the average of the Closing Prices per share of
Common Stock (or any other security, cash or other property which the Preferred Stock becomes
convertible into in connection with any Reorganization Event) on each of the 20 consecutive
Trading Days ending on the third Trading Day immediately preceding the Mandatory ·
Conversion Date.
"Average Price" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 4(e) hereof.
"Board of Directors" means the Board of Directors of the Corporation and shall include
any duly authorized committee thereof.
"Business Day" means any day other than a Saturday or Sunday or other day on which
commercial banks in New York City are authorized or required by law or executive order to
close.
"Capital Stock" of any. Person means any and all shares, interests, participations or other
equivalents however designated of corporate stock or other equity participations, including
partnership interests, whether general or limited, of such Person and any rights (other than debt
securities convertible or exchangeable into an equity interest), warrants or options to acquire an
equity interest in such Person.
"Certificate" means the Certificate of Designation of the Preferred St0ck.
"Closing Price" ofa share of Common Stock (or any other security, cash or other
property which the Preferred Stock becomes convertible into in connection with any
Reorganization Event) on any Trading Day means (i) the last reported sale price per share (or, if
no last sale price is reported, the average of the bid and ask prices per share or, if more than one
in either case, the average of the average bid and the average ask prices per share) on such day
reported by the New York Stock Exchange, or, if shares of Common Stock (or such other
property) are not listed on the New Yorlc: Stock Exchange, as reported by the principal U.S.
national or regional securities exchange on which shares of Common Stock (or such other
property) are listed, (ii) if shares of Common Stock (or such other property) are not traded on a
U.S. national or regional securities exchange, the last quoted bid price on that day for a share of
Common Stock (or such other property) in th~ ove~-the-counter market as reported by Pink OTC
Markets Inc. or a similar organization or (iii) if shares of Common Stock (or such other property)
are not traded on a U.S. national or regional securities exchange or so quoted by Pink OTC
Markets Inc. or a similar organization, the market price of a share of Common Stock (or such
other property) on that day as determined by a nationally recognized independent investment
banking firm retained by the Corporation for the purpose of determining the Closing Price
(which may be one of the underwriters), in each case, subject to adjustment as set forth under
Section l l(k) hereof.
"Committee" has the meaning assigned to it in the preamble to this Certificate.
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"Common Stock" means the common stock, par value $0.05 per share, of the
Corporation, subject to Section 13 hereof,
"Conversion Agent" has the meaning ~signed to it in Section 20(a) hereof.
"Conversion Rate" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 6(b) hereof.
"Corporation" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 1 hereof, and shall include any
successor to such Corporation.
"Depositary" means DTC or its successor depositary.
"Dividend Payment Date" means January 1, April!, July 1 and October 1 of each year,
commencing on January I, 2010 and ending on the Mandatory Conversion Date.
"Dividend Period" means, with respect to Preferred Stock, a period commencing on and
including a Dividend Payment Date (or if no previous Dividend Payment Date has occurred,
commencing on and including the Issue Date) and ending on and including the day immediately
preceding the next succeeding Dividend Payment Date and, with respect to Parity Stock, has a
meaning correlative thereto.
''DTC" means The Depository Trust Company, New York, New York.
"Early Conversion Additional Amount" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 7(b)
hereof.
"Early Conversion Market Value" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 7(b)
hereof.
"Ex-dividend Date" is the first date upon which a sale of Common Stock does not
· automatically transfer the right to receive the relevant dividend, issuance or distribution from the
seller of Common Stock to its buyer.
"Exchange Act" means the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended
"Expiration Date" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 11 (e) hereof.
"Expiration Time" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 1 l(e) hereof.
"Fair Market Value" of a writ ofproperty means the amount per writ that. a willing
buyer would pay a willing seller in an arm's-length transaction of such property, unless
otherwise stated, as determined in good faith by the Corporation.
"Fixed Conversion Rates" means the Minimum Conversion Rate and the Maximum
Conversion Rate, collectively.
"Floor Price" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 4(e) hereof.
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"Global Preferred Shares" has the meaning assigned to it in Section l 8(a) hereof.
"Holder" means the Person in whose ll!IDle shares of the Preferred Stockare re~stered,
which the CoipOration, the Transfer Agent, the Re~trar, the Conversion Agent and the Paying
Agent shall deem to be the owner of such shares of Preferred Stock for the purpose of making
dividend payments on, and settling conversions.of, as well as for other purposes relating to, such
shares of Preferred Stock.
"Initial Price" means $5.85, subject to adjustment as set forth under Section 11 hereof.
"Issue Date" means September 25, 2009.
"Junior Stock" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 3(a) hereof.
"Liquidation Preference" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 5(a) hereof.
''Make-whole Amount" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 8(b) hereof.
"Make-whole Conversion Period" means, with respect to a Make-whole Event, the
period beginning on the Make-whole Effective Date for such Make-whole Event and ending et
5:00 p.m., New York City time, on the date that is 20 Business Days after such Make-whole
Effective Date (or, if earlier, the Mandatory Conversion Date).
"Make-whole Conversion Rate" means, with respect to a Make-whole Event, the
conversion rate deterntlned by reference to the table below and which is based on the Makewhole Effective Date and the Make-whole Market Value pai\i (ordedmed paid) per share of
Common Stock in the Make•whole Event.
Make-whole
Market Value
$1.00
$2.00
$3.00
$4.00
$5.00
$5.85
$7.02
s 8.00
$10.00
$ 15.00
$20.00
$30.00
$50.00
$75.00
$100.00

September
25.2009
170.9402
160.6805
153.8904
148.9136
145.5966
143.7336
142.1300
141.3442
140.6060
140.5145
140.8107
141.1635
141.3402
141.3719
141.3772

Malrb-whole Effective Date
AmllJ.. October 1.

All!il..L
22J.l!

October 1.
22J.l! '

ID!

ID!

170.9402
163.2539
156.5609
151,1307
147.3060
145.0897
143.1390
142.1622
141.2079
140.9452
141.1716
141.4347
141.5443
141.5589
141.5607

170.9402
165.7632
159.5213
153.6945
149.2769
146.6176
144.2240
143.0070
141.7944
141.3528
141.5071
141.6792
141.7336
141.7383
141.7386

170.9402
168.0780
162.8674
156.8227
151.6948
148.4357
145.4255
143.8814
142.3457
14 l. 7285
141.8114
141.8975
141.9148
141.9155
141.9155

170.9402
169.8705
166.5753
160.8790
154.9315
150.7700
146.7785
144.7342
142.7823
142.0462
142.0695
142.0917
142.0935
142.0935
142.0935

Aln:il..l.
~

Oc!ohor 1.
2.Ql2

170.9402
170.7029
169.9555
166.4118
160.0170
154.2553
148.2266
145.2454
142.8482
142.2720
142.2712
142.2717
142.2717
142.2717
142.2717

170.9402
170.9402
170.9402
170.9402
170.9402
170.9402
142.4501
142.4501
142.4501
142.4501
142.4501
142.4501
142.4501
142.4501
142.4501

The Make-whole Market Values set forth in the first colwnn of the above table shall be
adjusted as ofany date on which the Fixed Conversion Rates are adjusted pursuant to Section 11
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hereof. The adjusted Make-whole Market Values shall equal the Make-whole Market Values
applicable immediately prior to such adjustment multiplied by a fraction, the nwnerator of which
is the Minimwn Conversion Rate immediately prior to the adjustment giving rise to the Makewhole Market Value adjustment and the denominator of :which is the Minimwn Conversion Rate
as so adjusted. Each of the rates in the table shall be subject to adjustment in the same manner as
each Fixed Conversion Rate as set forth under Section 11 hereof.
If the exact Make-whole Market Value or Make-whole Effective Date is not set forth in
the above table, and

•

ifthe Make-whole Market Value is between two prices on the table or the Make-whole Effective Date is between two dates on the table, the Make-whole
Conversion Rate shall be detennined by a straight-line interpolation between the
rates set forth for the higher and lower Make-whole Market Values and the two
Make-whole Effective Dates, as applicable, bailed on a 365-day year;

•

if the Make-whole Market Value is in excess of$100.00 per share (subject to
adjustment as described in the immediately preceding paragraph), then the Make-whole Conversion Rate shall be the Minimwn Conversion Rate, subject
adjustments as set forth under Section 11 hereof; and

•

if the Make-whole Market Value is less than $1.00 per share (subject to

adjustment as described in the immediately preceding paragraph), then the Make-whole Conversion Rate shall be the Maximum Conversion Rate, subject to
adjustments as set forth under Section 11 hereof.
"Make-whole Effective Date" means, with respect to a Make-whole Event, the date on
which such Make-whole Event occurs or becomes effective.
"Make-whole Event" means the occurrence of any of the following:
(1) the consummation of any transaction or event (whether by means of liquidation, share
exchange, tender offer, consolidation, combination, recapitalization, reclassification, merger of
the Corporation or any sale, lease or other transfer of all or substantially all of the Corporation's
assets and those of the Corporation's consolidated subsidiaries) or a series of related transactions
or events pmsuant to which 50% or more of the Common Stock is exchanged for, converted into,
acquired for or constitutes solely the right to receive consideration, more than 10% of the value
of which (as of the date of conswnmation) is not common stock, depositary receipts or other
securities representing common equity interest that is listed on, or immediately after the
transaction or event shall be listed on, the New York Stock Exchange, The NASDAQ Global
Select Market or The NASDAQ Global Market (or any of their respective succe9sors); or
(2) shares of the Common Stock (or any other shares of common stock, depository
receipts or other securities representing common equity interests into which the Preferred Stock
becomes convertible in connection with any Reorganization Event) cease to be listed for trading
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on the New York Stock Exchange, The NASDAQ Global Select Market or The NASDAQ
Global Market (or any of their respective successors).
"Make-whole Market Value" means, with respect to a Make-whole Event, the price
paid (or deemed paid) per share of Common Stock in such Make-whole Event. Ifthe holders of
Common Stock receive only cash in a Make-whole Event (in a single per share amount), the
Make-whole Market Value shall be the cash amount paid per share. Otherwise, the Make-whole
Market Value shall be the average of the Closing Prices of Common Stock over,the 10
consecutive Trading Day period ending on, and including, the Trading Day immediately
preceding the Make-whole Effective Date.
"Mandatory Conversion Date" means October l, 2012.'
"Market Disruption Event" means the occurrence or existence for more than one-half'
hour in the aggregate on any Scheduled Trading Day for the Common Stock (or any other
security, cash or other property which the Preferred Stock becomes convertible into in
connection with any Reorganization Event) of any suspension or limitation imposed on trading
(by reason of movements in price exceeding limits permitted by the New York Stock Exchange
or otherwise) or quoting, if applicable, in the Common Stock (or such other property) or in any
options, contracts or future contracts relating to the Common Stock (or such other property), and
such suspension or limitation occurs or exists ,at any time before 1:00 p.m., New York City time,
on such day.
"Maximum Conversion Rate" means 170.9402 shares of Common Stock issuable upon
conversion of a share of Preferred Stock, subject to adjustment as set forth under Section 11
hereof.
. "Minimum Conversion Rate" means 142.4501 shares of Common Stock issuable upon
conversion of a share of Preferred Stock, subject to adjustment as set forth under Section 11
hereof.
"Officer" means any of the Chief Executive Officer, the President, the Chief Operating
Officer, the Chief Financial Officer, any Vice President, the Treasurer, any Assistant Treasurer,
the Controller, any Assistant Controller, the Secretary or any Assistant Secretary of the
Corporation.
"Optional Conversion Date" has the meaning assigned to it in Section IO(a) hereof.
"Outstanding" means, when used with respect to Preferred Stock, as of any date of
determination, all shares of Preferred Stock outstanding as of such date; provided that, in
determining whether the Holders have given any request, demand, authorization, direction,
notice, consent or waiver or taken any other action hereunder, Preferred Stock owned by the
Corporation or its Affiliates shall be deemed not to be "Outstanding", except that, in determining
whether the Registrar shall be protected in relying upon any s\lch request, demand, authorization,
direction, notice, consent, waiver or other action, only Preferred Stock which the Registrar has
actual knowledge of being so owned shall be deemed not to be "Outstanding".
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"Parity Stock" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 3(b) hereof.
"Paying Agent" has the melllling assigned to it in Section 20(a) hereof.
"Person". means an individual, a corporation, a partnership, a limited liability company,
limited partnership, an association, a qusi or l!IIY other entity .or orgllllization, including a
government or political subdivision or an agency or insttumentality thereof.
"Preferred Stock" has the meaning assigned to it in Section l hereof.
"Preferred Stock Director'' has the melllling assigned to it in .Section 14(c) hereof.
"Record Date" means (i) with respect to the dividends on Preferred Stock payable on a
Dividend Payment Date, the fifteenth calendar day of the month prior to the month in which such
Dividend Payment Date occ\U'S but only to the extent a dividend has been declared by the Board
of Directors to be payable on such Dividend Payment Date, or, with respect to dividends on
Preferred Stock payable on a date other than a Dividend Payment Date, such other date, not more
than 60 days and not less than 10 days preceding such applicable payment date, as shall be fixed
by the Board of Directors and (ii) with respect to any dividend or distribution on Common Stock
where, or other transaction or event in which, the holders of Common Stock have the right to
receive any cash, security or other property, or transaction or event in which shares of Common
Stock (or other applicable security) are exchanged for or converted into any combination of cash,
security or other property, including for purposes of adjustments to the Fixed Conversion Rates
pursuant to Section 11 hereof, the date fixed for determination of stockholders entitled to receive
such cash, securities or other property (whether such date is fDted by the Board of Directors or by
statute, contract or otherwise). Such Record Date shall apply regardless of whether a particular
Record Date is a Business Day.
"Reference Property" has the meaning assigned to it in Section l 3(a) hereof.
"Registrar" ·Juis. the meaning assigned tO it in Section 16 hereof.
''Reorganization Event" has the meaning assigned to it in Section l 3(a) hereof.
''Reorganization Event Conversion" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 9 hereof.
hereof.

"Reorganization Event Conversion Date" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 9
·
''Reorganization Event Conversion Notice" has the melllling assigned to it in Section 9

hereof.
"Scheduled Trading Day" means any day that is scheduled to be a Trading Day on the
principal U.S. national or regional securities exchange or market on which Common Stock is
listed or admitted for trading or, if Common Stock is not listed or admitted for trading on any
U.S. national or regional securities exchange or market, a Business Day.
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"Securities Act" means the Securities Act of 1933, as wnended.
"Senior Stock" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 3(c) hereof.
"Spin-off'' has the meaning assigned to it in Section 11 (c) hereof. ·
"Subsidiary" means (a) a corporation, a majority of whose Capital Stock with voting
power, under ordinary circumstances, to elect directors is, at the date of detennination, directly
or indirectly owned by the Corporation, by one or more Subsidiaries of the Corporation or by the
Corporation and one or more Subsidiaries of the Corporation, (b) a partner:Ship in which the
Corporation, one or more Subsidiaries of the Corporation or the Corporation and one or more
Subsidiaries of the Corporation hold a majority interest in the equity capital or profits of such
partnership or (c) any other Person (other than a corporation) in which the Corporation, one or
more Subsidiaries of the Corporation or the Corporation and one or more Subsidiaries of the
Corporation, directly or indirectly, at the date of detennination, has (i) at least a majority
ownership interest or (ii) the power to elect or direct the election of a majority of the directors or ·
other governing body of such Person.
"Tender Offer Valuation Period" has the meaning assigned to it in Section l l(e)
hereof.
"Threshold Appreciation Price" means $7.02, subject to adjustment as set forth under
Section 11 hereof.
"Trading Day" means any day on .which (i) there is no Market Disruption Event and (ii)
(x) the New York Stock Exchange is open for trading, or, if the Common Stock (or any other
security, cash or other property which the Preferred Stock becomes convertJole into in
connection with any Reorganization Event) is not listed on the New York Stock Exchange, the
principal U.S. national or regional securities exchange on which the Common Stock (or such
other property) is listed is open for trading, (y) ifthe Common Stock (or such other property) is
not traded on a U.S. national or regional securities exchange but is quoted on the over-thecounter market by Pink OTC Markets Inc. or a similar organization, Pink OTC Markets Inc. or
such similar organization, as applicable, is open for quoting or (z) if the Common Stock (or such
other property) is not traded on a U.S. national or regional securities exchange nor quoted by
Pink OTC Markets Inc. or a similar organization, such day is Business Day. A "Trading Day"
only includes those days that have a scheduled closing time of 4:00 p.m., New Yorlc City time, or
the then standard closing time for regular trading on the relevant exchange or trading system or,
if applicable, regular quoting on the relevant quotation system.

a

''Transfer Agent" bas the meaning assigned to it in Section 16 hereof
"Valuation Period" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 11 (c) hereof.
3. Rank. The Preferred Stock shall, with respect to dividend rights and rights upon the
liquidation, the winding-up or the dissolution of the Corporation, rank:
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(a) senior to the Common Stock Wld ~ach class or series of Capital Stock of the
Corporation that has tenns which provide that such class or series ranks junior to the Preferred
Stock as to dividend rights and rights on liquidation, winding-up and dissolution of the
Corporation (collectively, the "Jnnlor Stock");

(b) on a parity with each class or series of Capital Stock of the Corporation that has
tenns which provide that such class or series ranks on a parity with the Preferred Stock as to
dividend rights and rights on liquidation, winding-up Wld dissolution of the Corporation
(collectively, the "Parity Stock"); and
(c) junior to each class or series of Capital Stock of the Corporation (other than
Common Stock) with tenns that do not expressly provide that such class or series ranks junior to
or on a parity with the Preferred Stock as to dividend rights and rights on liquidation, winding-up
Wld dissolution of the COiporation (collectively, the "Senior Stock'').
4. Dividends. (a) Holders shall be entitled to receive, when, as and if declared by the
Board of Directors out of funds legally available for the payment of dividends, cumulative
dividends at the rate per annwn of 7 .00% on the Liquidation Preference of $1,000 per each
OutstWlding Share of Preferred Stock (equivalent to $70.00 per annwn per share), payable in
cash, by delivery of shares of Common Stock·or thtough any combination of cash and shares of
Common Stock as set forth herein. If declared, such dividends on the Preferred Stock shall be
payable quarterly on each Dividend Payment Date of each year up to and including the
MandaWry Conversion Date, commencing JanUary I, 2010 at such annual rate, and shall
accumulate from the most recent date as to which dividends shall have been paid or, if no
dividends have been paid, from September 25, 2009, whether or not a dividend is declared by the
Board of Directors.
(b)

Dividends shall accrue and accwnulate at such annual rate ifthe Corporation fails

to pay one or more dividends in any amount, whether or not declared or the Corporation is then

legally prohibited under Nevada law to pay such dividends. If declared, dividends shall be
payable on the relevant Dividend Payment Date to the Holders of record of shares of the
Preferred Stock as they appear on the Corporation's stock register at 5:00 p.m., New York City
time, on the Record Date for such dividend, whether or not such Holders convert their shares of
Preferred Stock, the Corporation elects to convert the shares at its option, or such shares of
Preferred Stock are automatically converted, after 5:00 p.m., New York City time, on a Record
Date and prior to 9:00 a.m,, New York City time, on the immediately following Dividend
Payment Date. The Record Dates shall apply regardless of whether a particular Record Date is a
Business Day. lfaDividend Payment Date is not a Business Day, payment shall be made to
Holders on the next succeeding Business Day, without any interest or other payment in lieu of
interest accruing with respect to such delay. Any declaration by the Corporation of a dividend
payable on Preferred Stock on W1Y Dividend Payment Date shall be made prior to the fifteenth
day of the calendar month prior to the calendar month in which such Dividend Payment Date
shall occur. Accumulated 1111d unpaid dividends on the Preferred Stock for MY past Dividend
Periods may be declared by the Board of Directors Wld paid to Holders at WlY time, without
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reference to any Dividend Payment Date, to Holders of record at 5:00 p.m., New York City time,
on the related Record Date.
·
(c) The amount of dividends payable on the Prefe!Ted .Stock for each full Dividend
Period shall be computed by dividing the annual diViderid rate by tour. The amount of dividends
payable on the Preferred Stock for any period other than a full Dividend Period shall be
computed based upon the actual number of days elapsed during such period over a 360-day year
consisting of twelve 30-day months. The initial dividend on the Preferred Stock for the first
Dividend Period shall be $18.67 per share and will be payable, if declared, on January 1, 2010.
Each subsequent quarterly dividend on the Preferred Stock, when, as and if declared, will be
$17.50 per share. Accumulated dividends on the Prefe!Ted Stock shall not bear interest if
dividends are paid subsequent to the applicable Dividend Payment Date.
(d) For so long as the Preferred Stock is outstanding, no dividend shall be declared or
paid upon, or funds set apart for the payment of any dividend or other distribution, whether in
cash, obligations or shares of Capital Stock of the Corporation or other property, directly or
indirectly, upon, any shares of Junior Stock or Parity Stock, nor shall any shares of Junior Stock
or Parity Stock be redeemed, repurchased or otherwise acquired for consideration by the
Corporation or any of its Subsidiaries through a sinking fund or otherwise, in each case unless.all
accumulated and unpaid dividends, if any, through, but not including, the most recent Dividend
Payment Date on the shares of Preferred Stock and any Parity Stock have been paid in full or set
apart for payment; provided that the Corporation may redeem, repurchase or otherwise acquire
for consideration Junior Stock or Parity Stock with Junior Stock and cash for fractional shares of
such Junior Stock or Parity Stock. When dividends are not paid in full, as aforesaid, upon the
shares of Preferred Stock, all dividends declared on the Preferred Stock and any other Parity
Stock shall be paid pro rata so that the amoimt of dlviderids so dWlared on the shares of
Preferred Stock and each such other class or series of Parity Stock shall in all cases bear to each
other the same ratio as accumulated dividends on the shares of Preferred Stock and such class or
series of Parity Stock bear to each other. If dividends on the Preferred Stock are payable in
Common Stock as set forth below and the Corporation is required to withhold on distributions of
· Common Stock to a Holder and the Corporation pays the applicable withholding taxes, the
Corporation: may, at its option, set off any such payment against payments of cash or shares of
Common Stock payable to such Holder.
(e)

Subjeet to the limitations described below, the Corporation may, at its option, pay

any dividend on shares of the Preferred Stock:
(i)

in cash;

(ii)

in shares of Coniinon Stock; or

(iii)

through any combination of cash and shares of Common Stock.

The Corporation shall make each dividend payment on the Preferred Stock in cash,
except to the extent the Corporation elects to make all or any portion of such payment in shares
of Common Stock. If the Corporation elects to pay all or a portion of a dividend in shares of
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Common Stock, the Corporation shall give the Holders notice of such election imd of the portion
of such payment that shall be made in cash imd the portion that shall be made in shares of
Common Stock, which notice shall be delivered no later than ten Trading Scheduled Days prior
to the Dividend Payment Date. If the Corporation elects to make such payment, or any portion
thereof; in shares of Common Stock, such shares of Common Stock delivered in payment or
partial payment of a dividend shall be valued at 97% of the average of the Closing Prices of the
Common Stock over the five consecutive Trading Day period ending on the second Trading Day
immediately preceding the Dividend Payment Date (the "Average Price"). Notwithstanding the
foregoing, in no event shall the number of shares of Common Stock that the Corporation shall
deliver in payment of all or a portion of a dividend as described above exceed a number equal to
the dividend payment or portion thereof; as applicable, divided by $1.95, which amount (the
"Floor Price") represents approximately one-third of the Initial Price, subject to adjustment in a
manner inversely proportional to any adjustmerit to each Fixed Conversion Rate as set forth in
Section 11 hereof. To the extent that the amount of the declared dividend exceeds the product of
the number of shares of Common Stock delivered in connection with such declared dividend and
the· Average Price, the Corporation shall, if it is legally able to do so, pay such excess amount in
cash. In connection with a dividend payment made using any Common Stock, no fractional
shares of Common Stock shall be delivered to the holders of the Preferred Stock, but the
Corporation shall instead pay a cash amount to each Holder that would otherwise be entitled to a
fraction of a share of Common Stock based on the Average Price. The Corporation shall not pay
any portion of a dividend on the Preferred Stock in shares of Common Stock unless the shares of
Common Stock to be issued and delivered may be publicly resold by Holders that are not
"affiliates" (within the meaning of Rule 144 of the Securities Act) of the Corporation without
registration under the Securities Act.
5. Liquidation Preference. (a) In the event of any liquidation, dissolution or winding·
up of the Corporation resulting in a distribution of assets to the holders of any class or series of
the Capital Stock of the Corporation, whether voluntary or involuntary, before any distribution of
the Corporation's assets (whether capital or surplus) shall be made to or set apart for the holders
of Junior Stock but after any distributions are made on any of the Corporation's indebtedness and
to holders of Senior Stock, Holders shall be entitled to receive out of the assets of the
Corporation available for distribution to stockholders an amount equal to $1,000 per share of
Preferred Stock (the "Liquidation Preference") plus an amollnt equal to all dividends (whether
or not declared) accumulated and unpaid thereon to the date of that liquidation, dissolution or
winding-up of the Corporation, but shall not be entitled to any further payment or other
participation in any distribution of the assets of the Corporation. If, upon any liquidation,
dissolution or winding-up of the Corporation, whether voluntary or involuntary, the
Corporation's assets, or proceeds thereof; distributable among the Holders and holders of any
Parity Stock are insufficient to pay in full the aforesaid preferential amount, then such assets, or
the proceeds thereof; shall be distributed among the Holders and holders of any other Parity
Stock equally and ratably in proportion to the respective amounts that would be payable on such
shares of Preferred Stock and any such other Parity Stock if all amounts payable thereon were
paid in full.

II

(b)
Neither the voluntary sale, conveyance, exchange or transfer, for cash, shares of
stock, other securities or other considetation, of all or substantially all of the Coiporation' s
property or assets, nor the consolidation, merger or amalgamation of the Corporation with or into
any entity or the consolidation, merger or amalgamation of any entity with or into the
· Corporation, shall be deemed to be a voluntary or involuntary liquidation, dissolution or
winding-up of the Coiporation.

(c) Subject to the rights of the holdets of any Parity Stock, after payment in full of the
Liquidation Preference and an amount equal to all accumulated and unpaid dividends to which
Holders are entitled has been made to the Holders, as provided in this Section 5, Holders shall
not be entitled to any further payment or other participation in any distribution of the
Coiporation' s assets.
6. Mandatory Comersion. (a) Each share of Preferred Stock, unless previously
converted, shall automatically convert on the Mandatory Conversion Date into a number of
shares of Common Stock equal to the Conversion Rate described in Section 6(b) hereof.
(b) The "Conversion Rate;" which is the number of shares of Common Stock
issuable upon conversion of each share of Preferred Stock on the Mandatory Conversion Date,
shall, subject to adjusbnent pursuant to Section· 11, be as follows:

(i) if the Applicable Market Value is greater than the Threshold
Appreciation Price, then the Conversion Rate shall be the Minimum Conversion
Rate;
.
(ii)
if the Applicable Market Value is less than or equal to the
Threshold Appreciation Price and greater than or equal to the Initial Price, then
the Conversion Rate shall be equal to the Liquidation Preference per share of
Preferred Stock dtvided by the Applicable Market Value; or

(iii)
if the Applicable Market Value is less than the Initial Price, then
·
the Conversion Rate shall be the Maximum Conversion Rate.

(c) Jn addition to the shares of Common Stock issuable upon automatic conversion of
the Preferred Stock under Section 6(a) hereof(except as to the extent set forth in clause (d)
below), the Coiporation shall pay or deliver to Holders, on the date described in Section
IO(h)(ii), out oflegally available funds of the Coiporation, an amount in cash, shares of Common
Stock or a combination thereof (as elected by the Corporation) equal to all accumulated and
unpaid dividends on such Preferied Stock that have not~ declared by the Board of Directors
for all Dividend Periods up to and including .the Mandatory Conversion Date (the "Additional
Amounf').
(d) If the Corporation elects to pay all or a portion of the Additional Amount in
Common Stock, the Corporation shall give the Holders of the Preferred Stock notice of such
election and of the portion of such payment that shall be made in cash and the portion that shall
be made in Common Stock no later than 25 Scheduled Trading Days prior to the Mandatory
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Conversion Date. If the Corporation elects to pay the Additional Amowit, or. any portion thereof,
in shares of Common Stock, such shares shall be valued for such purposes at 97% of the
Applicable Market Value. Notwithstapding the foregoing, in no event shall the number of shares
of Common Stock the Corporation delivers in payment of all or a portion of the Additional
Amount exceed a number equal to the Additional Amount divided by the Floor Price. To the
extent that the Additional Amount exceeds the product of the number of additional shares of
Common Stock delivered in connection with such Additional Amount and 97% of the
Applicable Market Value, the Corporation shall, ifit is legally able to do so, pay such excess
amowit in cash. To the extent that, on the Mandatory Conversion Date, the Corporation is not
legally able to pay such excess amounts in cash, no cash payment shall be made and the
Corporation's obligation to pay such amounts shall be deemed satisfied. The Corporation shall
not pay any portion of the Additional Amount on the Preferred Stock in Common Stock unless
the ·shares of Common Stock to be issued and delivered may be publicly resold by Holders that
are not "affiliates" (within the meaning of Rule 144 of the Securities Act) of the Corporation
without registration under the Securities Act
7.

Conversion at the Option ofths Holder.

(a) Other than during the Make-whole Conversion Period, Holders shall have the
right to convert their Preferred Stock, in whole or in part, at any time prior to the Mandatory
Conversion Date and the date the Corporation provides a Reorganization Event Conversion
Notice (so long as the conditions described in Section 9 have been satisfied), if applicable, into
shares of Common Stock at the Minimum Conversion Rate, subject to adjustments pursuant to
Section 11 hereof.
(b) If as of the Optional Conversion Date, the Corporation bas not declared all or any
portion of the accumulated and unpaid dividends for all Dividend Periods ending prior to such
Optional Conversion Date, the Corporation shall deliver to the converting Holder a number of
additional shares of Common Stock equal to such amount of accumulated and unpaid dividends
that have not been declared (the "Early Conversion Additional Amount"), divided by the
greater of the Floor Price and 97% of the average of the Closing Prices of Common Stock over
the 20 consecutive Trading Day period ending on the third Trading Day immediately preceding
such Optional Conversion Date (the ''Eady Conversion Market Value"). To the extent that the
Early Conversion Additional Amount exceeds the product of the number of shares of Common
Stock delivered in connection with such Early Conversion Additional Amount and 97% of the
Early Conversion Mwket Value, the Corporation shall, iflegally able to do so, pay such excess
amowit in cash. TQ the extent that the Corporation is not legally able to pay any such excess
amount in cash, no cash payment shall be made and the Corporation's obligation to pay such
amount shall be deemed satisfied.

(c) If a Holder converts its Preferred Stock pursuant to this Section 7 during the
period commencing immediately after 5:00 p.m., New York City time, on a Record Date for a
dividend on Preferred Stock that the Corporation has declared, to 9:00 a.m., New York City time,
on the payment date for such dividend, (i) the holder of record as of the Record Date for such
dividend shall receive the dividend on such converted Preferred Stock on the relevant payment
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date for such dividend as set forth in Section 4(b) and (ii) .the converting Holder (whether or not
such Holder was the holder of record as of the Record Date for such dividend) must pay to the
Conversion Agent an amount in cash equal to such dividend payable on that payment date on the
shares of the Preferred Stock, except that no such payment shall be required for an Optional
Conversion made during a Make-whole Conversion Period.
(d) For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 7 shall not apply to Holders exercising
their right to convert their shares of Preferred Stock during a Make-whole Conversion Period
under Section 8.
8. Conversion Upon Make-w.hole Event. (a) Ifa Make-whole Event occurs prior to the
earlier of (i) the Mandatory Conversion Date and (ii) the d!!le on which the Corporation provides
a Reorganization Event Conversion Notice (so long as the conditions described in Section 9 have
been satisfied), if applicable, then Holders shall have the right, during the Make-whole
Conversion Period, to convert their shares of Preferred Stock into shares of Common Stock at the
Make-whole Conversion Rate.
(b) (i) In addition to the shares of Common Stock issuable upon conversion of the
Preferred Stock under Section 8(a) hereof, the Corporation shall pay Holders who convert their
shares of Preferred Stock during the Make-whole Conversion Period an amount (the "Makewhole Amount") in cash, except to the extent the Corporation elects to make all or any portion
of such payment in Common Stock, equal to the sum of(!) all accrued, accumulated and unpaid
dividends on the shares of the Preferred Stock to be converted as of the applicable Make-whole
Effective Date, whether or not declared (including the portion of dividends for the then-current
Dividend Period accrued through such Make-whole Effective Date) and (2) the present value,
calculated as of such Make-whole Effective Date, of all remaining dividend payments on the
shares of Preferred Stock to be converted through, and including, the Mandatory Conversion
Date (excluding the portion of dividends for the then-current Dividend Period accrued through
the Make-whole Effective Date), discounted on a quarterly basis assuming a 360-day year
consisting of twelve 30-day months at an annual discount rate of1.00%;provldedthat if(a) a
Holder convertii its shares of Preferred Stock during the period from 5:00 p.m., New York City
time, on a Record Date for a dividend that the Board of Directors has declared, to 9:00 a.m., New
Yoxk City time, on the payment date for such dividend, or (b) the payment date for any dividend
occurs during the Make-whole Conversion Period, then, in each case, dividends shall be paid on
the related dividend payment dates, and the Make-whole Amount shall be reduced by the amount
of the dividends so declared or paid on the shares of Preferred Stock converted.
(ii) If the Corporation elects to pay the Make-whole Amount, or any portion thereof, in
shares of Common Stock, such shares shall be valued for such purposes at 97% of the Makewhole Market Value. 'Notwithstanding the foregoing, in no event shall the number of shares of
Common Stock the Corporation delivers in payment of all or a portion of the Make-whole
Amount exceed a number equal to the Make-whole Amount (or portion thereof) divided by the
Floor, Price. To the extent that the Make-whole Amount exceeds the product of the number of
additional shares of Common Stock delivered in connection with such Make-whole amount and
97% of the Make-Whole Market Value, the Corporation shall, if it is legally able to do so, pay
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such excess amount in cash. To the extent that, on the applicable Optional Conversion Date, the
Corporation is not legally able to pay such excess amounts in cash, no cash payment shall be
made and the Corporation's obligation to pay such amounts shall be deemed satisfied.
The Corporation shall not pay any portion of a Make-who.le Amount in shares of Common Stock
unless the shares of Common Stock to be issued and delivered may be publicly resold by Holders
that are not "affiliates" (within the meaning of Rule 144 of the Securities Act) of the Corporation
without registration under the Securities Act.

(c) To exercise the right to convert shares of Preferred Stock into shares of Common
Stock at the Make-whole Conversion Rate and to receive the Make-whole Amount pursuant to
this Section 8, Holders must submit their shares of Preferred Stock for conversion during the
Make-whole Conversion Period.
(d) The Corporation shall .notify Holders, to the e$Jlt practicable, at least 20 days
· prior to the anticipated Make-whole Effective Date, of the anticipated Make-whole Effective
Date, but in any event not later than two Business Days after the Corporation becomes aware of
the occurrence of the Make-whole Event, unless the Corporation has previously notified its
holders of Common Stock of this information. The Corporation shall not, however, be required
to provide such notice at any time the potential Make-whole Event constitutes confidential
information. In addition, the Corporation shall notify Holders, not later than the second Business
Day following the Make-whole Effective Date, of {i) the Make-whole Conversion Rate, (ii) the
Make-whole Amount (for the purposes of such notice, without giving effect to the proviso to the
definition thereof), (iii) the amount of accumulated and unpaid dividends on Preferred Stock that
the Board of Directors has not declared as of such Make-whole Effective Date and (iv) ifthe
Corporation elects to pay all or a portion of the Make-whole Amount in shares of Common
Stock, the portion of such payment that shall be made in cash and the portion that shall be made
in Common Stock.
9.

Conversion Upon Certain Reorganization Events.

(a)
If an event described in clause (i), {ii) or (iv) of Section l 3(a), with a Person who
is not an Affiliate of the Corporation, is anticipated to occur in which: (i) the Corporation is not
the surviving entity and (ii) the shares of the Preferred Stock cannot become shares of the
surviving entity with, in respect of such surviving entity, the same rights, preferences and voting
powers as the Preferred Stock, then the Corp<;>ration may, at its option, (A) cause the conversion
of all, but not less than all, Outstanding shares Qf Preferred Stock (the "Reorganization Event
Conversion'') and (B) pay a "make-whole amount" in cash as described below; provided that the
Corporation shall only cause such Reorganization Event Conversion and make such ''makewhole amount" payment ifthe Corporation is legally able to pay in cash out of)egally available
funds the "make-whole amount''. The Reorganization Event Conversion shall occur on the
effective date of such Reorganization Event (the "Reorganization Event Conversion Date"). If
the Corporation exercises this option, each Holder of the Preferred Stock shall receive (i)
Reference Property at the Make-whole Conversion Rate as if such Reorganization Event were a
Make-whole Event, with the Make-whole Effective Date being the effective date of the
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Reorganization Event and the Make-\Yhole Market'Value being the Fair Market Value of the
Reference Property payable per share in the Reorganization Event and (ii) an amount of cash,
calculated and paid on the same basis as a Make-whole Amount payment made in connection
. with a Make-whole Event; provided that for purposes of calculating the Make-whole Amount ari
annual discount rate of 2. 0% shall be used for calculating the present value of all remaining
dividend payments on the shares of Preferred Stock to be converted through, and including, the
Mandatory Conversion Date. In order for the Corporation to exercise its option for a
Reorganization Event Conversion, the Corporation must provide written notice to the Holders
not later than 30 days prior to the anticipated effective date of the Reorganization Event the
(''Reorganization Event Convenion Notice"). If the Corporation exercises this option for a
Reorganization Event Conversion, the Corporation shall not need to comply with the procedures
under Section g,
··

(

10. Co1111erslon Procedures. (a) In order to exercise the right to convert shares of
Preferred Stock held by certificated form prior to the Mandatory Conversion Date under Sections
7 or 8, Holders of shares of Preferred Stock must:
(1) complete and manually sign the "Notice of Optional Conversion" (as sot
forth on the form of stock certificate attached as Exhibit A hereto) or a facsimile thereof;
(2) deliver the completed Notice of Optional Conversion and the stock
certificates representing the slujres of Prefeired Stockto be converted to the Conversion
Agent;
(3) if required, fiunish appropriate endorsements and transfer documents to
the Conversion Agent to the extent that shares of Common Stock issued, or cash paid by
the Corporation, upon conversion of Preferred Stock are to be issued in a name or paid to
a Person other than the Holder;
(4) pay all transfer or similar taxes, if any, required, under Section IO(c); and
(5) pay the amount, if any, required under Section 7(c).
The date that a Holder satisfies the foregoing requirements, or the requirements set forth in
Section I O(b), if applicable, is the "Optional Conversion Date."
(b) In order to exercise the right to convert a beneficial interest in Preferred Stock,
held in book entry form through the facilities of the Depositary, the holder of the beneficial
interest must comply with the procedures of the Depositary, and, if applicable, make
arrangements with the Depositary to pay the taxes and the amounts specified in Section IO(a)(4)
and (5) above in respect of the beneficial interest converted. The Holder shall not be required to
pay any taxes or duties relating to the issuance or delivery of Common Stock if the Holder
exercises their conversion rights, but the Holder shall be reqqired to pay any tax or duty that may
be payable relating to any transfer inV01ved in tJie issuance or· delivery of shares of Common
Stock in a name other than that of the Holder.
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(c) The Corporation shall pay any docwnentary, stamp or similar issue or transfer
taxes that may be payable in respect of any issuance or delivery of shares of Conunon Stock
upon conversion of shares of the Preferred Stock, other than the transfer truces payable upon the
issuance of shares of Common Stock upon conversion of Preferred Stock in a name or names
other than that of the Holder, which shall be paid by the converting Holder. If the Corporation is
required to withhold on distributions of Conupon Stock in respect of dividends in arrears or in
respect of the net present value of future dividends to a Holder and the Corporation pays the
applicable withboldillg truces, the Corporation may, at its option, set off any such payment
against payments of cash or shares of Common. Stock payable to such Holder.
(d) Effective inunediately prior to 5:00 p.m., New Yorlt City time, on the Optional
Conversion Date, Reorganization Event Conversion Date or the Mandatory Conversion Date, as
applicable, dividends on the converted shares of Preferred Stock shall cease to accrue and
accumulate and the converted shares of Preferred Stock shall cease to be Outstanding, in each
case subject to the right of Holders ofsuch converted shares of Preferred Stock to receive the
consideration issuable upon conversion which they are entitled to pursuant to Section 6, 7, 8 or 9
hereof, as applicable.
(e) As of 5:00 p.m., New York City time, on the applicable Mandatory Conversion
Date, Optional Conversion Date or Reorganization Event Conversion Date, as applicable, the
issuance by the Corporation of shares of Common Stock upon conversion of Preferred Stock
shall be deemed effective and the Person entitled to receive such shares of Common Stock shall
be treated for all purposes as the record holder or holders of such shares of Common Stock.
Subject to Section 11(1), prior to 5:00 p.m., New York City time, on the applicable Mandatory
Conversion Date, Optional Conversion Date or Reorganization Event Conversion Date, as the
case may be, the shares of Common Stock issuable upon conversion shall not be deemed
outstanding for any purpose, and Holders of J;'refeired Stock shall have no rights with respect to
the shares of Common Stock issuable ,upon conversion by virtue of holding Preferred Stock.
(f)
In connection with the lionversion of any shares of the Preferred Stock, no
fractional shares of Common Stock or other securities constituting Reference Property shall be
issued to the converting Holders, including in connection with any Additional Amount, Early
Conversion Additional Amount or Make-whole Amount. In lieu of any fractional shares of
Common Stock or other securities constituting Reference Property otherwise issuable to a Holder
upon conversion, the Corporation shall pay or deliver, as applicable, to the converting Holders, at
its option, either (i) a number of shares of Common Stock, or other securities constituting
Reference Property, rounded up to the next whole number of shares or securities, or (ii) an
amount in cash (computed to the nearest cent) equal to the product of that same fraction and the
Closing Price of Common Stock, or other securities constituting Reference Property, on the
Trading Day inunedlately preceding the Mandatory Conversion Date, Optional Conversion Date
or Reorganization Event Conversion Date, as applicable.
(g)
If more than one share of the Preferred Stock shall be surrendered for conversion
at one time by or for the same Holder, the nwnber of shares of Common Stock or other securities
constituting Reference Property issuable upon conversion of those shares of Preferred Stock shall
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be computed on the basis Qf the aggregate number of shares of the Preferred Stock so

surrendered.

·

(h)
(i) With respect to any conversion of shares of Preferred Stock prior to. the
Mandatory Conversion Date under Section 7 or 8,

(1)
if the shares of Preferred Stock being converted are held in
certificated form, promptly following the relevant Optional Conversion Date the
Corporation shall (a) deliver or cause to be delivered to the converting Holder
stock certificates representing the whole number of shares of Common Stock
issuable upon conversion of such shares of Preferred Stock, and (b) return to the
converting Holder stock certificates representing the number of shares of
Preferred Stock surrendered, but not converted, that Iemain Outs!anding after the
Conversion Date,
·
(2)
if the shares of Preferred Stock converted are held in book entry
fonn through the facilities of the Depositary, promptly following the relevant
Optional Conversion Date the Corporation shall cause (a) the Transfer Agent and
Regis1rar to reduce the number of shares of Preferred Stock represented by the
global certificate by m!lking a notation on Schedule I attached to the global
certificate in lieu of delivering a new stock certificate representing the
unconverted balance, and (b) the shares of Common Stock issuable upon
conversion to be delivered to the converting Holder through book-entry transfer
thrOugh the facilities of the Depositary, subject to compliance with the
Depositary's procedures for converting a beneficial interest in a global security,
and
(3)
in either case, on the Business Day immediately following the
relevant Optional Conversion Date the Corporation shall deliver or cause to be
delivered to the converting Holder any cash payment for any fractional shares that
the Corporation is obligated to pay such converting Holder under Section 1O(t)
and any cash portion of any Make-whole Amount that the Corporation is
obligated to pay such converting Holder under Section 8, as applicable.
(ii) With respect to the mandatory conversion of shares of Preferred
Stock under Section 6,
(I)
ifthe shares of Preferred Stock being converted are held in
certificated form, promptly following the Mandatory Conversion Date the
Corporation shall deliver or cause to be delivered to the converting Holder stock
certificates representing the whole number of shares of Common Stock issuable
upon conversion of such shares of Preferred Stock,

(2)
if the shares of Preferred Stock being converted are held as a
beneficial interest in a global security issued in the name of the Depositary or its
nominee, promptly following the Mandatory Conversion Date the Corporation
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shall cause to be delivered to the· converting Holder shares of Common Stock
issuable upon conversion through book-entry transfer through the facilities of the
Depositary, subject to compliance with the Depositary's procedures for
converting a beneficial interest in a global security, and
(3)
in either case, on the Business Day immediately fullowing the
Mandatory Conversion Date the Corporation shall deliver. or cause to be delivered
to the converting Holder any cash payment for any fractional shares that the
Corporation is obligated to pay such converting Holder under Section lO(f) and
any cash portion of any Additional AmolUlt that the Corporation is obligated to
pay such converting Holder 1U1der Section 6, as applicable.
(iii) With respect to a Reorganization Event Conversion of shares of
Preferred Stock 1U1der Section 9, the Corporation shall deliver or cause to be
delivered, promptly following the Reorganization Event Conversion Date, to the
converting Holder the amount and kind of Reference Property (other than cash)
that the Corporation is obligated to deliver to such converting Holder under
Section 9(a) and, on the Business Day immediately following the Reorganization
Event Conversion Date, the amo1U1t of cash that the Corporation is obligated to
pay such Converting Holder mrespect of Reference Property consisting of cash,
any fractional shares lUlder Section 1O(f) and any "Make-whole Amount" under
Section 9(aXii), as applicable.
11. Conversion Rate Adjustments. Each Fixed.Conversion Rate shall be adjusted from
time to time by the Corporation in accordance with the provisions of this Section 11.
(a) If the Corporation issues shares of Common Stock as a dividend or distribution on
shares of Common Stock to all or substantially all holders of Common Stock, or if the
Corporation effects a share split or share combination of Common Stock, each Fixed Conversion
Rate shall be adjusted based on the following formula:
CR1

= CRo x OS1 I OSo

where,

I .

CRo

= the Fixed Conversion Rate in effect immediately prior to the adjustment
relating to such event;

CR1

= the new Fixed Conversion Rate in effect taking such event into acco1U1t;

OSo

= the number of shares of Common Stock outstanding immediately prior to the
effuctive time ofthe,!idjustment relating to SJ!Ch event; and

OS 1

=

the number of shares of Comn:ion Stock outstanding immediately after the
effective time of the adjustment relating to such event (giving effect to such
dividend, distn"bution, share split or share combination, as applicable, as of
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such effective time),
Any adjustment made pursuant to this Section 1l(a) shall become effective immediately ofter
5:00 p.m., New York City time, on the Record Date or the effective date of such share split or
combination, as applicable. If any dividend or distribution of the type described in this Section
l l(a) is declared but not so paid or mllde, or the outstanding shares of Common Stock are not
split or combined, as the case may be, each new Fixed Conversion Rate shall be immediately
readjusted, effective as of the date the Board of Directors determines not to pay such dividend or
distribution or to effect such split or combination, to the Fixed Conversion Rate that would then
be in effect if such dividend, distribution, share split or share combination had not been declared
or announced.
(b) Ifthe Corporation issues to all or substantially all holders of Common Stock any
rights, warrants, options or other securities entitling them (for_ a period of not more than 45
calendar days after the date fixed for the determination of the holders of Common Stock entitled
to receive such rights, warrants, options or other securities) to subscribe for or purchase shares of
Common Stock, or ifthe Corporation issues to all holders of Common Stock securities
convertible into Common Stock (for a period of not more than 45 calendar days ofter the date
fixed for the determination of the holders of Common Stock entitled to receive such convertible
securities), in either case at an exercise price per share of Common Stock or a conversion price
per share of Common Stock less than the average of the Closing Prices of Common Stock over
the ten consecutive Trading Day period ending on, and including, the Trading Day immediately
preceding the Ex-dividend Date for such issuance, each Fixed Conversion Rate shall be adjusted
based on the following formula:
CR1

= CRo x (OSo + X) I (OSo + Y),

where,

CRo

= the Fixed Conversion Rate in effect immediately prior to the adjustment
relating to such event;

CR1

= the ne'w Fixed Conversion Rate in effect taking such event into account;

OSo

=

X

= the total number of shares of Common Stock issuable pursuant to such

the number of shares of Common Stock outstanding immediately prior to
the effective time of the adjustment relating to such event;
rights, warrants, options, convertible securities or other securities; and

Y

=the number of shares of Common Stock equal to the quotient of (A) the
aggregate price payable to exercise such rights, warrants, options,
convertible securities or other securities and (B) the average of the Closing
Prices of Common Stock over the ten consecutive Trading Day period
ending on, and including, the Trading Day immediately preceding the Exdividend Date for such issuance.
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Any adjustment made pursuant to this Section 11 (b} shall become effective immediately after
5:00 p.m., New York City time, on the Record Date. For purposes of this Section l l(b}, in
determining whether any rights, warrants; options, convertible securities or other securities
entitle the holders of Common Stock to subscribe for or purchase, or exercise a conversion right
for, Common Stock at less than the applicable average of the Closing Prices of Common Stock,
and in determining the aggregate exercise or conversion price payable for such Common Stock,
there shall be taken into account any consideration the Corporation receives for such rights,
warrants, options, convertible securities or other securities and any amount payable on exercise
or conversion thereof; with the value of such consideration, if other than cash, to be determined
by the Board of Directors in good faith. If any rights, warrants, options, convertible securities or
other securities described in this Section l l(b} are not so. issued, the Fixed Conversion Rate shall
be readjusted, effective as of the date the Board of Directors publicly announces its decision not
to issue such rights, warrants, options, convertible securities or other securities, to the Fixed
Conversion Rate that would then be in effect if such issuance had not been declared. If any
rights, warrants, options, convertible securities or other securities described in this Section 11 (b)
are not exercised or converted prior to the expiration of the exercisability or convertibility
thereof, the new Fixed Conversion Rate shall be readjusted to the Fixed Conversion Rate that
would then be in effect if the adjustments made upon the issuance of such right, warrant, option,
convertible security or other securities had been made on the basis of the delivery of only the
number of shares of Common Stock actually delivered.
(c) (i) If the Corporation distributes shares of its Capital Stock, evidences of its
indebtedness or its other assets or property to all or substantially all holders of Common Stock,
excluding:
(A} dividends, distributions, rights, warrants, options, convertible
securities or other securities as to which an adjustment was effected pursuant to
Section I !(a) or (b) hereof;
(B)

dividends or distributions paid exclusively in cash, and

(C)

Spin-<iffs described in this Section l l(c),

then each Fixed Conversion Rate shall be adjusted based on the following formula:
CR1

=

CRo x SPo I (SPo - FMV)

where,
CRo

= the Fixed Conversion Rate in effect immediately prior to the adjustment
relating to such event;

CR1

=

the new Fixed Conversion Rate taking such event into account;

SPo

=

the average of the Closing Prices of Common Stock over the ten consecutive
Trading Day period ending on the Trading Day immediately preceding the
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Ex-dividend Date for such distribution; and
FMV

=

the Fair Market Value (as detennined by the Board of Directors in good
faith) of the shares of the Corporation's Capital Stock, evidences of
indebtedness, assets or property distributed with respect to each outstanding
share of Conunon Stock as of the Ex-Dividend Date for such distribution.

An adjustment to each Fixed Conversion Rate made pursuant to this Section ! l(cXi) shall
be made successively whenever any such <!istribution is made and shall become effective
immediately after 5:00 p.m., New York City time, on the Record Date.

(ii) If the Corporation distributes to all holders of Common Stock shares of
Capital Stock of any class or series, and such shares of capital stock are listed for trading
on a U.S. national securities exchange, or similar equity interest, of or relating to a
Subsidiary or other business unit of the Corporation, and such shares of capital stock are
listed for tmding on a U.S. national securities exchange (a "Spin-off"), each Fixed
Conversion Rate shall be adjusted based on the following formula:

CR1

=

CRo

><

(FMVo+ MPo) I MPo

where,
CRo

= the Fixed Conversion Rate in effect immediately prior to the adjustment relating to
such event;

CR1

=
=

FMV0

the new Fixed Conversion Rate taking such event into account;
the average of the Closing Prices of the Capital Stock or similar equity interest
distributed to holders of Common Stock applicable to one share of Common Stock

over the first ten consecutive Trading Day period conunencing on, and including,
the Trading Day following the effective date of such Spin-off (such period, the
"Valuation Period''); and
MP0

=

the average of the Closing Prices of Common Stock over the Valuation Period.

If the application of the foregoing formula would result in a decrease in a fixed
conversion rate, no adjustment to such Fixed Conversion Rate shall be made. An
adjustment to each Fixed Conversion Rate made pursuant to this Section 1l(c)(ii) shall
occur on the final Trading Day of the Valuation Period; provided that in respect of any
conversion of Preferred Stock within the ten consecutive Trading Days immediately
following the date of the Spin-off, references with respect to the Spin-off to ''ten
consecutive Trading Day period" shall be deemed replaced with such lesser number of
Trading Days as have elapsed between the effective date of such Spin-off and the
Mandatory Conversion Date, Optional Conversion Date or Reorganization Event
Conversion Date, as applicable, in determining the applicable Fixed Conversion Rate.
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(iii) If any such dividend or distribution described in this Section 11 (c) is
declared by the Board of Directors but not paid or made, each new Fixed Conversion
Rate shall be readjusted, effective as of the date the Board of Directors publicly
announces its decision not to pay such dividend or distribution, to the Fixed Conversion
Rate that would then be in effect if such dividend or distribution had not been declared.

(d) If the. Corporation pays or makes any dividend or distribution consisting
exclusively of cash to all or substantially all holders of Common Stock (other than (i) in
connection with the Corporation's liquidation dissolution or winding up or (ii) payments with
respect to tender or exchange offers described in Section 11 (e) to the extent characterized as a
dividend or distribution), each Fixed Conversion Rate shall be adjusted based on the following
formula:
CR1

=

CRo x SPo I (SPo - C)

where,
CRo

= the Fixed Conversion Rate in effect immediately prior to the adjustment
relating to such event;

CR1

= the new Fixed Conversion Rate taking such event into account;

SPo

=

C

= the amount in cash per share. that the Corporation distributes to holders of

the average of the Closing Prices of Common Stock over the ten
consecutive Trading Day period ending on, and including, the Trading Day
immediately preceding the Ex-dividend pate for such dividend or
distribution; and

Common Stock.
An adjustment to each Fixed Conver8ion Rate .made pursuant to this Section 11 (d) shall become
effective immediately after 5:00 p.m., New York City time, on the Record Date. If any dividend
or distribution described in this Section 11 (d) is declared but not so paid or made, each new
Fixed Conversion Rate shall be readjusted, effective as of the date the Board of Directors

publicly announces its decision not to pay such dividend or distribution, to the Fixed Conversion
Rate that would then be in effect if such dividend or distribution had not been declared.
(e) If the Corporation or any Subsidiary makes a payment in respect of a tender or
exchange offer for Common Stock (other than a tender offer solely to holders of fewer than· 100
shares of Common Stock), to the extent that the cash and value of any other consideration
included in the payment per share of Common Stock exceeds the aveiage cif the Closing Prices
of Comlilon Stock over the ten consecutive Trading Day period commencing on the Trading Day
next succeeding the last date on which tenders or exchanges may be made pursuant to such
tender or exchange offer (the "Expiration Date"), each Fixed Conversion Rate shall be adjusted
based on the following formula:
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CR1

=

CRo x (AC + (SP, x OS 1)) I (SP1 x OSo)

where,
CRo

= the Fixed Conversion Rate in effect immediately prior to the adjustment
relating to such event;

CR1

the new Fixed Conversion Rate taldng such event into account;

AC

=
=

OSo

=

the number of shares of Common Stock outstanding immediately prior to
the time (the ''Expiration Time") such tender or exchange offer expires
(prior to giving effect to such tender offer or exchange offer);

OS1

=

the number of shares of Common Stock outstanding immediately after the
Expiration Time (after giving effect to such tender offer or exchange offer);
and

SP1

=

the average of the Closing Prices of Common Stock over the ten
consecutive Trading Day period commencing on the Trading Day next
succeeding the Expiration Date (such period, the "Tender Offer Valuation
Period'').

the Fair Market Value (as detennined by the Board of Directors in good
faith), on the Expiration bate, <if the aggregate value of all cash and any
other consideration paid or payable for shares accepted for purchase or
exchange in such tender or exchange offer;

If the application of the foregoing fonnula would result in a decrease in a Fixed Conversion
Rate, no adjustment to such Fixed Conversion Rate shall be made. Any adjustment to a Fixed
Conversion Rate made pursuant to this Section 11 (e) shall become effective immediately after
5:00 p.m., New York City time, on the final Trading Day of the Tender Offer Valuation Period;
provided that in re.spect of any conversion within the ten consecutive Trading Days next

succeeding the Expiration Date, references with respect to•''teiJ. consecutive Trading Day period"
shall be deemed replaced with such lesser number of Trading Days as have elapsed between the
Expiration Date and the Mandatory Conversion Date, Optional Conversion Date or
Reorganization Event Conversion Date, as applicable, in detennining the applicable Fixed
Conversion Rate.
If the Corporation or one of its Subsidiaries is obligated to purchase shares of Common Stock
plllSuant to any such tender or exchange offer, but the Corporation, or such Subsidiary, is
permanently prevented by applicable law from effecting any such purchase, or all such purchases
are rescinded, then each new Fixed Conversation Rate shall be readjusted to be the Fixed
Conversion Rate that would then be in effect if such tender or exchange offer had not been made.
(f)

If the Corporation has in effect a rights plan while any shares of Preferred Stock

remain Outstanding, Holders shall receive, upon a conversion of Preferred Stock, in addition to
shares of Common Stock, the rights under the rights plan unless, prior to the applicable
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Mwidatory Conversion Date, Optional Conversion Date or Reorganization Event Conversion
Date, as the case may be, the rights have expired, terminated or been redeemed or unless the
rights have separated from Common Stock, in which case each Fixed Conversion Rate shall be
increased at the time of separation as if the Corporation distributed to all holders of Common
Stock, shares of the Corporation's Capital Stock, evidences of indebtedness or other assets or
property as described in Section 11 (c) hereof, subject to readjustment in the event of the
expiration, termination or redemption of such rights.
(g) No~thstanding the provisions of this Section 11, no adjustment to each Fixed
Conversion Rate shall be made if Holders may participate in the trWlSaction that would
otherwise give rise to such adjustment on wi as-converted basis and without converting their
Preferred Stock.
(h)
Notwithstanding the provisions of this Section 11, no adjustment to each Fixed
Conversion Rate need be made if the Common Stock to be issued upon conversion will actually
receive the consideration provided in, or be subject to, the transaction or event that would
otherwise trigger the adjustment.
{i)
No adjustment to a Fixed ConV'e1Slon Rate shall be required unless such
adjustment would require wi increase or decreaiie of at least one percent (I%) of a Fixed
Conversion Rate then in effect; pravided that wiy adjustments that by reason of this Section
Error! Reference source not found. are not required to be made shall be cmried forward ruid
talcen into account in wiy subsequent adjustment. All calculations under this Section 11 shall be
made by the Corporation and shall be made to the nearest cent or to the nearest one-ten
thousandth (111 O,OOOth) of a share, as the case may be. Notwithstanding the foregoing, all
adjustments not previously made shall have effect with respect to any conversion of Preferred
Stock.

(j) To the fullest extent pennitted by law, the Corporation may (but are not required
to) make such increases in each Fixed Conversion Rate, in addition to those required by this
Section 11, as the Board of Directors considers to be advisable to avoid or diminish any income
tax to holders of Common Stock or rights to purchase Common Stock resulting from any
dividend or distribution of shares of Common Stock (or rights or warrants to acquire Common
Stock) or from any event treated as such for income tax purposes. To the fullest extent permitted
by applicable law, the Corporation from time to time may increase each Fixed Conversion Rate
by any amount for any period of time if the period is at least 20 days and the increase is
irrevocable during the period wid the Board of Directors determines in good faith that such
increase would be in the best interest of the Corporation, which determination shall be
conclusive. The Corporation shall make such discretionary adjustments pursuant to this Section
I JG) only if the Corporation makes the same proportionate adjustment to each Fixed Conversion
Rate.

{k) If wi adjustment is made to the Fixed Conversion Rates, wi inversely proportional
adjustment also shall be made to the Threshold Appreciation Price and the Initial Price solely for
purposes of determining which clauses of the definition of the Conversion Rate shall apply on
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the Mandatory Conversion Date. Because (A} the Applicable Market Value is an average of the
Closing Prices of Common Stock over a 20 consecutive Trading Day period, (B) the Early
Conversion Market Value is an average of the Closing Prices of the Common Stock over a 20
consecutive Trading Day period, (C) the Average Price is an average of the Closing Prices of
Common Stock over a five consecutive Trading Day period, and (D) unless the holders of
Common Stock receive only cash in the Make-whole Event (in a single per share'llmOunt) the
Make-whole Market Value is an average of the Closing Prices over a IO consecutive Trading
Day period, the Corporation shall make appropriate adjustments to the Closing Prices prior to the
relevant Record Date, Make-whole Effective Date or Expiration Date, as the case may be, used
to calculate the Applicable Market Value, the Average Price or the Make-whole Market Value,
as the case may be, to account for any adjustments to the Initial Price, the Threshold
Appreciation Price and the Fixed Conversion Rates that become effective during the period in
which the Applicable Market Value, the Early Conversion Value, the Average Price or the
Make-whole Market Value, as the case may be, is being calculated.
0) Because (A) the period in which the Applicable Market Value is calculated ends
on the third Trading Day immediately preceding the Mandatory Conversion Date, (B) the penod
in which the Early Conversion Market Value is calculated ends on the third Trading Day
immediately preceding the applicable Optional Conversion Date and (C) the period in which the
Av'erage Price is calculated ends on the second Trading Day immediately preceding the payment
date for the relevant dividend, the Corporation shall deem Holders to be holders of record of
Common Stock on the applicable Adjustment Date, solely to the extent that such holders shall
receive shares of Common Stock upon Mandatory Conversion, Optional Conversion or the
payment of a dividend, as applicable, and solely to the extent necessary to account for any
adjustments to the Initial Price, the Threshold Appreciation Price and the Fixed Conversion
Rates that become effective (each such effective date, an "Adjustment Date''):
(i)

after the period in which the Applicable Market Value is calculated but before the

Mandatory Conversion Date,
(ii)

after the period in which the Early Conversion Market Value is calculated but before
the applicable Optional Conversion Date, or

(iii)

after the period in which the Average Price is calculated but before the payment date
for a dividend to be paid,

as applicable.
In each such case, the Holders shall receive the dividend or distribution on Common
Stock, or additional shares issued upon a stock split, together with any shares of Common Stock
that such Holders would otherwise receive upon Mandatory Conversion, Optional Conversion, or
the payment of the relevant dividend; provided, however, that the number of shares received
would be decreased upon an Adjustment Date associated with a share combination as described
in Section l l(a) or any readjustment to the Fixed Conversion Rates pursuant to Section 11.
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If the Corporation shall be required to withhold on constructive distributions to a Holder
and the Corporation pays the applicable withholding trutes, the Corporation may, at its option, set
off any such payment against payments of cash or shares of Common Stock payable to such
Holder.
(m) Whenever Fixed Conversion Rates are adjusted as herein provided, the
Corporation shall promptly file with the Conversion Agent an Officer's certificate setting forth
each Fixed Conversion Rate after such adjustment and a brief statement setting forth in
reasonable detail the method by which'the adjustment to each Fixed Conversion Rate was
determined. Unless and until a responsible officer of the Conversion Agent shall have received
such Officer; s certificate, the Conversion Agent shall not be deemed to have knowledge of any
adjusbnent of the Fixed Conversion Rates and may assume that the last Fixed Conversion Rates
of which it has knowledge are still in effect. Promptly after delivery of such certificate, the
Corporation shall prepare a notice of such adjustment of Fixed Conversion Rates settll!g forth the.
adjusted Fixed Conversion Rates and the date on which each adjusbnent becomes effective and
shall promptly mail such notice of adjustment of Fixed Conversion Rates to each Holder at its
last address appearing in the stock register. Failure to deliver such notice shall not affect the
legality or validity of any such adjustment.
(n) For purposes of this Section 11, the number of shares of Common Stock at any
time outstanding shall not include shares held in the treasury of the Corporation, unless such
treasury shares participate in any distribution or dividend that requires an adjustment pursuant to
this Section 11, but shall include shares issuable in respect of scrip certificates issued in lieu of
fractions of shares of Common Stock.
12. Limitation ofBeneficial Ownership. No Holder of Preferred Stock shall be entitled
to receive shares of Common Stock upon conversion to the extent (but only to the extent) that
such receipt would cause such converting Holder to become, directly or indirectly, a "beneficial
owner" (within the meaning of Section l3(d) of the Exchange Act and the rules and regulations
promulgated thereunder) of more than'4.9"/o of the shares of Common Stock outstanding at such
time. Any purported delivery of shares ofCominon Stock upon conversion of Preferred Stock
shall be void and have no effect to the extent (but only to the extent) that such delivery would
result in the converting Holder becoming the beneficial owner of more than 4.9% of the shares of
Common Stock outstanding at such time. If any del\very of shares of Common Stock owed to a
Holder upon conversion of Preferred Stock is not made, in whole or in part, as a result of this
Section 8, the obligation of the Corporation to make such delivery shall not be extinguished and
the Corporation shall deliver such shares of Common Stock as promptly as practicable after, but
in no event later than two Trading Days after, any such converting Holder gives notice to the
Corporation that such delivery would not result in such converting Holder being the benelicial
owner of more than 4.9"/o of the shares of Common Stock outstanding at such time.
13,

Effect ofReclassification, Consolidation, Merger or Sale on Conversion Privilege.

(a)
Subject to the Corporation's right to convert the Preferred Stock under Section 9,
in the event or.
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(i) any consolidation, merger or combination of the Corporation with or into another

Person (other than a merger or consolidation in which the Corporation is the
continuing corporation and in which the shares of Common Stock outstanding
immediately prior to the merger or consolidation are not exchanged for cash,
securities or other property of the Corporation or another Person);
(ii) any sale, tnmsfer, lease or conveyance of all or substantially all of the properties and

assets of the Corporation to any other Person;
(iii) any reclassification of Common Stock; or

(iv) any statutory exchange of the Corporation's securities with another Person (other
than in connection with a. merger or acquisition covered by clause (i) above),
in each case where shares of Common Stock are exchanged for, or converted into, stock,
securities, property or assets (including cash or any combination thereof) (a "Reorganization
Event"), each share .of Preferred Stock Outstanding immediately prior to such Reorganization
Event shall, without the consent of the Holders, become convertible into the kind of securities,
cash and other property that such Holder would have been entitled to receive if such Holder had
converted its Preferred Stock into Common Stock immediately prior to such Reorganization
Event (the "Reference Property"). The type and amount of consideration that a Holder would
have been entitled to receive as a holder of Common Stock in the case of any event that causes
Common Stock to be conv~ into the right to receive more than a single type of consideration
(determined based in part upon any form of stockholder election) shall be deemed to be (i) if
holders of the majority of shares of Common Stock affinnatively make such an election, the
weighted average of the types and amounts of consideration received by the holders of Common
Stock that affirmatively make such an election or {ii) if the holders of a majority of the shares of
Common Stock do not affirmatively make such an election, the types and amowrt of
consideration actually received by such holders. In such event, on the e.pplicable Mandatory
Conversion Date, Optional Conversion Date or Reorganization Event Conversion Date, as
applicable, the applicable conversion rate then in effect shall be applied to detennine the amount
and value of securities, ca.sh or property a. Holder would have received in such transe.ction
(without interest thereon and without any right to dividends or distributions thereon which have a.
Record Date prior to the date such shares of Preferred Stock are actually converted). The
number of units of Reference Property to be delivered upon conversion shall be based on the
applicable Conversion Rate in connection with any such conversion.
(b) The Corporation shall cause notice of the application of this Section 13 to be
delivered to ea.ch Holder at the address of such Holder e.s it appears in the stock register within
twenty (20) days after the occurrence of any of the events specified in Section 13(a). Failure to
deliver such notice shall not affect the legality or validity of any conversion right pursuant to this
Section 13.

(c) The above provisions of this Section 13 shall similarly apply to successive
reclassifications, che.nges, consolidations, mergers, combinations, sales and conveyances, and the
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provisions of Section 11 shall apply to any shares of Capital Stock received by the holders of
Common Stock in any such reclassification, change, consolidation, merger, combination, sale or
conveyance; provided that if this Section 13 applies to any event or occurrence, Section 11 shall
not apply to such event or occurrence.
14.

Voting Rights.

(a) The holders ofreconl of shares of the Prefulred Stock shall not be entitled to any
voting rights except as provided in this Section 14 or as otherwise required by law of the State of
Nevada.
(b) So long as any shares of the Preferred Stock remain outstanding, the Corporation
shall not, without the consent of the Holders of at least two-thirds of the Outstanding shares of
the Preferred Stock, voting separately as a class with all other Parity Stock upon which like
voting rights have been conferred and are exercisable, issue or increase the authorized amount of
any class or series of Senior Stock. In addition, the Corporation shall not alter, repeal, or amend,
whether by merger, consolidation, combination, reclassification or otherwise any provisions of
the Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation or of the Resolutions contained in the
Certificate of Designation so as to amend, alter or adversely affect any power, preference or
special right of the Preferred Stock or the Holders thereof without the affirmative vote of not less
than two-thirds of the issued and Outstanding' Preferred Stock voting separately as a class;
provided that any increase in the amount of the ,authorized Common Stock or authorized
Preferred Stock or the creation and issuance of any class or series of Common Stock, other
Junior Stock or Parity Stock shall not be deemed to adversely affect such powers, preferences or
special rights.
.

(c) If and whenever an amount equal to six quarterly dividends, whether or not
consecutive, payable on the Preferred Stock, are not paid or otherwise declared and set aside for
payment, then, inunediately prior to the next annual meeting of the Corporation's stockholders
(or a special meeting of the Corporation's stockholders called for the purpose of electing
Preferred Stoc;k Directors, whichever is earlier), the total number of directors constituting the
Boan! of Directors shall automatically be increased by two, and the Holders (voting separately as
a class with all other Parity Stock upon which like voting rights have been conferred and are
exercisable) shall be entitled tO elect two of the authorized number of the Corporation's directors
(each, a "Preferred Stock Director") at the next annual meeting of stockholders (or at a special
meeting of the Corporation's stockholders called for such purpose, whichever is earlier) and each
subsequent meeting until all accumulated and unpaid dividends on the Preferred Stock up to the
most recent Dividend Payment Date have been fully paid or set aside fur payment The Preferred
Stock Directors shall not be divided into the classes of the Boan! of Directors and the term of
office of all such Preferred Stock Directors shall terminate immediately upon the termination of
the right of the Holders and holders of such Parity Stock to vote for directors, and, upon such
termination, the total number of directors constituting the Board of Directors shall be
· automatically reduced by two. Each Holder shall have one vote for each share of Preferred
Stock held At any time after voting power to elect directors shall have become vested and be
continuing in the Holders pursuant to this Section 14(c), or ifa vacancy shall exist in the office
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·of any Preferred Stock Director, the Board of Directors may, and upon written request of the
Holders of record of at least 25% of the Outstanding shares of Preferred Stock or after the
passing of 40 days shall, call a special meeting of the Holders (voting separately as aclass with
all other series of Parity Stock) for the purpose of electing the Preferred Stock Director that such
Holders are entitled to elect. Any vat;ancy occurring in the office of a Preferred Stock Director
may be filled by the remaining Preferred Stock Director unless and until such vacancy shall be
filled by the Holders and holders of all other Parity Stock having like voting rights, as provided
above.
·
. (d) If any shares of Preferred Stock remain Outstanding at any time, the Coiporation
shall not issue any Parity Stock with voting rights of more than one vote per $1,000 of
liquidation preference of the Parity Stock ifthe Coiporation confers on such Parity Stock like
voting rights to the Preferred Stock. In any case where the holders of the mandatory convertible
preferred stock are entitled to vote as a class with holders of Parity Stock or other classes or
series of preferred stock, each class or series shall have a number of votes proportionate to the
aggregate liquidation preference of its outstanding shares.

Reservation ofCommon Stock;· Common Stock to be Fully Paid; Compliance with
Governmental Requirements; Common Stock Listing. The Coiporation shall:
15.

(a) at all tiines reserve and keep available out of the authorized and unissued shares
of Common Stock, free from preemptive rights, or shares of Common Stock held in treasury by
the Coiporation, free of all liens, charges, security interests and encumbrances, for solely
issuance upon the conversion of shares of the Preferred Stock stich number of shares of Common
Stock as shall from time to time be issuable upon the conversion of all shares of Preferred Stock
then Outstanding;
(b)
prior to the delivery of any securities that the Corporation shall be obligated to
deliver upon conversion of the Preferred Stock, comply with all applicable federal and state laws
and regulations that require action to be taken by the Corporation (mcluding, without limitation,
the registration or approviil, if required, of any shares of Common Stock to be provided for the
puipose of conversion of the Preferred Stock hereunder);

(c) eDBure that iii! shares of Common Stock delivered upon conversion of the
Preferred Stock shall, upon delivery, be duly and validly issued and fully paid and nonassessable, free of all lieDB, charges, security interests and encumbrances and not subject to any
preemptive rights; and
(d) list and keep listed all shares of Common Stock issuable upon conversion of all
shares of Preferred Stock on the New York Stock Exchange or any other national securities
exchange or automated quotation system so long as the Common Stock shall be listed on such
exchange or automated quotation system, if permitted by the rules of such exchange or
automated quotation system; provided that if the rules of such exchange or automated quotation
system permit the Coiporation to defer the listing of such Common Stock until the first
conversion of Preferred Stock into shares of Common Stock in accordance with the provisioDB
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hereof, the Corporation shall list all shares of Common Stock issuable upon conversion of all
shares of Preferred Stock in accordance With the requirements of such exchange or automated
quotation system at such time.
16. Transfer Agent and Registrar. The duly appointed Transfer Agent (the "Transfer
Agent") and Registrar (the "Registrar'') for the Preferred Stock shall be The Bank of New York
Mellon. The Corporation may, in its sole discretion, remove the Transfer Agent and Registrar in
accordance with the agreement between the Corporation and the Transfer Agent and Registrar;
provided that the Corporation shall appoint a successor transfer agent and registrar who shall
accept such appointment prior to the effectiveness of such removal.
17. Stock Certificates. (a) Shares of Preferred Stock shall be represented by stock
certificates substantially in the fonn set forth as. Exhibit A hereto, or such other fonn detennined
in accordance with the By-Laws of the Corporation and applicable Nevada law.
(b)
Stock cel1ificates representing shares of the Preferred Stock shall be signed by
authorized officers of the Corporation, in accordance with the By-Laws of the Corporation and
applicable Nevada law, by manual or facsimile signature.

(c) A stock certificate representing shares of the Preferred Stock shall not be valid
until manually countersigned by an authorized signatory of the Transfer Agent and Registrar.
·~

(d) If any officer of the Corporation who has signed a stock certificate no longer
holds that office at the time the Transfer Agent and Registrar countersigns the stock certificate,
the stock certificate shall be valid nevertheless.
18.

Book Entry Form; Restrictions on Transfer. (a) The shares of Preferred Stoi:k shall

be issued in global fonn ("Global Preferred. Shares'') eligible for book-entry settlement with

the Depositary, represented by one or more stock certificates in global form registered in the
name of the Depositary or a nominee of the Depositary bearing the form of global securities
legend set forth in Exhibit A. The aggregate nwnber of shares of Preferred Stock represented by
each stock certificate representing Global Preferred Shares may from time to time be increased
·or decreased by a notation by the Registrar and Transfer Agent on Schedule I attached to the
stock certificate.
(b)
So long as DTC, or its nominee, is the registered owner or holder of the Global
Preferred Shares, the Depositary or its nominee shall be treated by the Corporation, the Registrar
and any agent of the Corporation or the Registrar as. the owner of the Global Preferred Shares for
all purposes whatsoever. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing herein shall prevent the
Corporation, the Registrar or any agent of the Corporation or the Registrar from giving effect to
any written certification, proxy or other authorization furnished by the Depositary or impair, as
between the Depositary and participants in the Depositary, the operation of customary practices
of the Depositary governing the exercise of the rights of a holder of a beneficial interest in any
Global Preferred Share.
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(c) Transfers of a Global Preferred Share shall be limited to transfers of such Global
Preferred Share in whole, but not in part, to nominees of the Depositary or to a successor of the
Depositary or such successor's nominee.
(d) If OTC is unwilling or unable to continue as Depositary for the Global Preferred
Shares and the Corporation does not appoint a qualified replacement for OTC within 90 days, the
Corporation will issue certificated shares In exchange for the Global Preferred Shares. In any
such case, stock certificates representing the Global Preferred Shares shall be exchanged in
whole for definitive stock certificates that are not issued in global fonn, representing an equal
aggregate number of shares of Preferred Stock. Definitive stock certificates representing shares
of Preferred Stock issued in exchange for stock certificates in global form shall be registered in
the name or names of the Person or Persons specified by OTC in a written instnunent to the
Registrar.
19.

Replacement ofStock Certificates.

(a) If any of the stock certificates representing the Preferred Stock shall be mutilated,
lost, stolen or destroyed, the Corporation shall, at the expense of the Holder, issue, in exchange
and in substitution for and upon cancellation of the mutilated stock certificate, or in lieu of and
substitution for the stock certificate lost, stolen or destroyed, a new stock certificate of like tenor
and representing an equivalent amount of shares of Preferred Stock, but only upon receipt. of
evidence of such Joss, theft or destruction of such stock certificate and indemnity, if requested,
satisfactory to the Corporation and the Transfer Agent.
(b) The Corporation shall not be required to issue any stock certificates representing
the Preferred Stock on or after the Mandatory Conversion Date or the Reorganization Event
Conversion Date, if applicable. In lieu of delivery of a replacement certificate following the
Mandatory Conversion Date or the Reorganization Event Conversion Date, if applicable, the
Conversion Agent, upon delivery of the evidence and indemnity described in Section l 9(a)
hereof; shall deliver any shares of Common Stock, Reference Property and cash issuable
pursuant to the terms of the shares of Preferred Stock formerly evidenced by the certificate.
20.

Paying Agent and Conversion Agent.

(a) The Corporation shall maintain in the Borough of Manhattan, New York, New
York (i) an office or agency where Preferred Stock may be presented for payment of dividends
(the "Paying Agent'') and (ii) an office or agency where Preferred Stock may be presented for
conversion (the "Conversion Agent''). The Transfer Agent shall act as Paying Agent and
Conversion Agent, unless another Paying Agent or Conversion Agent is appointed by the
Corporation. The Corporation may appoint the Registrar, the Paying Agent and the Conversion
Agent and may appoint one or more additional paying agents and one or more additional
conversion agents in such other locations as it shall determine. The tenn "Paying Agent''
includes any additional paying agent and the term "Conversion Agent" includes any additional
conversion agent. The Corporation may change any Paying Agent or Conversion Agent without
prior notice to any Holder. The Corporation Shall notify the Registrar of the name and address of
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any Paying Agent or Conversion Agent appointed by the Corporation. If the Corporation fails to
appoint or maintain another entity as Paying Agent or Conversion Agent, the Registrar shall act
as such. The Corporation or any of its Affiliates may act as Paying Agent, Registrar or
Conversion Agent.
··
(b)
Dividend payments due on the Pxe:fened Stock shall be payable at the office or
agency of the Corporation maintained for such purpose in New York City and at any other office
or agency maintained by the Corporation for such purpose. Dividend payments shall be payable,
at the Company's option, by United States dollar check mailed to the address of the Person
entitled thereto as such Person's address appears in the Preferred Stock register, or by wire
transfer to a U.S. dollar account maintained by a Holder with a bank located in New Yorlc City.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, dividend payments due in respect of beneficial interests in the
Global Preferred Shares shall be payable by wire transfer of immediately available funds in
accordance with the procedures of the Depositary.
21.

Miscellaneous.

(a) The headings of the Sections ofthis Certificate are for convenience of reference
only and shall not define, limit or affect any of the provisions hereof.
(b)
Notwithstanding anything set forth elsewhere herein, the Liquidation Preference,
conversion rights and the annual dividend rate with respect to Preferred Stock set forth herein
shall be subject to equitable adjustment whenever there shall occur a sto.ck split, combination,
reclassification or other similar event involving the Preferred Stock. Such adjustments shall be
determined in good faith by the Board of Directors' and submitted by the Board of Directors to
the Transfer Agent.

(c) Any shares of Preferred Stock pilrchased or otherwise acquired by the
Corporation in any manner whatsoever shall be retited and cancelled promptly after the ·
acquisition thereof. All such shiixes shall, upon their cancellation, become authorized but
uni1!5ued shares of preferred stock, par value $.1 S per share, of the Coiporation and may be
reissued as part of a new series of preferred stock, par value$, 1S per share, of the Coiporation,
subject to the conditions and restrictions on issuance set forth herein, in the Amended and
Restated Articles of Incorporation or in any other Certificate of Designation of the Corporation
creating a series of preferred stock, par value $.JS per share, or any similar stock or as otherwise
required by law.
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Fonn of Stock Certificate

EXHIBITA

[UNLESS TillS CERTIFICATE IS !'RESENTED BY AN AU1HORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OF TilE DEPOSITORY TRUST COMPANY, A NEW
YORKCORPORATION("DTC:"), T01HECORPORATIONORITSAGENTFORREGISTRATIONOFTRANSFER,EXCHANGEORPAYMENT,AND
ANYCERTIFICATEISSUEDISREGISTEREDINTIIENAMBOFCEDE&CO.ORINSUCHOTilERNAMBASISREQUESTEDBYAN
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OF DTC (AND ANY PAYMENT IS MADE TO CBDE & CO., OR TO SUCH OTHEREN'IITY AS IS REQUESTED
BY AN AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OF DTC), ANY TRANSFER, PLEDGE OR OTIIER USE HEREOF FOR VALUE OR OTHERWISE BY OR
TO ANY PERSON IS WRONGFUL IN AS MUCH AS TIIE REGISTERED OWNER HEREOF, CEDE & CO. HAS .AN INTEREST HEREIN.

TRANSFERS OF 1HIS GLOBAL SECURITY SHALL BE LIMITED TO TRANSFERS IN WHOLE, BUT NOT IN PART; TO NOMINEES OF DTC OR TO
A SUCCESSOR TIIEREOF OR SUCH SUCCESSOR'S NOMINEE.) 1
Certificate Number:~--

TENETHEALTI!CARECORPORATION
7.00% Mandatory Convertible Plefhred Stock
(par vaJne $.IS per share)
(liquidation infmence $1,000 per share)

_ _ _ _ Shares
CUSIP NO.: 880330 308

TENET HEALTHCARE CORPORATION, a Nevada corporation (the "Corporation"), hereby =tifios that
[
f[Cede & Co. arre~assigns)'
·
isthe~ownerof[thenmnberof]3

[

.

f

·

fully paid and non-assessable shares of7.00% Mandatory Convertible Plefimed Stock of Tenet Healthcare Corporatioo, [set forth in Schedule I hemof,
transferable on the books and records ofthe Corporation, in person or by a duly authorized attorney, upon swrender ofthis certificate duly endomed and in
proper form for transfer. This certifialte and the shares of Preferred Stock represented hereby are issued and shall be held subject to the provisioos of the
cerlificate of incmporation and by-laws of the Corporation, including all amendmenls thereto.
The Corporation shall furnish wilhout charge to each registered hclder of Preferred Sto<:k who so requests the powers, d~ons, prefenmces and relative,
participating, optional, or other special rights of the Preferred Stock, and tho qualifications, limitations or restrictions of such preferences and rights.

This certificate is not valid unless countmigned by the transfer agent and registered by the regislrar.

1

Fonn of global securities legend. Include global securities legend only on stock certificates representing Preferred Stock issued in global form.

2

Insert name of re~ heIder in stock certificates representing Prelimed Sto<:k issued in definitive rather than global fonn.

' Use ~language only in stock certificates representing Preferred Stock issued in global form.
4

Insert number of shares in stock certificates representing Plel'eued Stock issued Jn definitive rather than global fonn.

A-1

Wrtness the seal of1he Corporation and signatures of its duly .authorized oflkers, which seal and signatures may be in fucsimile form.

TENET HEALTHCARE CORPORATION

Dated: _ __

[seal)

By.--=.,,...,.------

Countersigned and registered

By. _ _ _ _ _ __

.. transfer ageot and regislrar
By.----~-Authoriz.ed Signatory

THE BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON

[fitle]
[fitle]

A-2

ASSIGNMENT
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the underSigned hereby sells, assigns and transfers 1mto

Please insert social security or other identifying nwnbor of assignee. Please print or typewrite namo and address
including zip codo of assignee:

_ _ _ _ _ shares of?.00% Mandatory Convertible Preferred Stock evidenced hereby and
irrevocably appoints:

attorney to transfer said shares on the books of the Corporation. The attorney may substitute
another to act for him or her.

Signature: - - - - - - - - (Sign exactly as your name appears on the other side of this stock certificate)
Si(!llllture Guarantee:---------

1

Slgnaturo lllllB! be guaranteed by an "eligible guarantor institution" (i.o., a bank, stockbroker, savings and
loan association or credit union) meeting the requirements of the Registrar, which requirements include membership
or participation in the Securities Transfer Agents Medallion Program ("STAMP") or such other "signature gummtee
program" as moy be determined by the Registrar in addition to, or in substitution for, STAMP, all in accordance
with the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.

A-3

NOTICE OF OPTIONAL CONVERSION
The undersigned hereby irrevocably elects to convert the shares of7.00% Mandatory

Convertible Preferred Stock (the "Preferred Stock''), represented by stock certificates identified
below (the "Preferred Stock Certificates") into shares of common stock, par value $.05 per
share ("Common Stock''), of Tenet Healthcare Corporation, a Nevada corporation (the
"Corporation"). Unless otherwise specified below, the undersigned elects to convert all shares
of Preferred Stock represented by the Preferred Stock Certificates. .If shares are to be issued in
the name of a person other than the undersigi:ied, the undersigned shall pay all transfer taxes
payable with respect thereto.
If required by the terms of the Preferred Stock, the undersigned is also delivering to the
Corporation a cash payment equal to the amount of dividends payable on the shares of Preferred
Stock being converted.

The Coiporation is not required to issue shares of Common Stock until the original Preferred
Stock Certificates (or evidence ofloss, theft or destruction thereof) to be converted, the required
cash payment, if any, and tequired transfer taxes, if any, are received by the Corporation or its
transfer agent.
Name of registered holder of shares of Preferred Stock to be converted:

Name:

--------------------~

Address:2

--------------------

Fax1'!o.: ____________________
Stock Certificate Numbers:
(If this Notice is not on the reverse of a stock certificate):

----------------

Number of shares of Preferred Stock to be converted (if Jess than all shares represented by the
stock certificates surrendered): - - - - - - - - - Name of the Person in which shares of Common Stock issuable upon conversion are to be issued
(if different from the undersigned): - - - - - - - - -

' Address where shares of Common Stock and any other paymentli or certificates shall be sent by the
Corporation.
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SCHEDULEI1
Tenet Healthcare Corporation
7.00% Mandatory Convertible Preferred Stock
Certificate Number:
The number of shares of 7.00"/o Mandatory Convertible Preferred Stock initially represented by
this Global Preferred Stock Certificate shall be
. Thereafter, the Transfer Agent and
Registrar shall note changes in the number of shares of Preferred Stock represented by this
Global Preferred Stock Certificate in the table set forth below:
Amount of decrease in
number of shares
represented by this
Global Preferred Stock
Certificste .

Amount of increase in
number of shares
represented by this
Global Preferred Stock
Certificate

Number of shares
repremited by this
Global Preferred
Stock. Certificate
following
decrease or increase

Signature of
authorized officer
of transfer agent and
reolsfJ'ar

.

.

'''.:

..

1

Attach Schedule I only to stock certificates representing Preferred Stock issued in global fonn.

lN WITNESS \VHBRBOF, Tcliet Healtbcare Corpomli~ bas caused tbiJ
Cemfil'Bte ofDesipationto'be algnedbythe:~this24,.,.day of
Sq>tember, 2009. .
.
TENl3THBAL11fQAM
CORPORATION

Br.

Jl/:iol .

CbiOfFinllnciil Officer

STATE OF NEVADA

ROSSMILLER

SCOTT W ANDERSON

Secretary of State

Deputy Secretary
for Commercial Recordings

OFFICE OF THE

SECRETARY OF STATE

Certified Copy
January 7, 2011

Job Number:
Reference Number:
Expedite:
Through Date:

C20110107-1800

The undersigned filing officer hereby certifies that the attached copies are true and exact
copies of all requested statements and related subsequent documentation filed with the
Secretary of State's Office, Commercial Recordings Division listed on the attached
report.
Document Number(s)
20110012120-50

Description
Certificate of Designation

Number of Pages
9 Pages/I Copies

Respectfully,

,:;.;-;:;~
ROSSMILLER
Secretary of State

Certified By: Delaina Marzullo
Certificate Number: C20110107-1800
You may verify this certificate
online at http://www.nvsos.gov/

Commercial Recording Division
202 N, Carson Street
Carson City, Nevada 89701-4069
Telephone (775) 684-5708
Fax (775) 684-7138
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ROSS MILLER

Secretary of State
204 North Carson Slnlet, Suite 1
Carson City, Nevada 89701-4520
(775) 684-5708
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Certificate of Designation
(PURSUANT TO NRS 78.1955)

Ross Miller
Secretary of State
State of Nevada

Filing Date and Titne

01/07/20111:01 PM
Entity Number

C3523-1975

ABOVE SPACE IS FOR OFFICE lJSE ONLY

USE BLACK INK ONLV ·DO NOT HIGHLIGHT

Certificate of Designation For
Nevada Profit Corporations
(Pursuant to NRS 78.1955)
1 . Name of corporation:
Tenet Healthcare Corporation

2. By resolution of the board of directors pursuant to a provision in the articles of incorporation this
certificate establishes the following regarding the voting powers, designations, preferences,
limitations, restrictions and relative rights of the following class or series of stock.
Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock:
The board of directors of Tenet Healthcare Corporatio11 (the "Corporation"), pursuant to the authority
granted thereto under Article IV of the Corporation's Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation,
hereby establishes a series of the Corporation's preferred stock, consisting ofo.ne hundred thousand
(I 00,000) shares of preferred stock, par value $.15 per share, designated as "Series A Junior Participating
Preferred Stock", having the voting powers, designations, preferences, limitations, res!Tictio.ns and relative
rights set forth with particularity in the Certificate of Designation, Preferences, and Rights of Series A
Junior Participating Preferred Stock of Tenet Healthcare Corporation.• consisting of the eight (8) pages
attached hereto as Anachment "A", which is incorporated herein by this rererence.

3. Effective date of filing: (optional)
(must not be loler than 90 days after the certificate Is flied)

4. Signature: (required)

Filing Fee: $175.00
IMPORTANT: Failure to Include any of the above informalion and submit with the proper fees may cause this filing to be rejected.
This form ml,Jst be accompFtnied by appropriate fet1s.

Nevada secretary of Staib S!ock De•lgnelfon

Revised: 3.fi·09

TENET HEALTHCARE CORPORATION
Attachment "A" to Certificate of Designation
CERTIFICATE OF DESIGNATION, PREFERENCES, AND
RIGHTS OF SERIES A JUNIOR PARTICIPATING PREFERRED STOCK
of
TENET HEAL TH CARE CORPORATION
Pursuant to Section 78.1955 of the Nevada Revised Statutes ("NRS"):
Tenet Healthcare Corporation, a corporation organized and existing under NRS Chapter
78 (the "Corooration"), in accordance with the provisions ofNRS 78.195 and 78.1955, DOES
HEREBY CERTIFY:
That pursuant to the authority conferred upon the Board of Directors of the Corporation
(the "Board ofDirectOl"s") by the Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation of the
Corporation (the "Articles oflncorporation"), the Board of Directors on January 7, 2011,
adopted the following resolution creating a series of Preferred Stock designated as Series A
Junior Participating Preferred Stock (as hereinafter defined):
RESOLVED, that pursuant to the authority vested in the Board of Directors of the
Corporation in accordance with the provisions of its Articles of Incorporation, a series of
Preferred Stock of the Corporation be and it hereby is created, and that the designation and
amount thereof and the voting powers, preferences and relative, paiiicipating, optional and other
special l"ights of the shares of such series, and the qualifications, limitations, and restrictions
thereof are as follows:
Section I.
Designation and Amount. The shares of such series shaH be designated as
"Series A Junioi· Participating Preferred Stock" and the number of shares constituting such series
shall be one hundred thousand (I 00,000).
Section 2.

Dividends and Distributions.

Subject to the prior and superior rights of th~ holders of any shares of any
(A)
series of Preferred Stock ranking prior and superior to the shares of Series A Junior Participating
Preferred Stock with respect to dividends, the holders of shares of Series A Junior Participating
Preferred Stock, in preference to the holders of shares of Common Stock, par value ·$.05 per
share, of the Corporation (the "Common Stock"), and of any other junior stock, shall be entitled
to receive, when, as and if declared by the Board of Directors out of funds legally available for
the purpose, quarterly dividends payable in cash on the last day of March, June, September, and
December in each year (each such date being referred to herein as a "Quarterly Dividend
Payment Date"), commencing on the first Quarterly Dividend Payment Date after the first
issuance of a share or fraction of a share of Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock, in an
amount per share (rounded to the nearest cent) equal to the greater of (a) $1.00 or (b) subject to
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the provision for adjustment hereinafter set forth, 10,000 times the aggregate per share amount of
all cash dividends, and 10,000 times the aggregate per share amount (payable in kind) of all noncash dividends or other distributions, other than a dividend payable in shares of Common Stock
or a subdivision of the outstanding shares of Common Stock (by reclassification or otherwise),
declared on the Common Stock since the immediately preceding Quarterly Dividend Payment
Date, or, with respect to the first Quarterly Dividend Payment Date, since the first issuance of
any share or fraction of a share of Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock. In the event the
Corporation shall at any time after January 7, 2011 (the "Rights Dividend Declaration Date")
(i) pay any dividend on Common Stock payable in shares of Common Stock, (ii) subdivide the
outstanding Common Stock, (iii) combine the outstanding Common Stock into a smaller number
of shares or (iv) issue any shares of its capital stock in a reclassification of the outstanding shares
of Common Stock (including any such reclassification in connection with a consolidation or
merger in which the Corporation is the continuing or surviving corporation), then in each such
case the amount to which holders of shares of Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock were
entitled immediately prior to such event under clause·(b) of the preceding sentence shall be
adjusted by multiplying such amount by a fraction the numerator of which is the number of
shares of Common Stock outstanding immediately after such event and the denominator of
which is the number of shares of Common Stock that were outstanding immediately prior to such
event.

(B)
The Corporation shall declare a dividend or distribution on the Series A
Junior Participating Preferred Stock as provided in Paragraph (A) above immediately after it
declares a dividend or distribution on the Common Stock (other than a dividend payable in
sha1·es of Common Stock); provided that, in the event no dividend or distribution shall have been
declared on the Common Stock during the period between any Quarterly Dividend Payment Date
and the next subsequent Quarterly Dividend Payment Date, a dividend of $1.00 per share on the
Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock shall nevertheless be payable on such subsequent
Quarterly Dividend Payment Date.

(C)
Dividends shall begin to accrue and be cumulative on outstanding shares
of Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock from the Quarterly Dividend Payment Date next
preceding the date of issue of such shares of Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock, unless
the date of issue of such shares is prior to the record date for the first Quarterly Dividend
Payment Date, i11 which case dividends on such shares shall begin to accrue from the date of
issue of such shares, or unless the date of issue is a Quarterly Dividend Payment Date or is a date
after the record date for the determination of holders of shares of Series A Junior Participating
Preferred Stock entitled to receive a quarterly dividend and before such Quarterly Dividend
Payment Date, in either of which events such dividends shall begin to accrue and be cumulative
from such Quarterly Dividend Payment Date. Accrued but unpaid dividends shall not bear
interest. Dividends paid on the shares of Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock in an
amount less than the total amount of such dividends at the time accrued and payable on such
shares shall be allocated pro rata on a share-by-share basis among all such shares at the time
outstanding. The Board of Directors may fix a record date for the determination of holders of
shares of Series A Ju11ior Participating Preferred Stock entitled to receive payment of a dividend
or distribution declared thereon, which 1·ecord date shall be no more than 30 days prior to the
date fo<ed for the payment thereof.
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Section 3.
Voting Rights. The holders of shares of Series A Junior Participating
Preferred Stock shall have the following voting rights:
(A)
Subject to the provision for adjustment hereinafter set forth, each share of
Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock shall entitle the holder thereof to I 0,000 votes on
all matters submitted to a vote of the stockholders of the Corporation. In the event the
Corporation shall at any time after the Rights Dividend Declaration Date (i) declare any dividend
on Common Stock payable in shares of Common Stock, (ii) subdivide the outstanding Common
Stock, or (iii) combine the outstanding Common Stock into a smaller number of shares, then in
each such case the number of votes per share to which holders of shares of Series A Junior
Participating Preferred Stock were entitled immediately prior to such event shall be adjusted by
multiplying such number by a fraction, the numerator of which is the number of shares of
Common Stock outstanding immediately after such event and the denominator of which is the
number of shares of Common Stock that were outstanding immediately prior to such event.

(B)
Except as otherwise provided herein or required by Jaw, the holders of
shares of Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock and the holders of shares of Common
Stock shall vote together as one class on all matters submitted to a vote of stockholders of the
Corporation.
(C)
(i)
If at any time dividends on any Series A Junior Participating
Prefened Stock shall be in arrears in an amount equal to six quarterly dividends thereon,
the occurrence of such contingency shall mark the beginning of a period (herein called a
"default period") that shall extend until such time when all accrued and unpaid dividends
for all previous quarterly dividend periods and for the current quarterly dividend period
on all shares of Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock then outstanding shall have
been declared and paid or set apart for payment. During each default period, all holders
of Prefen·ed Stock (including holders of the Series A Junior Participating Preferred
Stock) with dividends in arrears in an amount equal to six quarterly dividends thereon,
voting as a class, irrespective of series, shall have the right to elect two directors.
(ii)
During any default period, such voting right of the holders of Series A
Junio1· Participating Preferred Stock may be exercised initially at a special meeting called
pursuant to subparagraph (iii) of this Section 3(C) or at any annual meeting of
stockholders, and thereafter at annual meetings of stockholders, provided that such voting
right shall not be exercised unless the holders of I0% in number of shares of Preferred
Stock outstanding shall be present in person or by proxy. The absence ofa quorum of the
holders of Common Stock shall not affect the exercise by the holders of Preferred Stock
of such voting right. At any meeting at which the holders of Preferred Stock shall
exercise such voting right initially during an existing default period, they shall have the
right, voting as a class, to elect directors to fill such vacancies, if any, in the Board of
Directors as may then exist up to two directors or, if such right is exercised at an annual
meeting, to elect two directors. If the number that may be so elected at any special
meeting does not amount to the required number, the holders of Preferred Stock shall
have the right to make such increase in the number of directors as shall be necessary to
permit the election by them of the required number. After the holders of Preferred Stock
shall have exercised their right to elect directors in any default period and during the
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continuance of such period, the number of directors shall not be increased or decreased
except by vote of the holde1·s of Preferred Stock as herein provided or pursuant to the
rights of any equity securities ranking senior to or pari oassu with the Series A Junior
Participating Preferred Stock.
(iii)
Unless the holders of Preferred Stock shall, during an existing default
period, have previously exercised their right to elect directors, the Board ofDireciors
may order, or any stockholder or stockholders owning in the aggregate not less than I O"/o
of the total number of shares of Preferred Stock outstanding, irrespective of series, may
request, the calling ofa special meeting of the holders of Preferred Stock, which meeting
shall thereupon be called by the Board of Directors. Notice of such meeting and of any
annual meeting a! which holders of Preferred Stock are entitled to vote pursuant to this
Paragraph (C)(iii) shall be given !o each holder of record of Preferred Stock by mailing a
copy of such notice to such holder at such holder's last address as the same appears on
the books of the Corporation. Such meeting shall be called for a time not earlier than 20
days and no! later than 60 days after such order or request or in default of the calling of
such meeting within 60 days after such order or request, such meeting may be called on
similar notice by any stockholder or stockholders owning in the aggregate no! less than
I 0% of the total number of shares of Preferred Stock outstanding. Notwithstanding the
provisions of this Paragraph (C)(iii), no such special meeting shall be called during the
period within 60 days irnmediateJy preceding the date fixed for the next annual meeting
of the stockholders.

(iv)
In any default period, the holders of Common Stock, and other classes of
stock of the Corporation if applicable, shall continue to be entitled to elect the whole
number of directors until the holders of PrefetTed Stock, voting as a class, shall have
exercised their right to elect two directors, after the exercise of which right (x) the
directors so elected by the holders of Prefen-ed Stock shall continue in office until their
successors shall have been elected by such holders or until the expiration of the default
period, and (y) any vacancy in the Board of Directors may (except as provided in
Paragraph (C)(ii) of this Section 3) be filled by vote ofa majority of the remaining
directors theretofore elected by the holders of the class of stock tl1at elected the director
whose office shall have become vacant. References in this Paragraph (C) to directors
elected by the holders of a particular.class of stock shall include directors elected by such
directors to fill vacancies as provided in clause (y) of the foregoing sentence.
(v)
Immediately upon the expiration of a default period, (x) the right of the
holders of Preferred Stock as a class to elect directors shall cease, (y) the term of any
directors elected by the holders of Preferred Stock as a class shall terminate, and (z) the
number of directors shall be such number as may be provided for in the Articles of
Incorporation or Bylaws irrespective of any increase made pursuant to the provisions of
Paragraph (C)(ii) of this Section 3 (such number being subject, however, to change
thereafter in any manner provided by law or in the Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws).
Any vacancies in the Board of Directors effected by the provisions of clauses (y) and (z)
in the preceding sentence may be filled by a majority of the remaining directors.
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(D)
Except as set forth herein, holders of Series A Junior Participating
Preferred Stock shall have no special voting rights and their consent shall not be required (except
to the extent they are entitled to vote with holders of Common Stock as set fo11h herein) for
taking any corporate action.
Section 4.

Certain Restrictions.

(A)
Whenever quarterly dividends or other dividends or distributions payable
the Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock as provided in Section 2 are in arrears,
thereafter and until all accrued and unpaid dividends and distributions, whether or not declared,
on shares of Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock outstanding shall have been paid in
full, the Corporation shall not:
011

(i)
declare or pay dividends on, or make any other distributions on, any shares
of stock ranking junior (either as to dividends or upon liquidation, dissolution, or winding
up) to the Sel"ies A Junior Participating Preferred Stock;
·
(ii)
declare or pay dividends on, or make any other distributions on, any shares
of stock ranking on a parity (either as to dividends or upon liquidation, dissolution, or
winding up) with the Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock, except dividends paid
ratably on the Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock and all such parity stock on
which dividends are payable or in arrears in proportion to the total amounts to which the
holders of all such shares are then entitled;

(iii)
redeem or purchase or otherwise acquire for consideration shares of any
stock ranking junior (either as to dividends or upon liquidation, dissolution, or winding
up) to the Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock, provided that the Corporation
may at any time redeem, purchase, or otherwise acquire shares of a11y such junior stock in
exchange for shares of any stock of the Corporation ranking junior.{either as to dividends
or upon dissolution;· liquidation, or winding up) to the Series A Junior Participating
Preferred Stock; or ·
·
(iv)
redeem or purchase or otherwise acquire for consideration any shares of
Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock, or any shares of stock ranking on a parity
with the Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock, except in accordance with a
purchase offer made in writing or by publication (as dete1-mined by the Board of
Directors) to all holders of such shares upon such terms as the Board of Directors, after
consideration of the· respective annual dividend rates and other relative rights and
preferences of the respecti¥e series and classes, shall detennine in good faith will result
in fair and equitable treatment among the respective series or classes.
The Corporation shall not permit any subsidiary of the Corporation to
(B)
purchase or otherwise acquire for .consideration any shares of stock of the Corporation unless the
Corporation could, under Paragraph (A) of this Section 4, purchase or otherwise acquire such
shares at such time and in such manner.
Reacquired Shares. Any shares of Series A Junior Participating Preferred
Section 5.
Stock purchased or otherwise acquired by the Corporation in any manner whatsoever shall be
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retired and cancelled promptly after the acquisition thereof. All such shares shall upon their
cancellation become authorized but unissued shares of PrefetTed Stock and may be reissued as
part of a new series of Preferred Stock to be created by resolution or resolutions of the Board of
Directors, subject to the conditions and restrictions on issuance set forth herein, in the Articles of
Incorporation, or in any other Certificate of Designation creating a series of Preferred Stock or
any similar stock, or as otherwise. required by law.
Section 6.

Liquidation, Dissolution. or Winding Up.

(A)
Upon any liquidation (voluntary or othe1wise), dissoliition, or winding up
of the Corporation, no distribution shall be made to the holders of shares of stock ranking junior
(either as to dividends or upon liquidation, dissolution, or winding up) to the Series A Junior
Pa1ticipating Preferred Stock unless, prior thereto, the holders of shares of Series A Junior
Pa11icipating Preferred Stock shall have received an amount equal to $I 0,000 per share of Series
A Participating Preferred Stock, plus an amount equal to accrued and unpaid dividends and
distributions thereon, whether or not declared, to the date of such payment (the "Series A
Liquidation Preference"). Following the payment of the full amount of the Series A Liquidation
Preference, no additional distributions shall be made to the holders of shares of Series A Junior
Participating Prefe1red Stock unless, prior thereto, the holders of shares of Common Stock shall
have received an amount per share (the "Common Adjustment") equal to the quotient obtained
by dividing (i) the Series A Liquidation Preference by (ii) 10,000 (as appropriately adjusted as
set forth in subparagraph (C) below to reflect such events as stock splits, stock dividends, and
recapitalizations with respect to the Common Stock) (such number in clause (ii), the
"Adjustment Number"). Following the payment of the full amount of the Series A Liquidation
Preference and the Common Adjustment in respect of all outstanding shares of Series A Junior
Participating Preferred Stock and Common Stock, respectively, holders of Series A Junior
Participating Preferred Stock and holders of shares of Common Stock shall receive their ratable
and proponionate sha1·e of the remaining assets to be distributed in the ratio of the Adjustment
Number to one with respect to such Preferred Stock and Common Stock, on a per sha1·e basis,
respectively.
(B)
In the event, however, that there are not sufficient assets available to
permit payment in full of the Series A Liquidation Preference and the liquidation preferences of
all other series of preferred stock, if any, which rank on a parity with the Series A Junior
Participating Preferred Stock, then such remaining assets shall be distributed ratably to the
holders of such parity shares in proponion to their respective liquidation preferences.

(C)
In the event the Corporation shall at any time after the Rights Dividend
Declaration Date (i) declare any dividend on Common Stock payable in shares of Common
Stock, (ii) subdivide the outstanding Common Stock, or (iii) combine the outstanding Common
Stock into a smaller number of shares, then in each such case the Adjustment Number in effect
immediately prior to such event shall be adjusted by multiplying such Adjustment Number by a
fraction, the numerator of which is the number of shares of Common Stock outstanding
immediately after such event and the denominator of which is the number of shares of Common
Sto9k that were outstanding immediately prior to such event.
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Section 7.
Consolidation. Merger. etc. In case the Corporation shall enter into any
consolidation, merger, combination, or other transaction in which the shares of Common Stock
are exchanged for, converted or changed into.other stock or securities, cash, or any other
property, then in any such case the shares of Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock shall
at the same time be similarly exchanged, converted or change>! in an amount per share (subject to
the provision for adjustment hereinafter set forth) equal to 10,000 times the aggregate amount of
stock, securities, cash, or any other property (payable in kind), as the case may be, into which or
for which each share of Common Stock is changed, converted or exchanged. In the event the
Corporation shall at any time after the Rights Dividend Declaration Date (i) declare any dividend
on Common Stock payable in shares of Common Stock, (ii) subdivide the outstanding Common
Stock, or (iii) combine the outstanding Common Stock into a smaller number of shares, then in
each such case the amount set forth in the preceding sentence with respect to the exchange,
conversion or change of shares of Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock shall be adjusted
by multiplying such amount by a fraction, the numerator of which is the number of shares of
Common Stock outstanding immediately after such event and the denominator of which is the
number of shares of Common Stock that were outstanding immediately prior to such event.
Section 8.
No Redemption. The shares of Series A Junior Participating Preferred
Stock shall not be redeemable.
Section 9.
Ranking. The Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock shall rank
junior to all other series of the Corporation's Preferred Stock as to the payment of dividends and
the distribution of assets, unless the terms of any such series shall provide otherwise.
Section 10.
Amendment. At any time when any shares of Series A Junior
Participating Preferred Stock are outstanding, neither the Articles of Incorporation of the
Corporation nor this Certificate of Designation shall be amended in any manner that would
adversely alter or change the powers, preferences, or any relative, special or other rights of the
Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock without the affirmative vote of the holders oftwoth irds or more of the outstanding shares of Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock, voting
separately as a class.
Section 11.
Fractional Shares. The Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock may
be issued in fractions of a share that shall entitle the holder, in proportion to such holder's
fractional shares, to exercise voting rights, receive dividends, participate in distributions, and to
have the benefit of all other rights of holders of Series A Junior Participating Preferred Stock.
[REMAINDER OF PAGE LEFT INTENTIONALLY BLANK]
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lN WITNESS WHEREOF, Te11et Healthcare Corporation has caused this Certificate of
Designation to be signed by the undersigned this 7th day of January, 2011.

TENET HEALTHC ARE CORPORATION
By:

~&iT(,

Name:

G>""'-rh -f<~.Q;

Title: s~
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2. The board of directors halie Mopted a reso!ullon pursuant to NRS 78.209 and have obtained any

required approval of the stockholders.
3. The current number of authoril:ed shares and the par value, if any, of each class or series, ii any, of
shares before the change:
..
[I ,050,000,000 shares of Common Sto;:;.~;alue $.05 per sha;;---·--------------1
[2,500,000 shares of Preferred Stock, par value _$.15 per ~ar~__J
4. The number of authorized shares end the par value, If any, of each class or series, if any, of shares after

,~:2~~:~ ~ares ~fCo;;;mon Sto~k~ par value $.OS per sh;;;--....

l

12,500,000 shares of Prefen..,d Stock, par value $.IS per share

L--·--------,,,_.. . . .~. . ..,•----·--·-·----·------·----·
5. The number of shares of each affected class or series, if any, to be issued after the change in exchange
rfOr each ls~~the S.,!!!!!!Ulllll.!!t§erie,:
------------_
jOne share of Common Stock will be issued aftortho change in exchange for each four (4) shares af
l?~~'.'.1~-~-~~~-hel~ by each r~.:~rd ~~~Ide~~ effectivo ~ate and time of the change.

l

..J

6. The provisions, If any, for the issuance of fractional shares, or for the payment of money or the issuance of
scrip to stockholders otherwise entitled to a fraction of a share and the percentage of outstanding shares
affected thereby:

~~-Heu ofl;~l~~-~y .fractio~~i'~ha"r~;:;~;;i;i;;ft.o-;;;-;;~h~-~ge, th~:~~~;i~-~jjj'~;;·~-~~h ;~;;~----J·-··
entitled to such a fractional share an amount In cash as set forth on Attachment "A" hereto•
!.otherwise
........... .............................-................................. .. ..---·-·----·---·-·····-·······~

-~

_ ~~

-···-·---····-----------~·--·--·

Date:
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TENET HEALTHCARE CORPORATION
ATTACHMENT "A"
TO
CERTIFICATE OF CHANGE

The Certificate of Change of Tenet Heelthcare Coi:poration (the "Comoration")
consisl.!I of the certlfigations set forth on the preceding page and the additionel
certifications set forth on this Attaclunent as follows:
6.

The provisions. if any. for the issue.nee of fraational shares. or for the payment of
monev or the lssuani:e of scrip to stockholders otherwise entitled to a ftaction of a
share and the peicentage of outstanding shares affected thereby (cont'd): In lieu
of Issuing any fractional share resulting from the change, the coiporation will pay
to each person otherwise entitled to such a fractionel share an amount In cash
detennined on the basis of the closing price of the Common Stock 011 the New
York Stock Exchange on October 10, 2012. The holders of!ess than one percent
of the shmes of Common Stock outstanding immediately prior to the change will
receive such a cash payment in exchange for the cancellation of all of their
outstanding shares.
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STATE OF NEVADA

BARBARA K. CEGAVSKE

JEFFERY LANDERFELT

Secretwy ofState

Deputy Secretmy
for Co111mercinl Recordings

OFFICE OF THE

SECRETARY OF STATE

Certified Copy
August 31, 2017

Job Number:
Reference Number:
Expedite:
Through Date:

C20170831-2031

The lUldersigned filing officer hereby certifies that the attached copies are true and exact
copies of all requested statements and related subsequent documentation filed with the
Secretary of State's Office, Commercial Recordings Division listed on the attached
report.

Document N umber(s)
20170374169-00

Number of Pages
7 Pages/I Copies

Description
Certificate ofDesignation

Respectfully,

~I<-~~
Barbara K. Cegavske
Secretary of State
Certified By: Sandy Edwards
Certificate Number: C20170831-2031
You may verify this certificate
online at http://www.nvsos.gov/

Commercial Recording Division
202 N. Carson Street
Carson City, Nevada 897014201
Telephone (775) 684-5708
Fax (775) 684-7138

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111
BARBARA K. CEGAVSKE
Secretary of State

202 North Carson Street
Caraon City, Nevada 89701-4201
(775) 684-6708

Filed in the office of

Website: www.nvsos.gov

Docmnent Number

11~K~

~0170374~69:ll_C!__

Brirbarn K. Ccgavskc

1'ilmg Date and lune

Secretary of State

,08/31/2017_ 12:54 PM

SI.ate of Nevada

Entity Number

C3523-1975

Certificate of Designation
(PURSUANT TO NRS 78.1955)

ABOVE SPACE IS FOR DFFtcE UBE ONLY

USE BLACK INK ONLY •DO NOT HIGHLIGHT

Certificate of Des!anatlon For
Nevada Profit Comorat!ons
(Pursuantto NRS 78.1955)

1. Name of corporation:
te._n_e_t_H-ealthcare

Co~-o-r-ati-.o-n--~------------..---------·------------------J

2. By resolution of the board of directors pursuant to a provision in the articles of incorporation this
certificate establishes the following regarding the voting powers, designations, preferences,
limitations, restrictions and relative rights of the following ciass or series of stock.
r::-·
-·-·
Series R Preferred Stock:
The board of directors of Tenet Healthcare Corporation (the "Corporation"), pursuant to the authority
granted thereto under the Corporation's Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation, hereby establishes
a series of the Corporation's preferred stock, consisting of two hundred fifty thousand (250,000) shares of
preferred stock, par value $.15 per share, designated as "Series R Preferred Stock" having the voting
powers, designations, preferences, limitations, restrictions and relative rights set forth with perticularity in
the Certificate of Designation of Series R Preferred Stock of Tenet Healthcare Corporation, attached hereto
jas Attachment "A", which is incorporated herein by this reference.

II_ _ __
3. Effective dale of filing: (optional)

[-------·---~-----··-·-·-··--------(must not be later than 90 days after tile certificate Is filed)

4. Signature: (required)

I

x<erJ6=
Signature of Officer

Filing Fee: $175.00
IMPORTANT: Failure to Include any of the above lnformaHon and submit with the proper fees may cause this filing lo be rejected.
This form must be accompanied by appropriate fees.

See attachment

A TI'ACHMENT "A" TO CERTIFICATE OF DESIGNATION
CERTIFICATE OF DESIGNATION

of

SERIES R PREFERRED STOCK
of
TENET HEALTHCARE CORPORATION

(Pursuant to Section 78.1955 of the Nevada Revised Statutes)

Tenet Healthcare Corporation, a corporation organized and existing under Nevada
Revised Statutes ("NRS") Chapter 78 (the "Corporation"), in accordance with the provisions of
NRS 78.195 and 78.1955, hereby certifies that pursuant to the authority conferred upon the
Board of Directors of the Corporation (the "Board of Directors") by the Amended and Restated
Articles oflncorporation of the Corporation (the "Articles oflncorporation"), the Board of
Directors on August 31, 2017 adopted the following resolution creating a series of Preferred
Stock designated as Series R Preferred Stock (as hereinafter defined):
RESOLVED, that pursuant to the authority vested in the Board of Directors in
accordance with the provisions of the Articles oflncorporation, a series of Preferred Stock, par
value $0.15 per share, of the Corporation be and it hereby is created, and that the designation and
amount thereof and the powers, preferences and relative, participating, optional and other special
rights of the shares of such series, and the qualifications, limitations or restrictions thereof are as
follows:
Section I.
Designation and Amount. The shares of this series shall be
designated as Series R Preferred Stock (the "Series R Preferred Stock"), and the number of
shares constituting the Series R Preferred Stock shall be 250,000. Such number of shares may be
increased or decreased by resolution of the Board of Directors; provided, that no decrease shall
reduce the number of shares of Series R Preferred Stock to a number less than the number of
shares then outstanding plus the number of shares reserved for issuance upon the exercise of

outstanding options, rights or warrants or upon the conversion of any outstanding securities
issued by the Corporation convertible into Series R Preferred Stock.
Section 2.

Divjdends and Distributions.

(A)
Subjectto the rights of the holders of any shares of any series of Preferred
Stock (or any other stock) ranking prior and superior to the Series R Preferred Stock with respect
to dividends, the holders of shares of Series R Preferred Stock shall be entitled to receive, when,
as and if declared by the Board of Directors out of funds legally available for the purpose,
quarterly dividends payable in cash on the last day of March, June, September and December in
each year (each such date a "Quarterly Dividend Payment Date"), commencing on the first
Quarterly Dividend Payment Date after the first issuance of a share or fraction of a share of
Series R Preferred Stock, in an amount (if any) per share (rounded to the nearest cent), subject to
the provision for adjustment hereinafter set forth, equal to 1,000 multiplied by the aggregate per
share amount of all cash dividends, and 1,000 multiplied by the aggregate per share amount
(payable in kind) of all non-cash dividends or other distributions, other than a dividend payable
in shares of Common Stock, par value $0.05 per share (the "Common Stock"), of the
Corporation or a subdivision of the outstanding shares of Common Stock (by reclassification or
otherwise) declared on the Common Stock since the immediately preceding Quarterly Dividend
Payment Date or, with respect to the first Quarterly Dividend Payment Date, since the first
issuance of any share or fraction of a share of Series R Preferred Stock. In the event the
Corporation shall at any time declare or pay any dividend on the Common Stock payable in
shares of Common Stock, or effect a subdivision or combination or consolidation of the
outstanding shares of Common Stock (by reclassification or otherwise than by payment of a
dividend in shares of Common Stock) into a greater or lesser number of shares of Common
Stock, then in each such case the amount to which holders of shares of Series R Preferred Stock
were entitled immediately prior to such event under the preceding sentence shall be adjusted by
multiplying such amount by a fraction, the numerator of which is the number of shares of
Common Stock outstanding immediately after such event and the denominator of which is the
number of shares of Common Stock that were outstanding immediately prior to such event.
(B)
The Corporation shall declare a dividend or distribution on the Series R
Preferred Stock as provided in paragraph (A) of this Section 2 immediately after it declares a
dividend or distribution on the Common Stock (other than a dividend payable in shares of
Common Stock).
(C)
Dividends due pursuant to paragraph (A) of this Section 2 shall begin to
accrue and be cumulative on outstanding shares of Series R Preferred Stock from the Quarterly
Dividend Payment Date next preceding the date of issue of such shares, unless the date of issue
of such shares is prior to the record date for the first Quarterly Dividend Payment Date, in which
case dividends on such shares shall begin to accrue from the date of issue of such shares, or
unless the date of issue is a Quarterly Dividend Payment Date or is a date after the record date
for the determination of holders of shares of Series R Preferred Stock entitled to receive a
quarterly dividend and before such Quarterly Dividend Payment Date, in either of which events
such dividends shall begin to accrue and be cumulative from such Quarterly Dividend Payment
Date. Accrued but unpaid dividends shall not bear interest. Dividends paid on the shares of
Series R Preferred Stock in an amount less than the total amount of such dividends at the time
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accrued and payable on such shares shall be allocated pro rata on a share-by-share basis among
all such shares at the time outstanding. The Board of Directors may fix a record date for the
detennination of holders of shares of Series R Preferred Stock entitled to receive payment of a
dividend or distribution declared thereon, which record date shall be not more than 60 days prior
to the date fixed for the payment thereof.
Section 3.
Yoting Rights. The holders of shares of Series R Preferred Stock
shall have the following voting rights;
(A)
Subject to the provision for adjustment hereinafter set forth, each share of
Series R Preferred Stock shall entitle the holder thereof to I ,ODO votes on all matters submitted to
a vote of the stockholders of the Corporation. In the event the Corporation shall at anytime
declare or pay any dividend on the Common Stock payable in shares of Common Stock, or effect
a subdivision or combination or consolidation of the outstanding shares of Common Stock (by
reclassification or otherwise than by payment of a dividend in shares of Common Stock) into a
greater or lesser number of shares of Common Stock, then in each such case the number of votes
per share to which holders of shares of Series R Preferred Stock were entitled immediately prior
to such event shall be adjusted by multiplying such number by a fraction, the numerator of which
is the number of shares of Common Stock outstanding immediately after such event and the
denominator of which is the number of shares of Common Stock that were outstanding
immediately prior to such event.
(B)
Except as otherwise provided in the Articles oflncorporation, including
any other Certificate of Designation creating a series of Preferred Stock or any similar stock, or
by law, the holders of shares of Series R Preferred Stock and the holders of shares of Common
Stock and any other capital stock of the Corporation having general voting rights shall vote
together as one class on all matters submitted to a vote of stockholders of the Corporation.
(C)
Except as set forth herein, or as otherwise required by law, holders of
Series R Preferred Stock shall have no special voting rights and their consent shall not be
required (except to the extent they are entitled to vote with holders of Common Stock as set forth
herein) for taking any corporate action.

Section 4.

Certain Restrictions.

(A)
Whenever quarterly dividends or other dividends or distributions payable
on the Series R Preferred Stock as provided in Section 2 are in arrears, thereafter and until all
accrued and unpaid dividends and distributions, whether or not declared, on shares of Series R
Preferred Stock outstanding shall have been paid in full, the Corporation shall not:
(i)
declare or pay dividends, or make any other distributions, on any
shares of stock ranking junior (either as to dividends or upon liquidation, dissolution or
winding-up) lo the Series R Preferred Stock;
(ii)
declare or pay dividends, or make any other distributions, on any
shares of stock ranking on a parity (either as to dividends or upon liquidation, dissolution or
winding-up) with the Series R Preferred Stock, except dividends paid ratably on the Series R
3
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Preferred Stock and all such parity stock on which dividends are payable or in arrears in
proportion to the total amounts to which the holders of all such shares are then entitled; or

(iii)
redeem or purchase or otherwise acquire for consideration shares
of any stock ranking junior (either as to dividends or upon liquidation, dissolution or
winding-up) to the Series R Preferred Stock, provided that the Corporation may at any time
redeem, purchase or otherwise acquire shares of any such junior stock in exchange for shares of
any stock of the Corporation ranking junior (as to dividends and upon dissolution, liquidation or
winding-up) to the Series R Preferred Stock.
(B)
The Corporation shall not permit any subsidiary of the Corporation to
purchase or otherwise acquire for consideration any shares of stock of the Corporation unless the
Corporation could, under paragraph (A) of this Section 4, purchase or otherwise acquire such
shares at such time and in such manner.
Section 5.
Reacquired Shares. Any shares of Series R Preferred Stock
purchased or otherwise acquired by the Corporation in any manner whatsoever shall be retired
and canceled promptly after the acquisition thereof. The Corporation shall take all such actions
as are necessary to cause all such shares to become authorized but unissued shares of Preferred
Stock that may be reissued as part of a new series of Preferred Stock subject to the conditions
and restrictions on issuance set forth herein or in the Articles oflncorporation, including any
Certificate of Designation creating a series of Preferred Stock or any similar stock, or as
otherwise required by law.
Section 6.

Liquidation, Dissolution or Winding-Up.

(A)
Upon any liquidation, dissolution or winding-up of the Corporation,
voluntary or otherwise, -no distribution shall be made to the holders of stock ranking junior
(either as to dividends or upon liquidation, dissolution or winding-up) to the Series R Preferred
Stock unless, prior thereto, the holders of Series R Preferred Stock shall have received an amount
per share (the "Series R Liquidation Preference") equal to an amount per share, subject to the _
provision for adjustment hereinafter set forth, equal to 1,000 multiplied by the aggregate amount
to be distributed per share to holders of shares of Common Stock plus an amount equal to any
accrued and unpaid dividends. In the event the Corporation shall at any time declare or pay any
dividend on the Common Stock payable in shares of Common Stock, or effect a subdivision or
combination or consolidation of the outstanding shares of Common Stock (by reclassification or
otherwise than by payment of a dividend in shares of Common Stock) into a greater or lesser
number of shares of Common Stock, then in each such case the aggregate amount to which
holders of shares of Series R Preferred Stock were entitled immediately prior to such event under
the preceding sentence shall be adjusted by multiplying such amount by a fraction, the numerator
of which is the number of shares of Common Stock outstanding immediately after such event
and the denominator of which is the number of shares of Common Stock that were outstanding
immediately prior to such event.

If there are not sufficient assets available to permit payment in full of the
(B)
Series R Liquidation Preference and the liquidation preferences of all other classes and series of
stock of the Corporation, if any, that rank on a parity with the Series R Preferred Stock in respect
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thereof, then the assets available for such distribution shall be distributed ratably to the holders of
the Series R Preferred Stock and the holders of such parity shares in proportion to their
respective liquidation preferences.
(C) Neither the merger or consolidation of the Corporation into or with another
entity nor the merger or consolidation of any other entity into or with the Corporation shall be
deemed to be a liquidation, dissolution or winding-up of the Corporation within the meaning of
this Section 6.
Section 7.
Consolidation. Merger. Etc. If the Corporation shall enter into any
consolidation, merger, combination or other transaction in which the shares of Common Stock
are exchanged for or changed into other stock or securities, cash and/or any other property, then
in any such case each share of Series R Preferred Stock shall at the same time be similarly
exchanged or changed into an amount per share, subject to the provision for adjustment
hereinafter set forth, equal to 1,000 multiplied by the aggregate amount of stock, securities, cash
and/or any other property (payable in kind), as the case may be, into which or for which each
share of Common Stock is changed or exchanged. In the event the Corporation shall at any time
declare or pay any dividend on the Common Stock payable in shares of Common Stock, or effect
a subdivision or combination or consolidation of the outstanding shares of Common Stock (by
reclassification or otherwise than by payment of a dividend in shares of Common Stock) into a
greater or lesser number of shares of Common Stock, then in each such case the amount set forth
in the preceding sentence with respect to the exchange or change of shares of Series R Preferred
Stock shall be adjusted by multiplying such amount by a fraction, the numerator of which is the
number of shares of Common Stock outstanding immediately after such event and the
denominator of which is the number of shares of Common Stock that were outstanding
immediately prior to such event.
Section 8.
Amendment. While any Series R Preferred Stock is issued and
outstanding, the Articles ofincorporation shall not be amended in any manner, including in a
merger or consolidation, which would alter, change or repeal the powers, preferences or special
rights of the Series R Preferred Stock so as to affect them adversely without the affirmative vote
of the holders of at least two-thirds of the outstanding shares of Series R Preferred Stock, voting
together as a single class.
Section 9.
Rank. The Series R Preferred Stock shall rank, with respect to the
payment of dividends and upon liquidation, dissolution and winding-up, junior to all other series
of Preferred Stock, unless the terms of any such series shall provide otherwise, and shall rank
senior to the Common Stock as to such matters.

[Signature Page Follows]
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Massachusetts Department of Public Health
Determination of Need
Affidavit of Truthfulness and Compliance
with law and Disclosure Form 100.40S(B)

Version:

7-6-17

Instructions: Complete Information below. When complete check the box "This document is ready to print:". This will date stam~and
lock the form. Print Form. Each person must sign and date the form. When all signatures have been collected, scan the document and
e-mail to: dph.don@state.ma.us Include all attachments as requested.
Application Number:

l 180'2614-HE

l

Original Application Date:

l 07 /26/~018

I

J

Applicant Name: Jrenet Healthcare Corporation
Application Type: JHospital/Clinlc Substantial Capital Expenditure
Applicant's Business Type:

(.'Corporation

(' Limited Partnership

(' Partnership

(' Trust

(' LLC

(' Other

Is the Appllcantthe sole member or sole shareholder of the Health Faclllty(ies) that are the subject of this Application 1 (i' Yes

(' No

The undersigned certifies under the pains and penalties of perjury:
1.
The Api;:llcant is the sole corporate member or sole shareholder of the Health Facllity[les] that are the subject of this Application;
2.
I have"""'41 OS CMR 100.000, the Massachusetts Determination of Need Regulation;
3.
I understand and agree to the expected and appropriate conduct of the Applicant pursuant to 105 CMR 100.800;
I haver~ this application for Determination of Need including all exhibits and attachments, and te'i.1£:,· II.at all of the
4.
Information contained herein is accurate and true;
5.
I have submitted the correct Filing Fee and understand It Is nonrefundable pursuant to 105 CMR 100.405(8);
I have submitted the required copies of this application to the Determination of Need Program, and, as applicable, to all
6.
Parties of Record and other parties as required pursuant to 105 CMR 100.405(8);
7.
I have caused, as required, notices of Intent to be published and duplicate copies to be submitted to all Parties of Record, and
all carriers or third-party administrators, public and commercial, for the payment of health care services with which the
ApR~cant contracts, and with Medicare and Medicaid, as required by 105 CMR 100.405((), et seq.;
I Ra> ·e oa"<eel proper notification and submissions to the Secretary of Environmental Affairs pursuant to 105 CMR
8.
100.405(E) and 301 CMR 11.00; will be made if applicable
If subject to M.G.L. c. 60, § 13 and 958 CMR 7.00, I have submitted such Notice of Material Change to the HPC - In
9.
accordance with 105CMR100.405(G);
Pursuant to 1OS CMR 100.21 O(A)(3), I certify that both the Applicant and the Proposed Project are in material and
10.
substantial compliance and good standing with releva'\!1\deral, state, and local laws and regulations, as well as with all
-P~~ly lss"eel Notices of Determination of Need
·
· ;
I have·~ and understand the limitations on solicitation of funding from the general public prior to receiving a Notice of
11.
Determination of Need asestabllshed in 105 CMR 100.41S;
I understand that, if Approved, the Applicant, as Holder of the DoN, shall become obligated to all Standard Conditions
12.
pursuant to 105 CMR 100.310, as well as any applicable Other Conditions as outlined within 105 CMR 100.000 or that
otherwise become a part of the Final Action pursuant to 105 CMR 100.360;
Pursuant to 1OS CMR 100.705(A), I certify that the Applicant has Sufficient Interest in the Site or facility; and
13.
Pursuant to 105 CMR 100.705(A), I certify that the Proposed Project Is authorized under applicable zoning by-laws or
14.
ordinances, whether or not a special permit Is required; or,
a. If the Proposed Project Is not authorized under applicable zoning by-laws or ordinances, a variance has been
r'eceived to permit such Proposed Project; or,
b. The Proposed Project Is exempt from zoning by-laws or ordinances.
Corporation:
Attach a copy of Articles of Organizatlon/lncorporatiQed
JeffreyWelch

_

.

Group CEO for MA and SC Markets
Stephen Giimore

nature·

.---1~,
Sign~re:

Group CFO for MA and SC Markets
/
* be en inf armed D f the contents of
**have been informed that
***issued in compliance with 105 CMR
Regulations effecUve January 27,

Affidavit of Truthfulness

Tenet Healthcare Corporation

*1~

6-Lf.- Ltf

Date

-

C,ijj/',~
Date

100.00, the Massachusetts Determination of
2017
06/04/2018 1:06 pm

Need
Page 1 of2

This document Is ready to print; 12]

Affidavit of Truthfulness

Tenet Healthcare Corpori'ltion

Date/time Stamp: \06/04/201 B1:06 pm

06/04/2018 1:06 pm

Page 2 of 2
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